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Part One:

The Hearth and the Salamander

It was a pleasure to burn.

It was a special pleasure to see things eaten, to see things blackened and changed. With the brass nozzle in his fists, with this great python spitting its venomous kerosene upon the world, the blood pounded in his head, and his hands were the hands of some amazing conductor playing all the symphonies of blazing and burning to bring down the tatters and charcoal ruins of history. With his symbolic helmet numbered 451 on his stolid head, and his eyes all orange flame with the thought of what came next, he flicked the igniter and the house jumped up in a gorging fire that burned the evening sky red and yellow and black. He strode in a swarm of fireflies. He wanted above all, like the old joke, to shove a marshmallow on a stick in the furnace, while the flapping pigeon-winged books died on the porch and lawn of the house. While the books went up in sparkling whirls and blew away on a wind turned dark with burning.

Montag grinned the fierce grin of all men singed and driven back by flame.

He knew that when he returned to the firehouse, he might wink at himself, a minstrel man, burnt-corked, in the mirror. Later, going to sleep, he would feel the fiery smile still gripped by his face muscles, in the dark. It never went away, that smile, it never ever went away, as long as he remembered.

He hung up his black beetle-colored helmet and shined it; he hung his flameproof jacket neatly; he showered luxuriously, and then, whistling, hands in pockets, walked across the upper floor of the fire station and fell down the hole. At the last moment, when disaster seemed positive, he pulled his hands from his pockets and broke his fall by grasping the golden pole. He slid to a squeaking halt, the heels one inch from the concrete floor downstairs.

He walked out of the fire station and along the midnight
street toward the subway where the silent air-propelled train slid soundlessly down its lubricated flue in the earth and let him out with a great puff of warm air onto the cream-tiled escalator rising to the suburb.

Whistling, he let the escalator waft him into the still night air. He walked toward the corner, thinking little at all about nothing in particular. Before he reached the corner, however, he slowed as if a wind had sprung up from nowhere, as if someone had called his name.

The last few nights he had had the most uncertain feelings about the sidewalk just around the corner here, moving in the starlight toward his house. He had felt that a moment prior to his making the turn, someone had been there. The air seemed charged with a special calm as if someone had waited there, quietly, and only a moment before he came, simply turned to a shadow and let him through. Perhaps his nose detected a faint perfume, perhaps the skin on the backs of his hands, on his face, felt the temperature rise at this one spot where a person’s standing might raise the immediate atmosphere ten degrees for an instant. There was no understanding it. Each time he made the turn, he saw only the white, unused, buckling sidewalk, with perhaps, on one night, something vanishing swiftly across a lawn before he could focus his eyes or speak.

But now tonight, he slowed almost to a stop. His inner mind, reaching out to turn the corner for him, had heard the faintest whisper. Breathing? Or was the atmosphere compressed merely by someone standing very quietly there, waiting?

He turned the corner.

The autumn leaves blew over the moonlit pavement in such a way as to make the girl who was moving there seem fixed to a sliding walk, letting the motion of the wind and the leaves carry her forward. Her head was half bent to watch her shoes stir the circling leaves. Her face was slender and milk-white, and in it was a kind of gentle hunger that touched over everything with tireless curiosity. It was a look, almost, of pale surprise; the dark eyes were so fixed to the world that no move escaped them. Her dress was white and it whispered. He almost thought he heard the motion of her hands as she walked, and the infinitely small sound now, the white stir of
her face turning when she discovered she was a moment away from a man who stood in the middle of the pavement waiting.

The trees overhead made a great sound of letting down their dry rain. The girl stopped and looked as if she might pull back in surprise, but instead stood regarding Montag with eyes so dark and shining and alive, that he felt he had said something quite wonderful. But he knew his mouth had only moved to say hello, and then when she seemed hypnotized by the salamander on his arm and the phoenix-disc on his chest, he spoke again.

“Of course,” he said, “you’re our new neighbor, aren’t you?”

“And you must be—” She raised her eyes from his professional symbols, “—the fireman.” Her voice trailed off.

“How oddly you say that.”

“I’d—I’d have known it with my eyes shut,” she said, slowly. “What—the smell of kerosene? My wife always complains,” he laughed. “You never wash it off completely.”

“No, you don’t,” she said, in awe.

He felt she was walking in a circle about him, turning him end for end, shaking him quietly, and emptying his pockets, without once moving herself.

“Kerosene,” he said, because the silence had lengthened, “is nothing but perfume to me.”

“Does it seem like that, really?”

“Of course. Why not?”

She gave herself time to think of it. “I don’t know.” She turned to face the sidewalk going toward their homes. “Do you mind if I walk back with you? I’m Clarisse McClellan.”

“Clarisse. Guy Montag. Come along. What are you doing out so late wandering around? How old are you?”

They walked in the warm-cool blowing night on the silvered pavement and there was the faintest breath of fresh apricots and strawberries in the air, and he looked around and realized this was quite impossible, so late in the year.

There was only the girl walking with him now, her face bright as snow in the moonlight, and he knew she was working his questions around, seeking the best answers she could possibly give.

“Well,” she said, “I’m seventeen and I’m crazy. My uncle says the two always go together. When people ask your age,
he said, always say seventeen and insane. Isn’t this a nice time of night to walk? I like to smell things and look at things, and sometimes stay up all night, walking, and watch the sun rise.”

They walked on again in silence and finally she said, thoughtfully, “You know, I’m not afraid of you at all.”

He was surprised. “Why should you be?”

“So many people are. Afraid of firemen, I mean. But you’re just a man, after all . . .”

He saw himself in her eyes, suspended in two shining drops of bright water, himself dark and tiny, in fine detail, the lines about his mouth, everything there, as if her eyes were two miraculous bits of violet amber that might capture and hold him intact. Her face, turned to him now, was fragile milk crystal with a soft and constant light in it. It was not the hysterical light of electricity but—what? But the strangely comfortable and rare and gently flattering light of the candle. One time, as a child, in a power failure, his mother had found and lit a last candle and there had been a brief hour of rediscovery, of such illumination that space lost its vast dimensions and drew comfortably around them, and they, mother and son, alone, transformed, hoping that the power might not come on again too soon. . . .

And then Clarisse McClellan said:

“Do you mind if I ask? How long’ve you worked at being a fireman?”

“Since I was twenty, ten years ago.”

“Do you ever read any of the books you burn?”

He laughed. “That’s against the law!”

“Oh. Of course.”

“It’s fine work. Monday burn Millay, Wednesday Whitman, Friday Faulkner, burn ’em to ashes, then burn the ashes. That’s our official slogan.”

They walked still further and the girl said, “Is it true that long ago firemen put fires out instead of going to start them?”

“No. Houses have always been fireproof, take my word for it.”

“Strange. I heard once that a long time ago houses used to burn by accident and they needed firemen to stop the flames.”

He laughed.

She glanced quickly over. “Why are you laughing?”
“I don’t know.” He started to laugh again and stopped.

“Why?”

“You laugh when I haven’t been funny and you answer right off. You never stop to think what I’ve asked you.”

He stopped walking. “You are an odd one,” he said, looking at her. “Have you any respect?”

“I don’t mean to be insulting. It’s just, I love to watch people too much, I guess.”

“Well, doesn’t this mean anything to you?” He tapped the numerals ٤٢٠ stitched on his char-colored sleeve.

“Yes,” she whispered. She increased her pace. “Have you ever watched the jet-cars racing on the boulevards down that way?”

“You’re changing the subject!”

“I sometimes think drivers don’t know what grass is, or flowers, because they never see them slowly,” she said. “If you showed a driver a green blur, Oh yes! he’d say, that’s grass! A pink blur? That’s a rose-garden! White blurs are houses. Brown blurs are cows. My uncle drove slowly on a highway once. He drove forty miles an hour and they jailed him for two days. Isn’t that funny, and sad, too?”

“You think too many things,” said Montag, uneasily.

“I rarely watch the ‘parlor walls’ or go to races or Fun Parks. So I’ve lots of time for crazy thoughts, I guess. Have you seen the two hundred-foot-long billboards in the country beyond town? Did you know that once billboards were only twenty feet long? But cars started rushing by so quickly they had to stretch the advertising out so it would last.”

“I didn’t know that!” Montag laughed abruptly.

“Bet I know something else you don’t. There’s dew on the grass in the morning.”

He suddenly couldn’t remember if he had known this or not, and it made him quite irritable.

“And if you look—” she nodded at the sky, “there’s a man in the moon.”

He hadn’t looked for a long time.

They walked the rest of the way in silence, hers thoughtful, his a kind of clenching and uncomfortable silence in which he shot her accusing glances. When they reached her house all its lights were blazing.
“What’s going on?” Montag had rarely seen that many house lights.

“Oh, just my mother and father and uncle sitting around, talking. It’s like being a pedestrian, only rarer. My uncle was arrested another time—did I tell you?—for being a pedestrian. Oh, we’re most peculiar.”

“But what do you talk about?”

She laughed at this. “Good night!” She started up her walk. Then she seemed to remember something and came back to look at him with wonder and curiosity. “Are you happy?” she said.

“Am I what?” he cried.

But she was gone—running in the moonlight. Her front door shut gently.

“Happy! Of all the nonsense.”

He stopped laughing.

He put his hand into the glove-hole of his front door and let it know his touch. The front door slid open.

Of course I’m happy. What does she think? I’m not? he asked the quiet rooms. He stood looking up at the ventilator grille in the hall and suddenly remembered that something lay hidden behind the grille, something that seemed to peer down at him now. He moved his eyes quickly away.

What a strange meeting on a strange night. He remembered nothing like it save one afternoon a year ago when he had met an old man in the park and they had talked. . . .

Montag shook his head. He looked at a blank wall. The girl’s face was there, really quite beautiful in memory: astonishing, in fact. She had a very thin face like the dial of a small clock seen faintly in a dark room in the middle of a night when you waken to see the time and see the clock telling you the hour and the minute and the second, with a white silence and a glowing, all certainty and knowing what it has to tell of the night passing swiftly on toward further darknesses, but moving also toward a new sun.

“What?” asked Montag of that other self, the subconscious idiot that ran babbling at times, quite independent of will, habit, and conscience.

He glanced back at the wall. How like a mirror, too, her face.
Impossible; for how many people did you know that refracted your own light to you? People were more often—he searched for a simile, found one in his work—torches, blazing away until they whiffed out. How rarely did other people’s faces take of you and throw back to you your own expression, your own innermost trembling thought?

What incredible power of identification the girl had; she was like the eager watcher of a marionette show, anticipating each flicker of an eyelid, each gesture of his hand, each flick of a finger, the moment before it began. How long had they walked together? Three minutes? Five? Yet how large that time seemed now. How immense a figure she was on the stage before him; what a shadow she threw on the wall with her slender body! He felt that if his eye itched, she might blink. And if the muscles of his jaws stretched imperceptibly, she would yawn long before he would.

Why, he thought, now that I think of it, she almost seemed to be waiting for me there, in the street, so damned late at night . . .

He opened the bedroom door.

It was like coming into the cold marbled room of a mausoleum after the moon has set. Complete darkness, not a hint of the silver world outside, the windows tightly shut, the chamber a tomb-world where no sound from the great city could penetrate. The room was not empty.

He listened.

The little mosquito-delicate dancing hum in the air, the electrical murmur of a hidden wasp snug in its special pink warm nest. The music was almost loud enough so he could follow the tune.

He felt his smile slide away, melt, fold over and down on itself like a tallow skin, like the stuff of a fantastic candle burning too long and now collapsing and now blown out. Darkness. He was not happy. He was not happy. He said the words to himself. He recognized this as the true state of affairs. He wore his happiness like a mask and the girl had run off across the lawn with the mask and there was no way of going to knock on her door and ask for it back.

Without turning on the light he imagined how this room
would look. His wife stretched on the bed, uncovered and cold, like a body displayed on the lid of a tomb, her eyes fixed to the ceiling by invisible threads of steel, immovable. And in her ears the little Seashells, the thimble radios tamped tight, and an electronic ocean of sound, of music and talk and music and talk coming in, coming in on the shore of her unsleeping mind. The room was indeed empty. Every night the waves came in and bore her off on their great tides of sound, floating her, wide-eyed, toward morning. There had been no night in the last two years that Mildred had not swum that sea, had not gladly gone down in it for the third time.

The room was cold but nonetheless he felt he could not breathe. He did not wish to open the drapes and open the French windows, for he did not want the moon to come into the room. So, with the feeling of a man who will die in the next hour for lack of air, he felt his way toward his open, separate, and therefore cold bed.

An instant before his foot hit the object on the floor he knew he would hit such an object. It was not unlike the feeling he had experienced before turning the corner and almost knocking the girl down. His foot, sending vibrations ahead, received back echoes of the small barrier across its path even as the foot swung. His foot kicked. The object gave a dull clink and slid off in darkness.

He stood very straight and listened to the person on the dark bed in the completely featureless night. The breath coming out the nostrils was so faint it stirred only the furthest fringes of life, a small leaf, a black feather, a single fibre of hair.

He still did not want outside light. He pulled out his igniter, felt the salamander etched on its silver disc, gave it a flick.

Two moonstones looked up at him in the light of his small hand-held fire; two pale moonstones buried in a creek of clear water over which the life of the world ran, not touching them.

“Mildred!”

Her face was like a snow-covered island upon which rain might fall, but it felt no rain; over which clouds might pass their moving shadows, but she felt no shadow. There was only the singing of the thimble-wasps in her tamped-shut ears, and her eyes all glass, and breath going in and out, softly, faintly,
in and out her nostrils, and her not caring whether it came or went, went or came.

The object he had sent tumbling with his foot now glinted under the edge of his own bed. The small crystal bottle of sleeping tablets which earlier today had been filled with thirty capsules and which now lay uncapped and empty in the light of the tiny flare.

As he stood there the sky over the house screamed. There was a tremendous ripping sound as if two giant hands had torn ten thousand miles of black linen down the seam. Montag was cut in half. He felt his chest chopped down and split apart. The jet-bombers going over, going over, going over, one two, one two, one two, six of them, nine of them, twelve of them, one and one and one and another and another and another and another, did all the screaming for him. He opened his own mouth and let their shriek come down and out between his bared teeth. The house shook. The flare went out in his hand. The moonstones vanished. He felt his hand plunge toward the telephone.

The jets were gone. He felt his lips move, brushing the mouthpiece of the phone. “Emergency hospital.” A terrible whisper.

He felt that the stars had been pulverized by the sound of the black jets and that in the morning the earth would be covered with their dust like a strange snow. That was his idiot thought as he stood shivering in the dark, and let his lips go on moving and moving.

They had this machine. They had two machines, really. One of them slid down into your stomach like a black cobra down an echoing well looking for all the old water and the old time gathered there. It drank up the green matter that flowed to the top in a slow boil. Did it drink of the darkness? Did it suck out all the poisons accumulated with the years? It fed in silence with an occasional sound of inner suffocation and blind searching. It had an Eye. The impersonal operator of the machine could, by wearing a special optical helmet, gaze into the soul of the person whom he was pumping out. What did the Eye see? He did not say. He saw but did not see what the Eye saw. The entire operation was not unlike the digging of a
trench in one’s yard. The woman on the bed was no more than a hard stratum of marble they had reached. Go on, anyway, shove the bore down, slush up the emptiness, if such a thing could be brought out in the throb of the suction snake. The operator stood smoking a cigarette. The other machine was working, too.

The other machine, operated by an equally impersonal fellow in nonstainable reddish-brown coveralls. This machine pumped all of the blood from the body and replaced it with fresh blood and serum.

“Got to clean ’em out both ways,” said the operator, standing over the silent woman. “No use getting the stomach if you don’t clean the blood. Leave that stuff in the blood and the blood hits the brain like a mallet, bang, a couple thousand times and the brain just gives up, just quits.”

“Stop it!” said Montag.

“I was just sayin’,” said the operator.

“Are you done?” said Montag.

They shut the machines up tight. “We’re done.” His anger did not even touch them. They stood with the cigarette smoke curling around their noses and into their eyes without making them blink or squint. “That’s fifty bucks.”

“First, why don’t you tell me if she’ll be all right?”

“Sure, she’ll be okay. We got all the mean stuff right in our suitcase here, it can’t get at her now. As I said, you take out the old and put in the new and you’re okay.”

“Neither of you is an M.D. Why didn’t they send an M.D. from Emergency?”

“Hell!” The operator’s cigarette moved on his lip. “We get these cases nine or ten a night. Got so many, starting a few years ago, we had the special machines built. With the optical lens, of course, that was new; the rest is ancient. You don’t need an M.D., case like this; all you need is two handymen, clean up the problem in half an hour. Look—” he started for the door—“we gotta go. Just had another call on the old ear-thimble. Ten blocks from here. Someone else just jumped off the cap of a pillbox. Call if you need us again. Keep her quiet. We got a contra-sedative in her. She’ll wake up hungry. So long.”

And the men with the cigarettes in their straight-lined mouths, the men with the eyes of puff adders, took up their
load of machine and tube, their case of liquid melancholy and the slow dark sludge of nameless stuff, and strolled out the door.

Montag sank down into a chair and looked at this woman. Her eyes were closed now, gently, and he put out his hand to feel the warmth of breath on his palm.

“Mildred,” he said, at last.

There are too many of us, he thought. There are billions of us and that’s too many. Nobody knows anyone. Strangers come and violate you. Strangers come and cut your heart out. Strangers come and take your blood. Good God, who were those men? I never saw them before in my life!

Half an hour passed.

The bloodstream in this woman was new and it seemed to have done a new thing to her. Her cheeks were very pink and her lips were very fresh and full of color and they looked soft and relaxed. Someone else’s blood there. If only someone else’s flesh and brain and memory. If only they could have taken her mind along to the dry-cleaner’s and emptied the pockets and steamed and cleansed it and reblocked it and brought it back in the morning. If only . . .

He got up and put back the drapes and opened the windows wide to let the night air in. It was two o’clock in the morning. Was it only an hour ago, Clarisse McClellan in the street, and him coming in, and the dark room and his foot kicking the little crystal bottle? Only an hour, but the world had melted down and sprung up in a new and colorless form.

Laughter blew across the moon-colored lawn from the house of Clarisse and her father and mother and the uncle who smiled so quietly and so earnestly. Above all, their laughter was relaxed and hearty and not forced in any way, coming from the house that was so brightly lit this late at night while all the other houses were kept to themselves in darkness. Montag heard the voices talking, talking, talking, giving, talking, weaving, reweaving their hypnotic web.

Montag moved out through the French windows and crossed the lawn, without even thinking of it. He stood outside the talking house in the shadows, thinking he might even tap on their door and whisper, “Let me come in. I won’t say anything. I just want to listen. What is it you’re saying?”
But instead he stood there, very cold, his face a mask of ice, listening to a man’s voice (the uncle?) moving along at an easy pace:

“Well, after all, this is the age of the disposable tissue. Blow your nose on a person, wad them, flush them away, reach for another, blow, wad, flush. Everyone using everyone else’s coats-tails. How are you supposed to root for the home team when you don’t even have a program or know the names? For that matter, what color jerseys are they wearing as they trot out on the field?”

Montag moved back to his own house, left the window wide, checked Mildred, tucked the covers about her carefully, and then lay down with the moonlight on his cheekbones and on the frowning ridges in his brow, with the moonlight distilled in each eye to form a silver cataract there.


“I don’t know anything any more,” he said, and let a sleep-lozenge dissolve on his tongue.

At nine in the morning, Mildred’s bed was empty.

Montag got up quickly, his heart pumping, and ran down the hall and stopped at the kitchen door.

Toast popped out of the silver toaster, was seized by a spidery metal hand that drenched it with melted butter.

Mildred watched the toast delivered to her plate. She had both ears plugged with electronic bees that were humming the hour away. She looked up suddenly, saw him and nodded.

“You all right?” he asked.

She was an expert at lip reading from ten years of appren-
ticeship at Seashell ear-thimbles. She nodded again. She set the toaster clicking away at another piece of bread.

Montag sat down.

His wife said, “I don’t know why I should be so hungry.”

“You——”

“I’m hungry.”

“Last night,” he began.

“Didn’t sleep well. Feel terrible,” she said. “God, I’m hungry. I can’t figure it.”

“Last night——” he said again.

She watched his lips casually. “What about last night?”

“Don’t you remember?”

“What? Did we have a wild party or something? Feel like I’ve a hangover. God, I’m hungry. Who was here?”

“A few people,” he said.

“That’s what I thought.” She chewed her toast. “Sore stomach, but I’m hungry as all get-out. Hope I didn’t do anything foolish at the party.”

“No,” he said, quietly.

The toaster spidered out a piece of buttered bread for him.

He held it in his hand, feeling obligated.

“You don’t look so hot yourself,” said his wife.

In the late afternoon it rained and the entire world was dark gray. He stood in the hall of his house, putting on his badge with the orange salamander burning across it. He stood looking up at the air-conditioning vent in the hall for a long time. His wife in the TV parlor paused long enough from reading her script to glance up. “Hey,” she said. “The man’s thinking!”

“Yes,” he said. “I wanted to talk to you.” He paused. “You took all the pills in your bottle last night.”

“Oh, I wouldn’t do that,” she said, surprised.

“The bottle was empty.”

“I wouldn’t do a thing like that. Why would I do a thing like that?” she said.

“Maybe you took two pills and forgot and took two more, and forgot again and took two more, and were so dopey you kept right on until you had thirty or forty of them in you.”
“Heck,” she said, “what would I want to go and do a silly thing like that for?”
“I don’t know,” he said.
She was quite obviously waiting for him to go. “I didn’t do that,” she said. “Never in a billion years.”
“All right if you say so,” he said.
“That’s what the lady said.” She turned back to her script.
“What’s on this afternoon?” he asked, tiredly.
She didn’t look up from the script again. “Well, this is a play comes on the wall-to-wall circuit in ten minutes. They mailed me my part this morning. I sent in some box-tops. They write the script with one part missing. It’s a new idea. The homemaker, that’s me, is the missing part. When it comes time for the missing lines, they all look at me out of the three walls and I say the lines. Here, for instance, the man says, ‘What do you think of this whole idea, Helen?’ And he looks at me sitting here center stage, see? And I say, I say——” She paused and ran her finger under a line on the script. “‘I think that’s fine!’ And then they go on with the play until he says, ‘Do you agree to that, Helen?’ and I say, ‘I sure do!’ Isn’t that fun, Guy?”
He stood in the hall looking at her.
“It’s sure fun,” she said.
“What’s the play about?”
“I just told you. There are these people named Bob and Ruth and Helen.”
“Oh.”
“It’s really fun. It’ll be even more fun when we can afford to have the fourth wall installed. How long you figure before we save up and get the fourth wall torn out and a fourth wall-TV put in? It’s only two thousand dollars.”
“That’s one-third of my yearly pay.”
“It’s only two thousand dollars,” she replied. “And I should think you’d consider me sometimes. If we had a fourth wall, why it’d be just like this room wasn’t ours at all, but all kinds of exotic people’s rooms. We could do without a few things.”
“We’re already doing without a few things to pay for the third wall. It was put in only two months ago, remember?”
“Is that all it was?” She sat looking at him for a long moment. “Well, good-by, dear.”
“Good-by,” he said. He stopped and turned around. “Does it have a happy ending?”
“I haven’t read that far.”
He walked over, read the last page, nodded, folded the script, and handed it back to her. He walked out of the house into the rain.

The rain was thinning away and the girl was walking in the center of the sidewalk with her head up and the few drops falling on her face. She smiled when she saw Montag.
“Hello!”
He said hello and then said, “What are you up to now?”
“I’m still crazy. The rain feels good. I love to walk in it.”
“I don’t think I’d like that,” he said.
“You might if you tried.”
“I never have.”
She licked her lips. “Rain even tastes good.”
“What do you do, go around trying everything once?” he asked.
“Sometimes twice.” She looked at something in her hand.
“What’ve you got there?” he said.
“I guess it’s the last of the dandelions this year. I didn’t think I’d find one on the lawn this late. Have you ever heard of rubbing it under your chin? Look.” She touched her chin with the flower, laughing.
“Why?”
“If it rubs off, it means I’m in love. Has it?”
He could hardly do anything else but look.
“Well?” she said.
“You’re yellow under there.”
“Fine! Let’s try you now.”
“It won’t work for me.”
“Here.” Before he could move she had put the dandelion under his chin. He drew back and she laughed. “Hold still!”
She peered under his chin and frowned.
“Well?” he said.
“What a shame,” she said. “You’re not in love with anyone.”
“Yes, I am!”
“It doesn’t show.”
“I am, very much in love!” He tried to conjure up a face to fit the words, but there was no face. “I am!”
“Oh, please don’t look that way.”
“It’s that dandelion,” he said. “You’ve used it all up on yourself. That’s why it won’t work for me.”
“Of course, that must be it. Oh now I’ve upset you, I can see I have; I’m sorry, really I am.” She touched his elbow.
“No, no,” he said, quickly, “I’m all right.”
“I’ve got to be going, so say you forgive me, I don’t want you angry with me.”
“I’m not angry. Upset, yes.”
“I’ve got to go see my psychiatrist now. They make me go. I make up things to say. I don’t know what he thinks of me. He says I’m a regular onion! I keep him busy peeling away the layers.”
“I’m inclined to believe you need the psychiatrist,” said Montag.
“You don’t mean that.”
He took a breath and let it out and at last said, “No, I don’t mean that.”
“The psychiatrist wants to know why I go out and hike around in the forests and watch the birds and collect butterflies. I’ll show you my collection some day.”
“Good.”
“They want to know what I do with all my time. I tell them that sometimes I just sit and think. But I won’t tell them what. I’ve got them running. And sometimes, I tell them, I like to put my head back, like this, and let the rain fall in my mouth. It tastes just like wine. Have you ever tried it?”
“No, I—”
“You have forgiven me, haven’t you?”
“Yes.” He thought about it. “Yes, I have. God knows why. You’re peculiar, you’re aggravating, yet you’re easy to forgive. You say you’re seventeen?”
“Well—next month.”
“How odd. How strange. And my wife thirty and yet you seem so much older at times. I can’t get over it.”
“You’re peculiar yourself, Mr. Montag. Sometimes I even forget you’re a fireman. Now, may I make you angry again?”
“Go ahead.”

“How did it start? How did you get into it? How did you pick your work and how did you happen to think to take the job you have? You’re not like the others. I’ve seen a few; I know. When I talk, you look at me. When I said something about the moon, you looked at the moon, last night. The others would never do that. The others would walk off and leave me talking. Or threaten me. No one has time any more for anyone else. You’re one of the few who put up with me. That’s why I think it’s so strange you’re a fireman, it just doesn’t seem right for you, somehow.”

He felt his body divide itself into a hotness and a coldness, a softness and a hardness, a trembling and a not trembling, the two halves grinding one upon the other.

“You’d better run on to your appointment,” he said.

And she ran off and left him standing there in the rain. Only after a long time did he move.

And then, very slowly, as he walked, he tilted his head back in the rain, for just a few moments, and opened his mouth. . .

The Mechanical Hound slept but did not sleep, lived but did not live in its gently humming, gently vibrating, softly illuminated kennel back in a dark corner of the firehouse. The dim light of one in the morning, the moonlight from the open sky framed through the great window, touched here and there on the brass and the copper and the steel of the faintly trembling beast. Light flickered on bits of ruby glass and on sensitive capillary hairs in the Nylon-brushed nostrils of the creature that quivered gently, gently, its eight legs spidered under it on rubber-padded paws.

Montag slid down the brass pole. He went out to look at the city and the clouds had cleared away completely, and he lit a cigarette and came back to bend down and look at the Hound. It was like a great bee come home from some field where the honey is full of poison wildness, of insanity and nightmare, its body crammed with that over-rich nectar and now it was sleeping the evil out of itself.

“Hello,” whispered Montag, fascinated as always with the dead beast, the living beast.
Nights when things got dull, which was every night, the men slid down the brass poles, and set the ticking combinations of the olfactory system of the Hound and let loose rats in the firehouse areaway, and sometimes chickens, and sometimes cats that would have to be drowned anyway, and there would be betting to see which of the cats or chickens or rats the Hound would seize first. The animals were turned loose. Three seconds later the game was done, the rat, cat, or chicken caught half across the areaway, gripped in gentling paws while a four-inch hollow steel needle plunged down from the proboscis of the Hound to inject massive jolts of morphine or procaine. The pawn was then tossed in the incinerator. A new game began.

Montag stayed upstairs most nights when this went on. There had been a time two years ago when he had bet with the best of them, and lost a week’s salary and faced Mildred’s insane anger, which showed itself in veins and blotches. But now nights he lay in his bunk, face turned to the wall, listening to the whoops of laughter below and the piano-string scurry of rat feet, the violin squeaking of mice, and the great shadowing, motioned silence of the Hound leaping out like a moth in the raw light, finding, holding its victim, inserting needle and going back to its kennel to die as if a switch had been turned.

Montag touched the muzzle.

The Hound growled.

Montag jumped back.

The Hound half rose in its kennel and looked at him with green-blue neon light flickering in its suddenly activated eye-bulbs. It growled again, a strange rasping combination of electrical sizzle, a frying sound, a scraping of metal, a turning of cogs that seemed rusty and ancient with suspicion.

“No, no, boy,” said Montag, his heart pounding.

He saw the silver needle extend upon the air an inch, pull back, extend, pull back. The growl simmered in the beast and it looked at him.

Montag backed up. The Hound took a step from its kennel. Montag grabbed the brass pole with one hand. The pole, reacting, slid upward, and took him through the ceiling, quietly. He stepped off in the half-lit deck of the upper level. He was trembling and his face was green-white. Below, the Hound had
sunk back down upon its eight incredible insect legs and was humming to itself again, its multifaceted eyes at peace.

Montag stood, letting the fears pass, by the drop-hole. Behind him, four men at a card table under a green lidded light in the corner glanced briefly but said nothing. Only the man with the Captain’s hat and the sign of the Phoenix on his hat, at last, curious, his playing cards in his thin hand, talked across the long room.

“Montag . . .?”

“It doesn’t like me,” said Montag.

“What, the Hound?” The Captain studied his cards. “Come off it. It doesn’t like or dislike. It just ‘functions.’ It’s like a lesson in ballistics. It has a trajectory we decide on for it. It follows through. It targets itself, homes itself, and cuts off. It’s only copper wire, storage batteries, and electricity.”

Montag swallowed. “Its calculators can be set to any combination, so many amino acids, so much sulphur, so much butterfat and alkaline. Right?”

“We all know that.”

“All of those chemical balances and percentages on all of us here in the House are recorded in the master file downstairs. It would be easy for someone to set up a partial combination on the Hound’s ‘memory,’ a touch of amino acids, perhaps. That would account for what the animal did just now. Reacted toward me.”

“Hell,” said the Captain.

“Irritated, but not completely angry. Just enough ‘memory’ set up in it by someone so it growled when I touched it.”

“Who would do a thing like that?” asked the Captain. “You haven’t any enemies here, Guy.”

“None that I know of.”

“We’ll have the Hound checked by our technicians tomorrow.”

“This isn’t the first time it’s threatened me,” said Montag.

“Last month it happened twice.”

“We’ll fix it up. Don’t worry.”

But Montag did not move and only stood thinking of the ventilator grille in the hall at home and what lay hidden behind the grille. If someone here in the firehouse knew about the ventilator then mightn’t they “tell” the Hound . . .?
The Captain came over to the drop-hole and gave Montag a questioning glance.

“I was just figuring,” said Montag, “what does the Hound think about down there nights? Is it coming alive on us, really? It makes me cold.”

“It doesn’t think anything we don’t want it to think.”

“That’s sad,” said Montag, quietly, “because all we put into it is hunting and finding and killing. What a shame if that’s all it can ever know.”

Beatty snorted, gently. “Hell! It’s a fine bit of craftsmanship, a good rifle that can fetch its own target and guarantees the bulls-eye every time.”

“That’s why,” said Montag, “I wouldn’t want to be its next victim.”

“Why? You got a guilty conscience about something?” Montag glanced up swiftly.

Beatty stood there looking at him steadily with his eyes while his mouth opened and began to laugh, very softly.

One two three four five six seven days. And as many times he came out of the house and Clarisse was there somewhere in the world. Once he saw her shaking a walnut tree, once he saw her sitting on the lawn knitting a blue sweater, three or four times he found a bouquet of late flowers on his porch, or a handful of chestnuts in a little sack, or some autumn leaves neatly pinned to a sheet of white paper and thumbtacked to his door. Every day Clarisse walked him to the corner. One day it was raining, the next it was clear, the day after that the wind blew strong, and the day after that it was mild and calm, and the day after that calm day was a day like the furnace of summer and Clarisse with her face all sunburnt by late afternoon.

“Why is it,” he said, one time, at the subway entrance, “I feel I’ve known you so many years?”

“Because I like you,” she said, “and I don’t want anything from you. And because we know each other.”

“You make me feel very old and very much like a father.”

“Now you explain,” she said, “why you haven’t any daughters like me, if you love children so much?”

“I don’t know.”
“You’re joking!”
“I mean——” He stopped and shook his head. “Well, my wife, she . . . she just never wanted any children at all.”
The girl stopped smiling. “I’m sorry. I really thought you were having fun at my expense. I’m a fool.”
“No, no,” he said. “It was a good question. It’s been a long time since anyone cared enough to ask. A good question.”
“Let’s talk about something else. Have you ever smelled old leaves? Don’t they smell like cinnamon? Here. Smell.”
“Why, yes, it is like cinnamon in a way.”
She looked at him with her clear dark eyes. “You always seem shocked.”
“It’s just I haven’t had time——”
“Did you look at the stretched-out billboards like I told you?”
“I think so. Yes.” He had to laugh.
“Your laugh sounds much nicer than it did.”
“Does it?”
“Much more relaxed.”
He felt at ease and comfortable. “Why aren’t you in school? I see you every day wandering around.”
“Oh, they don’t miss me,” she said. “I’m antisocial, they say. I don’t mix. It’s so strange. I’m very social indeed. It all depends on what you mean by social, doesn’t it? Social to me means talking to you about things like this.” She rattled some chestnuts that had fallen off the tree in the front yard. “Or talking about how strange the world is. Being with people is nice. But I don’t think it’s social to get a bunch of people together and then not let them talk, do you? An hour of TV class, an hour of basketball or baseball or running, another hour of transcription history or painting pictures, and more sports, but do you know, we never ask questions, or at least most don’t; they just run the answers at you, bing, bing, bing, and us sitting there for four more hours of film-teacher. That’s not social to me at all. It’s a lot of funnels and a lot of water poured down the spout and out the bottom, and them telling us it’s wine when it’s not. They run us so ragged by the end of the day we can’t do anything but go to bed or head for a Fun Park to bully people around, break windowpanes in the Window Smasher.
place or wreck cars in the Car Wrecker place with the big steel ball. Or go out in the cars and race on the streets, trying to see how close you can get to lampposts, playing ‘chicken’ and ‘knock hubcaps.’ I guess I’m everything they say I am, all right. I haven’t any friends. That’s supposed to prove I’m abnormal. But everyone I know is either shouting or dancing around like wild or beating up one another. Do you notice how people hurt each other nowadays?”

“You sound so very old.”

“Sometimes I’m ancient. I’m afraid of children my own age. They kill each other. Did it always use to be that way? My uncle says no. Six of my friends have been shot in the last year alone. Ten of them died in car wrecks. I’m afraid of them and they don’t like me because I’m afraid. My uncle says his grandfather remembered when children didn’t kill each other. But that was a long time ago when they had things different. They believed in responsibility, my uncle says. Do you know, I’m responsible. I was spanked when I needed it, years ago. And I do all the shopping and housecleaning by hand.

“But most of all,” she said, “I like to watch people. Sometimes I ride the subway all day and look at them and listen to them. I just want to figure out who they are and what they want and where they’re going. Sometimes I even go to the Fun Parks and ride in the jet cars when they race on the edge of town at midnight and the police don’t care as long as they’re insured. As long as everyone has ten thousand insurance everyone’s happy. Sometimes I sneak around and listen in subways. Or I listen at soda fountains, and do you know what?”

“What?”

“People don’t talk about anything.”

“Oh, they must!”

“No, not anything. They name a lot of cars or clothes or swimming pools mostly and say how swell! But they all say the same things and nobody says anything different from anyone else. And most of the time in the cafes they have the joke-boxes on and the same jokes most of the time, or the musical wall lit and all the colored patterns running up and down, but it’s only color and all abstract. And at the museums, have you ever been? All abstract. That’s all there is now. My uncle says it was
different once. A long time back sometimes pictures said things or even showed people.”

“Your uncle said, your uncle said. Your uncle must be a remarkable man.”

“He is. He certainly is. Well, I got to be going. Good-by, Mr. Montag”

“Good-by.”

“Good-by. . . .”

One two three four five six seven days: the firehouse.

“Montag, you shin that pole like a bird up a tree.”

Third day.

“Montag, I see you came in the back door this time. The Hound bother you?”

“No, no.”

Fourth day.

“Montag, a funny thing. Heard tell this morning. Fireman in Seattle, purposely set a Mechanical Hound to his own chemical complex and let it loose. What kind of suicide would you call that?”

Five, six, seven days.

And then, Clarisse was gone. He didn’t know what there was about the afternoon, but it was not seeing her somewhere in the world. The lawn was empty, the trees empty, the street empty, and while at first he did not even know he missed her or was even looking for her, the fact was that by the time he reached the subway, there were vague stirrings of dis-ease in him. Something was the matter, his routine had been disturbed. A simple routine, true, established in a short few days, and yet . . .? He almost turned back to make the walk again, to give her time to appear. He was certain if he tried the same route, everything would work out fine. But it was late, and the arrival of his train put a stop to his plan.

The flutter of cards, motion of hands, of eyelids, the drone of the time-voice in the firehouse ceiling “. . . one thirty-five, Thursday morning, November 4th, . . . one thirty-six . . . one thirty-seven A.M. . . .” The tick of the playing cards on the greasy table top, all the sounds came to Montag, behind his
closed eyes, behind the barrier he had momentarily erected. He could feel the firehouse full of glitter and shine and silence, of brass colors, the colors of coins, of gold, of silver. The unseen men across the table were sighing on their cards, waiting. “... one forty-five ...” The voice clock mourned out the cold hour of a cold morning of a still colder year.

“What’s wrong, Montag?”
Montag opened his eyes.

A radio hummed somewhere. “... war may be declared any hour. This country stands ready to defend its ...”

The firehouse trembled as a great flight of jet planes whistled a single note across the black morning sky.

Montag blinked. Beatty was looking at him as if he were a museum statue. At any moment, Beatty might rise and walk about him, touching, exploring his guilt and self-consciousness. Guilt? What guilt was that?

“Your play, Montag.”

Montag looked at these men whose faces were sunburnt by a thousand real and ten thousand imaginary fires, whose work flushed their cheeks and fevered their eyes. These men who looked steadily into their platinum igniter flames as they lit their eternally burning black pipes. They and their charcoal hair and soot-colored brows and bluish-ash-smeared cheeks where they had shaven close; but their heritage showed. Montag started up, his mouth opened. Had he ever seen a fireman that didn’t have black hair, black brows, a fiery face, and a blue-steel shaved but unshaved look? These men were all mirror images of himself! Were all firemen picked then for their looks as well as their proclivities? The color of cinders and ash about them, and the continual smell of burning from their pipes. Captain Beatty there, rising in thunderheads of tobacco smoke. Beatty opening a fresh tobacco packet, crumpling the cellophane into a sound of fire.

Montag looked at the cards in his own hands. “I—I’ve been thinking. About the fire last week. About the man whose library we fixed. What happened to him?”

“They took him screaming off to the asylum.”

“He wasn’t insane.”

Beatty arranged his cards quietly. “Any man’s insane who thinks he can fool the government and us.”
“I’ve tried to imagine,” said Montag, “just how it would feel. I mean, to have firemen burn our houses and our books.”
“We haven’t any books.”
“But if we did have some.”
“You got some?”
Beatty blinked slowly.
“No.” Montag gazed beyond them to the wall with the typed lists of a million forbidden books. Their names leapt in fire, burning down the years under his ax and his hose which sprayed not water but kerosene. “No.” But in his mind, a cool wind started up and blew out of the ventilator grille at home, softly, softly, chilling his face. And, again, he saw himself in a green park talking to an old man, a very old man, and the wind from the park was cold, too.
Montag hesitated. “Was—was it always like this? The firehouse, our work? I mean, well, once upon a time . . .”
“Once upon a time!” Beatty said. “What kind of talk is that?”
Fool, thought Montag to himself, you’ll give it away. At the last fire, a book of fairy tales, he’d glanced at a single line. “I mean,” he said, “in the old days, before homes were completely fireproofed——” Suddenly it seemed a much younger voice was speaking for him. He opened his mouth and it was Clarisse McClellan saying, “Didn’t firemen prevent fires rather than stoke them up and get them going?”
“That’s rich!” Stoneman and Black drew forth their rule books, which also contained brief histories of the Firemen of America, and laid them out where Montag, though long familiar with them, might read:

“Established, 1790, to burn English-influenced books in the Colonies. First Fireman: Benjamin Franklin.”

RULE 1. Answer the alarm quickly.
2. Start the fire swiftly.
3. Burn everything.
4. Report back to firehouse immediately.
5. Stand alert for other Alarms.

Everyone watched Montag. He did not move.
The alarm sounded.
The bell in the ceiling kicked itself two hundred times. Suddenly there were four empty chairs. The cards fell in a flurry of snow. The brass pole shivered. The men were gone.

Montag sat in his chair. Below, the orange dragon coughed to life.

Montag slid down the pole like a man in a dream.

The Mechanical Hound leapt up in its kennel, its eyes all green flame.

“Montag, you forgot your helmet!”

He seized it off the wall behind him, ran, leapt, and they were off, the night wind hammering about their siren scream and their mighty metal thunder!

It was a flaking three-story house in the ancient part of the city, a century old if it was a day, but like all houses it had been given a thin fireproof plastic sheath many years ago, and this preservative shell seemed to be the only thing holding it in the sky.

“Here we are!”

The engine slammed to a stop. Beatty, Stoneman, and Black ran up the sidewalk, suddenly odious and fat in their plump fireproof slickers. Montag followed.

They crashed the front door and grabbed at a woman, though she was not running, she was not trying to escape. She was only standing, weaving from side to side, her eyes fixed upon a nothingness in the wall, as if they had struck her a terrible blow upon the head. Her tongue was moving in her mouth, and her eyes seemed to be trying to remember something and then they remembered and her tongue moved again:

“’Play the man, Master Ridley; we shall this day light such a candle, by God’s grace, in England, as I trust shall never be put out.’”

“Enough of that!” said Beatty. “Where are they?”

He slapped her face with amazing objectivity and repeated the question. The old woman’s eyes came to a focus upon Beatty. “You know where they are or you wouldn’t be here,” she said.

Stoneman held out the telephone alarm card with the complaint signed in telephone duplicate on the back:
“Have reason to suspect attic; 11 No. Elm, City.
E. B.”

“That would be Mrs. Blake, my neighbor,” said the woman, reading the initials.
“All right, men, let’s get ’em!”

Next thing they were up in musty blackness swinging silver hatchets at doors that were, after all, unlocked, tumbling through like boys all rollick and shout. “Hey!” A fountain of books sprang down upon Montag as he climbed shuddering up the sheer stair well. How inconvenient! Always before it had been like snuffing a candle. The police went first and adhesive-taped the victim’s mouth and bandaged him off into their glittering beetle cars, so when you arrived you found an empty house. You weren’t hurting anyone, you were hurting only things! And since things really couldn’t be hurt, since things felt nothing, and things don’t scream or whimper, as this woman might begin to scream and cry out, there was nothing to tease your conscience later. You were simply cleaning up. Janitorial work, essentially. Everything to its proper place. Quick with the kerosene! Who’s got a match!

But now, tonight, someone had slipped. This woman was spoiling the ritual. The men were making too much noise, laughing, joking, to cover her terrible accusing silence below. She made the empty rooms roar with accusation and shake down a fine dust of guilt that was sucked in their nostrils as they plunged about. It was neither cricket nor correct. Montag felt an immense irritation. She shouldn’t be here, on top of everything!

Books bombarded his shoulders, his arms, his upturned face. A book lit, almost obediently, like a white pigeon, in his hands, wings fluttering. In the dim, wavering light, a page hung open and it was like a snowy feather, the words delicately painted thereon. In all the rush and fervor, Montag had only an instant to read a line, but it blazed in his mind for the next minute as if stamped there with fiery steel. “Time has fallen asleep in the afternoon sunshine.” He dropped the book. Immediately, another fell into his arms.

“Montag, up here!”

Montag’s hand closed like a mouth, crushed the book with
wild devotion, with an insanity of mindlessness to his chest. The men above were hurling shovelfuls of magazines into the dusty air. They fell like slaughtered birds and the woman stood below, like a small girl, among the bodies.

Montag had done nothing. His hand had done it all, his hand, with a brain of its own, with a conscience and a curiosity in each trembling finger, had turned thief. Now, it plunged the book back under his arm, pressed it tight to sweating armpit, rushed out empty, with a magician’s flourish! Look here! Innocent! Look!

He gazed, shaken, at that white hand. He held it way out, as if he were farsighted. He held it close, as if he were blind.

“Montag!”

He jerked about.

“Don’t stand there, idiot!”

The books lay like great mounds of fishes left to dry. The men danced and slipped and fell over them. Titles glittered their golden eyes, falling, gone.

“Kerosene!”

They pumped the cold fluid from the numeraled tanks strapped to their shoulders. They coated each book, they pumped rooms full of it.

They hurried downstairs, Montag staggering after them in the kerosene fumes.

“Come on, woman!”

The woman knelt among the books, touching the drenched leather and cardboard, reading the gilt titles with her fingers while her eyes accused Montag.

“You can’t ever have my books,” she said.

“You know the law,” said Beatty. “Where’s your common sense? None of those books agree with each other. You’ve been locked up here for years with a regular damned Tower of Babel. Snap out of it! The people in those books never lived. Come on now!”

She shook her head.

“The whole house is going up,” said Beatty.

The men walked clumsily to the door. They glanced back at Montag, who stood near the woman.

“You’re not leaving her here?” he protested.
“She won’t come.”
“Force her, then!”

Beatty raised his hand in which was concealed the igniter,
“We’re due back at the House. Besides, these fanatics always
try suicide; the pattern’s familiar.”

Montag placed his hand on the woman’s elbow. “You can
come with me.”
“No,” she said. “Thank you, anyway.”
“I’m counting to ten,” said Beatty. “One. Two.”
“Please,” said Montag.
“Go on,” said the woman.
“Three. Four.”
“Here.” Montag pulled at the woman.
The woman replied quietly, “I want to stay here.”
“Five. Six.”
“You can stop counting,” she said. She opened the fingers
of one hand slightly and in the palm of the hand was a single
slender object.

An ordinary kitchen match.
The sight of it rushed the men out and down away from
the house. Captain Beatty, keeping his dignity, backed slowly
through the front door, his pink face burnt and shiny from a
thousand fires and night excitements. God, thought Montag,
how true! Always at night the alarm comes. Never by day! Is
it because fire is prettier by night? More spectacle, a better
show? The pink face of Beatty now showed the faintest
panic in the door. The woman’s hand twitched on the single
matchstick. The fumes of kerosene bloomed up about her.
Montag felt the hidden book pound like a heart against his
chest.

“Go on,” said the woman, and Montag felt himself back
away and away out the door, after Beatty, down the steps,
across the lawn, where the path of kerosene lay like the track
of some evil snail.

On the front porch where she had come to weigh them qui-
etly with her eyes, her quietness a condemnation, the woman
stood motionless.

Beatty flicked his fingers to spark the kerosene.
He was too late. Montag gasped.
The woman on the porch reached out with contempt to them all, and struck the kitchen match against the railing. People ran out of houses all down the street.

They said nothing on their way back to the firehouse. Nobody looked at anyone else. Montag sat in the front seat with Beatty and Black. They did not even smoke their pipes. They sat there looking out the front of the great Salamander as they turned a corner and went silently on.

“Master Ridley,” said Montag at last.
“What?” said Beatty.
“She said, ‘Master Ridley.’ She said some crazy thing when we came in the door. ‘Play the man,’ she said, ‘Master Ridley.’ Something, something, something.”

“We shall this day light such a candle, by God’s grace, in England, as I trust shall never be put out,” said Beatty. Stoneman glanced over at the Captain, as did Montag, startled.
Beatty rubbed his chin. “A man named Latimer said that to a man named Nicholas Ridley, as they were being burnt alive at Oxford, for heresy, on October 16, 1555.”

Montag and Stoneman went back to looking at the street as it moved under the engine wheels.

“I’m full of bits and pieces,” said Beatty. “Most fire captains have to be. Sometimes I surprise myself. Watch it, Stoneman!”
Stoneman braked the truck.
“Damn!” said Beatty. “You’ve gone right by the corner where we turn for the firehouse.”

“Who is it?”
“Who would it be?” said Montag, leaning back against the closed door in the dark.
His wife said, at last, “Well, put on the light.”
“I don’t want the light.”
“Come to bed.”
He heard her roll impatiently; the bedsprings squealed.
“Are you drunk?” she said.
So it was the hand that started it all. He felt one hand and then the other work his coat free and let it slump to the floor. He held his pants out into an abyss and let them fall into darkness. His hands had been infected, and soon it would be
his arms. He could feel the poison working up his wrists and into his elbows and his shoulders, and then the jump-over from shoulder blade to shoulder blade like a spark leaping a gap. His hands were ravenous. And his eyes were beginning to feel hunger, as if they must look at something, anything, everything.

His wife said, “What are you doing?”

He balanced in space with the book in his sweating cold fingers.

A minute later she said, “Well, just don’t stand there in the middle of the floor.”

He made a small sound.

“What?” she asked.

He made more soft sounds. He stumbled toward the bed and shoved the book clumsily under the cold pillow. He fell into bed and his wife cried out, startled. He lay far across the room from her, on a winter island separated by an empty sea. She talked to him for what seemed a long while and she talked about this and she talked about that and it was only words, like the words he had heard once in a nursery at a friend’s house, a two-year-old child building word patterns, talking jargon, making pretty sounds in the air. But Montag said nothing and after a long while when he only made the small sounds, he felt her move in the room and come to his bed and stand over him and put her hand down to feel his cheek. He knew that when she pulled her hand away from his face it was wet.

Late in the night he looked over at Mildred. She was awake. There was a tiny dance of melody in the air, her Seashell was tamped in her ear again and she was listening to far people in far places, her eyes wide and staring at the fathoms of blackness above her in the ceiling.

Wasn’t there an old joke about the wife who talked so much on the telephone that her desperate husband ran out to the nearest store and telephoned her to ask what was for dinner? Well, then, why didn’t he buy himself an audio-Seashell broadcasting station and talk to his wife late at night, murmur, whisper, shout, scream, yell. But what would he whisper, what would he yell? What could he say?

And suddenly she was so strange he couldn’t believe he knew
her at all. He was in someone else’s house, like those other jokes people told of the gentleman, drunk, coming home late at night, unlocking the wrong door, entering a wrong room, and bedding with a stranger and getting up early and going to work and neither of them the wiser.

“Millie . . . ?” he whispered.

“What?”

“I didn’t mean to startle you. What I want to know is . . .”

“Well?”

“When did we meet? And where?”

“When did we meet for what?” she asked.

“I mean—originally.”

He knew she must be frowning in the dark.

He clarified it. “The first time we ever met, where was it, and when?”

“Why, it was at——”

She stopped.

“I don’t know,” she said.

He was cold. “Can’t you remember?”

“It’s been so long.”

“Only ten years, that’s all, only ten!”

“Don’t get excited, I’m trying to think.” She laughed an odd little laugh that went up and up. “Funny, how funny, not to remember where or when you met your husband ’r wife.”

He lay massaging his eyes, his brow, and the back of his neck, slowly. He held both hands over his eyes and applied a steady pressure there as if to crush memory into place. It was suddenly more important than any other thing in a lifetime that he know where he had met Mildred.

“It doesn’t matter.” She was up, in the bathroom now, and he heard the water running, and the swallowing sound she made.

“No, I guess not,” he said.

He tried to count how many times she swallowed and he thought of the visit from the two zinc-oxide-faced men with the cigarettes in their straight-lined mouths and the Electronic-Eyed Snake winding down into the layer upon layer of night and stone and stagnant spring water, and he wanted to call out to her, how many have you taken tonight! the capsules! how many will you take later and not know? and so on, every hour!
or maybe not tonight, tomorrow night! And me not sleeping tonight or tomorrow night or any night for a long while, now that this has started. And he thought of her lying on the bed with the two technicians standing straight over her, not bent with concern, but only standing straight, arms folded. And he remembered thinking then that if she died, he was certain he wouldn’t cry. For it would be the dying of an unknown, a street face, a newspaper image, and it was suddenly so very wrong that he had begun to cry, not at death but at the thought of not crying at death, a silly empty man near a silly empty woman, while the hungry snake made her still more empty.

How do you get so empty? he wondered. Who takes it out of you? And that awful flower the other day, the dandelion! It had summed up everything, hadn’t it? “What a shame! You’re not in love with anyone!” And why not?

Well, wasn’t there a wall between him and Mildred, when you came down to it? Literally not just one wall but, so far, three! And expensive, too! And the uncles, the aunts, the cousins, the nieces, the nephews, that lived in those walls, the gibbering pack of tree-apes that said nothing, nothing, nothing and said it loud, loud, loud. He had taken to calling them relatives from the very first. “How’s Uncle Louis today?” “Who?” “And Aunt Maude?” The most significant memory he had of Mildred, really, was of a little girl in a forest without trees (how odd!) or rather a little girl lost on a plateau where there used to be trees (you could feel the memory of their shapes all about) sitting in the center of the “living room.” The living room; what a good job of labeling that was now. No matter when he came in, the walls were always talking to Mildred.

Something must be done!”
“Yes, something must be done!”
“Well, let’s not stand and talk!”
“Let’s do it!”
“I’m so mad I could spit!”

What was it all about? Mildred couldn’t say. Who was mad at whom? Mildred didn’t quite know. What were they going to do? Well, said Mildred, wait around and see.

He had waited around to see.

A great thunderstorm of sound gushed from the walls. Music bombarded him at such an immense volume that his
bones were almost shaken from their tendons; he felt his jaw vibrate, his eyes wobble in his head. He was a victim of concussion. When it was all over he felt like a man who had been thrown from a cliff, whirled in a centrifuge and spat out over a waterfall that fell and fell into emptiness and emptiness and never—quite—touched—bottom—never—never—quite—no not quite—touched—bottom . . . and you fell so fast you didn’t touch the sides either . . . never . . . quite . . . touched . . . anything.

The thunder faded. The music died.

“There,” said Mildred.

And it was indeed remarkable. Something had happened. Even though the people in the walls of the room had barely moved, and nothing had really been settled, you had the impression that someone had turned on a washing machine or sucked you up in a gigantic vacuum. You drowned in music and pure cacophony. He came out of the room sweating and on the point of collapse. Behind him, Mildred sat in her chair and the voices went on again:

“Well, everything will be all right now,” said an “aunt.”

“Oh, don’t be too sure,” said a “cousin.”

“Now, don’t get angry!”

“Who’s angry?”

“You are!”

“I am?”

“You’re mad!”

“Why would I be mad!”

“Because!”

“That’s all very well,” cried Montag, “but what are they mad about? Who are these people? Who’s that man and who’s that woman? Are they husband and wife, are they divorced, engaged, what? Good God, nothing’s connected up.”

“They——” said Mildred. “Well, they—they had this fight, you see. They certainly fight a lot. You should listen. I think they’re married. Yes, they’re married. Why?”

And if it was not the three walls soon to be four walls and the dream complete, then it was the open car and Mildred driving a hundred miles an hour across town, he shouting at her and she shouting back and both trying to hear what was said, but hearing only the scream of the car. “At least keep it
down to the minimum!” he yelled. “What?” she cried. “Keep it down to fifty-five, the minimum!” he shouted. “The what?” she shrieked. “Speed!” he shouted. And she pushed it up to one hundred and five miles an hour and tore the breath from his mouth.

When they stepped out of the car, she had the Seashells stuffed in her ears.

Silence. Only the wind blowing softly.

“Mildred.” He stirred in bed.

He reached over and pulled the tiny musical insect out of her ear. “Mildred. Mildred?”

“Yes.” Her voice was faint.

He felt he was one of the creatures electronically inserted between the slots of the phono-color walls, speaking, but the speech not piercing the crystal barrier. He could only pantomime, hoping she would turn his way and see him. They could not touch through the glass.

“Mildred, do you know that girl I was telling you about?”

“What girl?” She was almost asleep.

“The girl next door.”

“What girl next door?”

“You know, the high-school girl. Clarisse, her name is.”

“Oh, yes,” said his wife.

“I haven’t seen her for a few days—four days to be exact. Have you seen her?”

“No.”

“I’ve meant to talk to you about her. Strange.”

“Oh, I know the one you mean.”

“I thought you would.”

“Her,” said Mildred in the dark room.

“What about her?” asked Montag.

“I meant to tell you. Forgot. Forgot.”

“Tell me now. What is it?”

“I think she’s gone.”

“Gone?”

“Whole family moved out somewhere. But she’s gone for good. I think she’s dead.”

“We couldn’t be talking about the same girl.”

The family moved out anyway. I don’t know. But I think she’s dead.”

“You’re not sure of it!”

“No, not sure. Pretty sure.”

“Why didn’t you tell me sooner?”

“Forgot.”

“Four days ago!”

“I forgot all about it.”

“Four days ago,” he said, quietly, lying there.

They lay there in the dark room not moving, either of them.

“Good night,” she said.

He heard a faint rustle. Her hand moved. The electric thimble moved like a praying mantis on the pillow, touched by her hand. Now it was in her ear again, humming.

He listened and his wife was singing under her breath.

Outside the house, a shadow moved, an autumn wind rose up and faded away. But there was something else in the silence that he heard. It was like a breath exhaled upon the window. It was like a faint drift of greenish luminescent smoke, the motion of a single huge October leaf blowing across the lawn and away.

The Hound, he thought. It’s out there tonight. It’s out there now. If I opened the window . . .

He did not open the window.

He had chills and fever in the morning.

“You can’t be sick,” said Mildred.

He closed his eyes over the hotness. “Yes.”

“But you were all right, last night.”

“No, I wasn’t all right.” He heard the “relatives” shouting in the parlor.

Mildred stood over his bed, curiously. He felt her there, he saw her without opening his eyes, her hair burnt by chemicals to a brittle straw, her eyes with a kind of cataract unseen but suspect far behind the pupils, the reddened pouting lips, the body as thin as a praying mantis from dieting, and her flesh like white bacon. He could remember her no other way.

“Will you bring me aspirin and water?”

“You’ve got to get up,” she said. “It’s noon. You’ve slept five hours later than usual.”

“Will you turn the parlor off?” he asked.
“That’s my family.”
“Will you turn it off for a sick man?”
“I’ll turn it down.”
She went out of the room and did nothing to the parlor and came back. “Is that better?”
“Thanks.”
“That’s my favorite program,” she said.
“What about the aspirin?”
“You’ve never been sick before.” She went away again.
“Well, I’m sick now. I’m not going to work tonight. Call Beatty for me.”
“You acted funny last night.” She returned, humming.
“Where’s the aspirin?” He glanced at the water glass she handed him.
“Oh.” She walked to the bath again. “Did something happen?”
“A fire, is all.”
“I had a nice evening,” she said, in the bathroom.
“What doing?”
“The parlor.”
“What was on?”
“Programs.”
“What programs?”
“Some of the best ever.”
“Who?”
“Oh, you know, the bunch.”
“Yes, the bunch, the bunch, the bunch.” He pressed at the pain in his eyes and suddenly the odor of kerosene made him vomit.
Mildred came in, humming. She was surprised. “Why’d you do that?”
He looked with dismay at the floor. “We burned an old woman with her books.”
“It’s a good thing the rug’s washable.” She fetched a mop and worked on it. “I went to Helen’s last night.”
“Couldn’t you get the shows in your own parlor?”
“Sure, but it’s nice visiting.”
She went out into the parlor. He heard her singing.
“Mildred?” he called.
She returned, singing, snapping her fingers softly.
“Aren’t you going to ask me about last night?” he said.
“What about it?”
“We burned a thousand books. We burned a woman.”
“Well?”
The parlor was exploding with sound.
“We burned copies of Dante and Swift and Marcus Aurelius.”
“Wasn’t he a European?”
“Something like that.”
“Wasn’t he a radical?”
“I never read him.”
“He was a radical.” Mildred fiddled with the telephone.
“You don’t expect me to call Captain Beatty, do you?”
“You must!”
“Don’t shout!”
“I wasn’t shouting.” He was up in bed, suddenly, enraged and flushed, shaking. The parlor roared in the hot air. “I can’t call him. I can’t tell him I’m sick.”
“What?”
Because you’re afraid, he thought. A child feigning illness, afraid to call because after a moment’s discussion, the conversation would run so: “Yes, Captain, I feel better already. I’ll be in at ten o’clock tonight.”
“You’re not sick,” said Mildred.
Montag fell back in bed. He reached under his pillow. The hidden book was still there.
“Mildred, how would it be if, well, maybe I quit my job awhile?”
“You want to give up everything? After all these years of working, because, one night, some woman and her books——”
“You should have seen her, Millie!”
“She’s nothing to me; she shouldn’t have had books. It was her responsibility, she should’ve thought of that. I hate her. She’s got you going and next thing you know we’ll be out, no house, no job, nothing.”
“You weren’t there, you didn’t see,” he said. “There must be something in books, things we can’t imagine, to make a woman stay in a burning house; there must be something there. You don’t stay for nothing.”
“She was simple-minded.”
“She was as rational as you and I, more so perhaps, and we burned her.”

“That’s water under the bridge.”

“No, not water; fire. You ever seen a burned house? It smolders for days. Well, this fire’ll last me the rest of my life. God! I’ve been trying to put it out, in my mind, all night. I’m crazy with trying.”

“You should’ve thought of that before becoming a fireman.”

“Thought!” he said. “Was I given a choice? My grandfather and father were firemen. In my sleep, I ran after them.”

The parlor was playing a dance tune.

“This is the day you go on the early shift,” said Mildred. “You should’ve gone two hours ago. I just noticed.”

“It’s not just the woman that died,” said Montag. “Last night I thought about all the kerosene I’ve used in the past ten years. And I thought about books. And for the first time I realized that a man was behind each one of the books. A man had to think them up. A man had to take a long time to put them down on paper. And I’d never even thought that thought before.” He got out of bed.

“It took some man a lifetime maybe to put some of his thoughts down, looking around at the world and life and then I come along in two minutes and boom! it’s all over.”

“Let me alone,” said Mildred. “I didn’t do anything.”

“Let you alone! That’s all very well, but how can I leave myself alone? We need not to be let alone. We need to be really bothered once in a while. How long is it since you were really bothered? About something important, about something real?”

And then he shut up, for he remembered last week and the two white stones staring up at the ceiling and the pump-snake with the probing eye and the two soap-faced men with the cigarettes moving in their mouths when they talked. But that was another Mildred, that was a Mildred so deep inside this one, and so bothered, really bothered, that the two women had never met. He turned away.

Mildred said, “Well, now you’ve done it. Out front of the house. Look who’s here.”

“I don’t care.”
“There’s a Phoenix car just drove up and a man in a black shirt with an orange snake stitched on his arm coming up the front walk.”

“Captain Beatty?” he said.

“Captain Beatty.”

Montag did not move, but stood looking into the cold whiteness of the wall immediately before him.

“Go let him in, will you? Tell him I’m sick.”

“Tell him yourself!” She ran a few steps this way, a few steps that, and stopped, eyes wide, when the front door speaker called her name, softly, softly, Mrs. Montag, Mrs. Montag, someone here, someone here, Mrs. Montag, Mrs. Montag, someone’s here. Fading.

Montag made sure the book was well hidden behind the pillow, climbed slowly back into bed, arranged the covers over his knees and across his chest, half-sitting, and after a while Mildred moved and went out of the room and Captain Beatty strolled in, his hands in his pockets.

“Shut the ‘relatives’ up,” said Beatty, looking around at everything except Montag and his wife.

This time, Mildred ran. The yammering voices stopped yelling in the parlor.

Captain Beatty sat down in the most comfortable chair with a peaceful look on his ruddy face. He took time to prepare and light his brass pipe and puff out a great smoke cloud. “Just thought I’d come by and see how the sick man is.”

“How’d you guess?”

Beatty smiled his smile which showed the candy pinkness of his gums and the tiny candy whiteness of his teeth. “I’ve seen it all. You were going to call for a night off.”

Montag sat in bed.

“Well” said Beatty, “take the night off?” He examined his eternal matchbox, the lid of which said GUARANTEED: ONE MILLION LIGHTS IN THIS IGNITER, and began to strike the chemical match abstractedly, blow out, strike, blow out, strike, speak a few words, blow out. He looked at the flame. He blew, he looked at the smoke. “When will you be well?”

“Tomorrow. The next day maybe. First of the week.”

Beatty puffed his pipe. “Every fireman, sooner or later, hits this. They only need understanding, to know how the wheels
run. Need to know the history of our profession. They don’t feed it to rookies like they used to. Damn shame.” Puff. “Only fire chiefs remember it now.” Puff. “I’ll let you in on it.”

Mildred fidgeted.

Beatty took a full minute to settle himself in and think back for what he wanted to say.

“When did it all start, you ask, this job of ours, how did it come about, where, when? Well, I’d say it really got started around about a thing called the Civil War. Even though our rule book claims it was founded earlier. The fact is we didn’t get along well until photography came into its own. Then—motion pictures in the early Twentieth Century. Radio. Television. Things began to have mass.”

Montag sat in bed, not moving.

“And because they had mass, they became simpler,” said Beatty. “Once, books appealed to a few people, here, there, everywhere. They could afford to be different. The world was roomy. But then the world got full of eyes and elbows and mouths. Double, triple, quadruple population. Films and radios, magazines, books leveled down to a sort of paste pudding norm, do you follow me?”

“I think so.”

Beatty peered at the smoke pattern he had put out on the air. “Picture it. Nineteenth-century man with his horses, dogs, carts, slow motion. Then, in the Twentieth Century, speed up your camera. Books cut shorter. Condensations. Digests. Tabloids. Everything boils down to the gag, the snap ending.”

“Snap ending.” Mildred nodded.

“Classics cut to fit fifteen-minute radio shows, then cut again to fill a two-minute book column, winding up at last as a ten- or twelve-line dictionary resume. I exaggerate, of course. The dictionaries were for reference. But many were those whose sole knowledge of Hamlet (you know the title certainly, Montag; it is probably only a faint rumor of a title to you, Mrs. Montag) whose sole knowledge, as I say, of Hamlet was a one-page digest in a book that claimed: now at last you can read all the classics; keep up with your neighbors. Do you see? Out of the nursery into the college and back to the nursery; there’s your intellectual pattern for the past five centuries or more.”

Mildred arose and began to move around the room, picking
things up and putting them down. Beatty ignored her and continued:

“Speed up the film, Montag, quick. Click, Pic, Look, Eye, Now, Flick, Here, There, Swift, Pace, Up, Down, In, Out, Why, How, Who, What, Where, Eh? Uh! Bang! Smack! Wallop, Bing, Bong, Boom! Digest-digest, digest-digest-digests. Politics? One column, two sentences, a headline! Then, in mid-air, all vanishes! Whirl man’s mind around about so fast under the pumping hands of publishers, exploiters, broadcasters that the centrifuge flings off all unnecessary, time-wasting thought!”

Mildred smoothed the bedclothes. Montag felt his heart jump and jump again as she patted his pillow. Right now she was pulling at his shoulder to try to get him to move so she could take the pillow out and fix it nicely and put it back. And perhaps cry out and stare or simply reach down her hand and say, “What’s this?” and hold up the hidden book with touching innocence.

“School is shortened, discipline relaxed, philosophies, histories, languages dropped, English and spelling gradually gradually neglected, finally almost completely ignored. Life is immediate, the job counts, pleasure lies all about after work. Why learn anything save pressing buttons, pulling switches, fitting nuts and bolts?”

“Let me fix your pillow,” said Mildred.
“No!” whispered Montag.
“The zipper displaces the button and a man lacks just that much time to think while dressing at dawn, a philosophical hour, and thus a melancholy hour.”

Mildred said, “Here.”
“Get away,” said Montag.
“Life becomes one big pratfall, Montag; everything bang, boff, and wow!”

“Wow,” said Mildred, yanking at the pillow.
“For God’s sake, let me be!” cried Montag passionately.
Beatty opened his eyes wide.

Mildred’s hand had frozen behind the pillow. Her fingers were tracing the book’s outline and as the shape became familiar her face looked surprised and then stunned. Her mouth opened to ask a question . . .

“Empty the theaters save for clowns and furnish the rooms
with glass walls and pretty colors running up and down the walls like confetti or blood or sherry or sauterne. You like baseball, don’t you, Montag?”

“Baseball’s a fine game.”

Now Beatty was almost invisible, a voice somewhere behind a screen of smoke.

“What’s this?” asked Mildred, almost with delight. Montag heaved back against her arms. “What’s this here?”

“Sit down!” Montag shouted. She jumped away, her hands empty. “We’re talking!”

Beatty went on as if nothing had happened. “You like bowling, don’t you, Montag?”

“Bowling, yes.”

“And golf?”

“Golf is a fine game.”

“Basketball?”

“A fine game.”

“Billiards, pool? Football?”

“Fine games, all of them.”

“More sports for everyone, group spirit, fun, and you don’t have to think, eh? Organize and organize and super organize super-super sports. More cartoons in books. More pictures. The mind drinks less and less. Impatience. Highways full of crowds going somewhere, somewhere, somewhere, nowhere. The gasoline refugee. Towns turn into motels, people in nomadic surges from place to place, following the moon tides, living tonight in the room where you slept this noon and I the night before.”

Mildred went out of the room and slammed the door. The parlor “aunts” began to laugh at the parlor “uncles.”

“Now let’s take up the minorities in our civilization, shall we? Bigger the population, the more minorities. Don’t step on the toes of the dog-lovers, the cat-lovers, doctors, lawyers, merchants, chiefs, Mormons, Baptists, Unitarians, second-generation Chinese, Swedes, Italians, Germans, Texans, Brooklynites, Irishmen, people from Oregon or Mexico. The people in this book, this play, this TV serial are not meant to represent any actual painters, cartographers, mechanics anywhere. The bigger your market, Montag, the less you handle controversy, remember that! All the minor minor minorities
with their navels to be kept clean. Authors, full of evil thoughts, lock up your typewriters. They did. Magazines became a nice blend of vanilla tapioca. Books, so the damned snobbish critics said, were dishwater. No wonder books stopped selling, the critics said. But the public, knowing what it wanted, spinning happily, let the comic-books survive. And the three-dimensional sex-magazines, of course. There you have it, Montag. It didn’t come from the Government down. There was no dictum, no declaration, no censorship, to start with, no! Technology, mass exploitation, and minority pressure carried the trick, thank God. Today, thanks to them, you can stay happy all the time, you are allowed to read comics, the good old confessions, or trade-journals.”

“Yes, but what about the firemen, then?” asked Montag.

“Ah.” Beatty leaned forward in the faint mist of smoke from his pipe. “What more easily explained and natural? With school turning out more runners, jumpers, racers, tinkerers, grabbers, snatchers, fliers, and swimmers instead of examiners, critics, knowers, and imaginative creators, the word ‘intellectual,’ of course, became the swear word it deserved to be. You always dread the unfamiliar. Surely you remember the boy in your own school class who was exceptionally ‘bright,’ did most of the reciting and answering while the others sat like so many leaden idols, hating him. And wasn’t it this bright boy you selected for beatings and tortures after hours? Of course it was. We must all be alike. Not everyone born free and equal, as the Constitution says, but everyone made equal. Each man the image of every other; then all are happy, for there are no mountains to make them cower, to judge themselves against. So! A book is a loaded gun in the house next door. Burn it. Take the shot from the weapon. Breach man’s mind. Who knows who might be the target of the well-read man? Me? I won’t stomach them for a minute. And so when houses were finally fireproofed completely, all over the world (you were correct in your assumption the other night) there was no longer need of firemen for the old purposes. They were given the new job, as custodians of our peace of mind, the focus of our understandable and rightful dread of being inferior; official censors, judges, and executors. That’s you, Montag, and that’s me.”

The door to the parlor opened and Mildred stood there
looking in at them, looking at Beatty and then at Montag. Behind her the walls of the room were flooded with green and yellow and orange fireworks sizzling and bursting to some music composed almost completely of trap drums, tom-toms, and cymbals. Her mouth moved and she was saying something but the sound covered it.

Beatty knocked his pipe into the palm of his pink hand, studied the ashes as if they were a symbol to be diagnosed and searched for meaning.

“You must understand that our civilization is so vast that we can’t have our minorities upset and stirred. Ask yourself, What do we want in this country, above all? People want to be happy, isn’t that right? Haven’t you heard it all your life? I want to be happy, people say. Well, aren’t they? Don’t we keep them moving, don’t we give them fun? That’s all we live for, isn’t it? For pleasure, for titillation? And you must admit our culture provides plenty of these.”

“Yes.”

Montag could lip-read what Mildred was saying in the doorway. He tried not to look at her mouth, because then Beatty might turn and read what was there, too.

“Colored people don’t like Little Black Sambo. Burn it. White people don’t feel good about Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Burn it. Someone’s written a book on tobacco and cancer of the lungs? The cigarette people are weeping? Burn the book. Serenity, Montag. Peace, Montag. Take your fight outside. Better yet, into the incinerator. Funerals are unhappy and pagan? Eliminate them, too. Five minutes after a person is dead he’s on his way to the Big Flue, the Incinerators serviced by helicopters all over the country. Ten minutes after death a man’s a speck of black dust. Let’s not quibble over individuals with memoriams. Forget them. Burn all, burn everything. Fire is bright and fire is clean.”

The fireworks died in the parlor behind Mildred. She had stopped talking at the same time; a miraculous coincidence. Montag held his breath.

“There was a girl next door,” he said, slowly. “She’s gone now, I think, dead. I can’t even remember her face. But she was different. How—how did she happen?”

Beatty smiled. “Here or there, that’s bound to occur.
Clarisse McClellan? We’ve a record on her family. We’ve watched them carefully. Heredity and environment are funny things. You can’t rid yourselves of all the odd ducks in just a few years. The home environment can undo a lot you try to do at school. That’s why we’ve lowered the kindergarten age year after year until now we’re almost snatching them from the cradle. We had some false alarms on the McClellans, when they lived in Chicago. Never found a book. Uncle had a mixed record; antisocial. The girl? She was a time bomb. The family had been feeding her subconscious, I’m sure, from what I saw of her school record. She didn’t want to know how a thing was done, but why. That can be embarrassing. You ask Why to a lot of things and you wind up very unhappy indeed, if you keep at it. The poor girl’s better off dead.”

“Yes, dead.”

“Luckily, queer ones like her don’t happen often. We know how to nip most of them in the bud, early. You can’t build a house without nails and wood. If you don’t want a house built, hide the nails and wood. If you don’t want a man unhappy politically, don’t give him two sides to a question to worry him; give him one. Better yet, give him none. Let him forget there is such a thing as war. If the government is inefficient, top-heavy, and tax-mad, better it be all those than that people worry over it. Peace, Montag. Give the people contests they win by remembering the words to more popular songs or the names of state capitals or how much corn Iowa grew last year. Cram them full of noncombustible data, chock them so damned full of ‘facts’ they feel stuffed, but absolutely ‘brilliant’ with information. Then they’ll feel they’re thinking, they’ll get a sense of motion without moving. And they’ll be happy, because facts of that sort don’t change. Don’t give them any slippery stuff like philosophy or sociology to tie things up with. That way lies melancholy. Any man who can take a TV wall apart and put it back together again, and most men can, nowadays, is happier than any man who tries to slide-rule, measure, and equate the universe, which just won’t be measured or equated without making man feel bestial and lonely. I know, I’ve tried it; to hell with it. So bring on your clubs and parties, your acrobats and magicians, your daredevils, jet cars, motorcycle helicopters, your sex and heroin, more of everything to do with automatic
reflex. If the drama is bad, if the film says nothing, if the play is hollow, sting me with the theremin, loudly. I’ll think I’m responding to the play, when it’s only a tactile reaction to vibration. But I don’t care. I just like solid entertainment.”

Beatty got up. “I must be going. Lecture’s over. I hope I’ve clarified things. The important thing for you to remember, Montag, is we’re the Happiness Boys, the Dixie Duo, you and I and the others. We stand against the small tide of those who want to make everyone unhappy with conflicting theory and thought. We have our fingers in the dike. Hold steady. Don’t let the torrent of melancholy and drear philosophy drown our world. We depend on you. I don’t think you realize how important you are, we are, to our happy world as it stands now.”

Beatty shook Montag’s limp hand. Montag still sat, as if the house were collapsing about him and he could not move, in the bed. Mildred had vanished from the door.

“One last thing,” said Beatty. “At least once in his career, every fireman gets an itch. What do the books say, he wonders. Oh, to scratch that itch, eh? Well, Montag, take my word for it, I’ve had to read a few in my time, to know what I was about, and the books say nothing! Nothing you can teach or believe. They’re about nonexistent people, figments of imagination, if they’re fiction. And if they’re nonfiction, it’s worse, one professor calling another an idiot, one philosopher screaming down another’s gullet. All of them running about, putting out the stars and extinguishing the sun. You come away lost.”

“Well, then, what if a fireman accidentally, really not intending anything, takes a book home with him?”

Montag twitched. The open door looked at him with its great vacant eye.

“A natural error. Curiosity alone,” said Beatty. “We don’t get overanxious or mad. We let the fireman keep the book twenty-four hours. If he hasn’t burned it by then, we simply come burn it for him.”

“Of course.” Montag’s mouth was dry.

“Well, Montag. Will you take another, later shift, today? Will we see you tonight perhaps?”

“I don’t know,” said Montag.

“What?” Beatty looked faintly surprised.
Montag shut his eyes. “I’ll be in later. Maybe.”
“We’d certainly miss you if you didn’t show,” said Beatty, putting his pipe in his pocket thoughtfully.
I’ll never come in again, thought Montag.
“Get well and keep well,” said Beatty.
He turned and went out through the open door.

Montag watched through the window as Beatty drove away in his gleaming yellow-flame-colored beetle with the black, char-colored tires.

Across the street and down the way the other houses stood with their flat fronts. What was it Clarisse had said one afternoon? “No front porches. My uncle says there used to be front porches. And people sat there sometimes at night, talking when they wanted to talk, rocking, and not talking when they didn’t want to talk. Sometimes they just sat there and thought about things, turned things over. My uncle says the architects got rid of the front porches because they didn’t look well. But my uncle says that was merely rationalizing it; the real reason, hidden underneath, might be they didn’t want people sitting like that, doing nothing, rocking, talking; that was the wrong kind of social life. People talked too much. And they had time to think. So they ran off with the porches. And the gardens, too. Not many gardens anymore to sit around in. And look at the furniture. No rocking chairs anymore. They’re too comfortable. Get people up and running around. My uncle says . . . and . . . my uncle . . . and . . . my uncle . . .” Her voice faded.

Montag turned and looked at his wife, who sat in the middle of the parlor talking to an announcer, who in turn was talking to her. “Mrs. Montag,” he was saying. This, that, and the other. “Mrs. Montag——” Something else and still another. The converter attachment, which had cost them one hundred dollars, automatically supplied her name whenever the announcer addressed his anonymous audience, leaving a blank where the proper syllables could be filled in. A special spot-wavex-scrambler also caused his televised image, in the area immediately about his lips, to mouth the vowels and
consonants beautifully. He was a friend, no doubt of it, a good friend. “Mrs. Montag—now look right here.”

Her head turned. Though she quite obviously was not listening.

Montag said, “It’s only a step from not going to work today to not working tomorrow, to not working at the firehouse ever again.”

“You are going to work tonight, though, aren’t you?” said Mildred.

“I haven’t decided. Right now I’ve got an awful feeling I want to smash things and kill things.”

“Go take the beetle.”

“No, thanks.”

“The keys to the beetle are on the night table. I always like to drive fast when I feel that way. You get it up around ninety-five and you feel wonderful. Sometimes I drive all night and come back and you don’t know it. It’s fun out in the country. You hit rabbits, sometimes you hit dogs. Go take the beetle.”

“No, I don’t want to, this time. I want to hold onto this funny thing. God, it’s gotten big on me. I don’t know what it is. I’m so damned unhappy, I’m so mad, and I don’t know why. I feel like I’m putting on weight. I feel fat. I feel like I’ve been saving up a lot of things, and don’t know what. I might even start reading books.”

“They’d put you in jail, wouldn’t they?” She looked at him as if he were behind the glass wall.

He began to put on his clothes, moving restlessly about the bedroom. “Yes, and it might be a good idea. Before I hurt someone. Did you hear Beatty? Did you listen to him? He knows all the answers. He’s right. Happiness is important. Fun is everything. And yet I kept sitting there saying to myself, I’m not happy, I’m not happy.”

“I am.” Mildred’s mouth beamed. “And proud of it.”

“I’m going to do something,” said Montag. “I don’t even know what yet, but I’m going to do something big.”

“I’m tired of listening to this junk,” said Mildred, turning from him to the announcer again.

Montag touched the volume control in the wall and the announcer was speechless.
“Millie?” He paused. “This is your house as well as mine. I feel it’s only fair that I tell you something now. I should have told you before, but I wasn’t even admitting it to myself. I have something I want you to see, something I’ve put away and hid during the past year, now and again, once in a while, I didn’t know why, but I did it and I never told you.”

He took hold of a straight-backed chair and moved it slowly and steadily into the hall near the front door and climbed up on it and stood for a moment like a statue on a pedestal, his wife standing under him, waiting. Then he reached up and pulled back the grille of the air-conditioning system and reached far back inside to the right and moved still another sliding sheet of metal and took out a book. Without looking at it he dropped it to the floor. He put his hand back up and took out two books and moved his hand down and dropped the two books to the floor. He kept moving his hand and dropping books, small ones, fairly large ones, yellow, red, green ones. When he was done he looked down upon some twenty books lying at his wife’s feet.

“I’m sorry,” he said. “I didn’t really think. But now it looks as if we’re in this together.”

Mildred backed away as if she were suddenly confronted by a pack of mice that had come up out of the floor. He could hear her breathing rapidly and her face was paled out and her eyes were fastened wide. She said his name over, twice, three times. Then, moaning, she ran forward, seized a book and ran toward the kitchen incinerator.

He caught her, shrieking. He held her and she tried to fight away from him, scratching.

“No, Millie, no! Wait! Stop it, will you? You don’t know . . . stop it!” He slapped her face, he grabbed her again and shook her.

She said his name and began to cry.

“Millie!” he said. “Listen. Give me a second, will you? We can’t do anything. We can’t burn these. I want to look at them, at least look at them once. Then if what the Captain says is true, we’ll burn them together, believe me, we’ll burn them together. You must help me.” He looked down into her face and took hold of her chin and held her firmly. He was looking not only at her, but for himself and what he must do, in her
face. “Whether we like this or not, we’re in it. I’ve never asked for much from you in all these years, but I ask it now, I plead for it. We’ve got to start somewhere here, figuring out why we’re in such a mess, you and the medicine nights, and the car, and me and my work. We’re heading right for the cliff, Millie. God, I don’t want to go over. This isn’t going to be easy. We haven’t anything to go on, but maybe we can piece it out and figure it and help each other. I need you so much right now, I can’t tell you. If you love me at all you’ll put up with this, twenty-four, forty-eight hours, that’s all I ask, then it’ll be over, I promise, I swear! And if there is something here, just one little thing out of a whole mess of things, maybe we can pass it on to someone else.”

She wasn’t fighting any more, so he let her go. She sagged away from him and slid down the wall, and sat on the floor looking at the books. Her foot touched one and she saw this and pulled her foot away.

“That woman, the other night, Millie, you weren’t there. You didn’t see her face. And Clarisse. You never talked to her. I talked to her. And men like Beatty are afraid of her. I can’t understand it. Why should they be so afraid of someone like her? But I kept putting her alongside the firemen in the House last night, and I suddenly realized I didn’t like them at all, and I didn’t like myself at all any more. And I thought maybe it would be best if the firemen themselves were burnt.”

“Guy!”

The front door voice called softly:

“Mrs. Montag, Mrs. Montag, someone here, someone here, Mrs. Montag, Mrs. Montag, someone here.”

Softly.

They turned to stare at the door and the books toppled everywhere, everywhere in heaps.

“Beatty!” said Mildred.

“It can’t be him.”

“He’s come back!” she whispered.

The front door voice called again softly. “Someone here . . .”

“We won’t answer.” Montag lay back against the wall and then slowly sank to a crouching position and began to nudge the books, bewilderedly, with his thumb, his forefinger. He was shivering and he wanted above all to shove the books up
through the ventilator again, but he knew he could not face Beatty again. He crouched and then he sat and the voice of the front door spoke again, more insistently. Montag picked a single small volume from the floor. “Where do we begin?” He opened the book halfway and peered at it. “We begin by beginning, I guess.”

“He’ll come in,” said Mildred, “and burn us and the books!”

The front door voice faded at last. There was a silence. Montag felt the presence of someone beyond the door, waiting, listening. Then the footsteps going away down the walk and over the lawn.

“Let’s see what this is,” said Montag.

He spoke the words haltingly and with a terrible self-consciousness. He read a dozen pages here or there and came at last to this:

“It is computed, that eleven thousand persons have at several times suffered death rather than submit to break their eggs at the smaller end.”

Mildred sat across the hall from him. “What does it mean? It doesn’t mean anything! The Captain was right!”

“Here now,” said Montag. “We’ll start over again, at the beginning.”
Part Two: 
*The Sieve and the Sand*

They read the long afternoon through, while the cold November rain fell from the sky upon the quiet house. They sat in the hall because the parlor was so empty and gray-looking without its wall lit with orange and yellow confetti and skyrockets and women in goldmesh dresses and men in black velvet pulling one-hundred-pound rabbits from silver hats. The parlor was dead and Mildred kept peering in at it with a blank expression as Montag paced the floor and came back and squatted down and read a page as many as ten times, aloud.

"‘We cannot tell the precise moment when friendship is formed. As in filling a vessel drop by drop, there is at last a drop which makes it run over; so in a series of kindnesses there is at last one which makes the heart run over.’"

Montag sat listening to the rain.

"Is that what it was in the girl next door? I’ve tried so hard to figure."

"She’s dead. Let’s talk about someone alive, for goodness’ sake."

Montag did not look back at his wife as he went trembling along the hall to the kitchen, where he stood a long time watching the rain hit the windows before he came back down the hall in the gray light, waiting for the tremble to subside.

He opened another book.

"That favourite subject, Myself."

He squinted at the wall. "‘That favourite subject, Myself.’"

"I understand that one,” said Mildred.

"But Clarisse’s favorite subject wasn’t herself. It was everyone else, and me. She was the first person in a good many years I’ve really liked. She was the first person I can remember who looked straight at me as if I counted.” He lifted the two books.

"These men have been dead a long time, but I know their words point, one way or another, to Clarisse.”

Outside the front door, in the rain, a faint scratching.

Montag froze. He saw Mildred thrust herself back to the wall and gasp.
“Someone—the door—why doesn’t the door-voice tell us—”
“I shut it off.”
Under the doorsill, a slow, probing sniff, an exhalation of electric steam.
Mildred laughed. “It’s only a dog, that’s what! You want me to shoo him away?”
“Stay where you are!”
Silence. The cold rain falling. And the smell of blue electricity blowing under the locked door.
“Let’s get back to work,” said Montag quietly.
Mildred kicked at a book. “Books aren’t people. You read and I look all around, but there isn’t anybody!”
He stared at the parlor that was dead and gray as the waters of an ocean that might teem with life if they switched on the electronic sun.
“Now,” said Mildred, “my ‘family’ is people. They tell me things; I laugh, they laugh! And the colors!”
“Yes, I know.”
“And besides, if Captain Beatty knew about those books—” She thought about it. Her face grew amazed and then horrified. “He might come and burn the house and the ‘family.’ That’s awful! Think of our investment. Why should I read? What for?”
“What for! Why!” said Montag. “I saw the damndest snake in the world the other night. It was dead but it was alive. It could see but it couldn’t see. You want to see that snake? It’s at Emergency Hospital where they filed a report on all the junk the snake got out of you! Would you like to go and check their file? Maybe you’d look under Guy Montag or maybe under Fear or War. Would you like to go to that house that burnt last night? And rake ashes for the bones of the woman who set fire to her own house! What about Clarisse McClellan, where do we look for her? The morgue! Listen!”
The bombers crossed the sky and crossed the sky over the house, gasping, murmuring, whistling like an immense, invisible fan, circling in emptiness.
“Jesus God,” said Montag. “Every hour so many damn things in the sky! How in hell did those bombers get up there every single second of our lives! Why doesn’t someone want
to talk about it! We’ve started and won two atomic wars since 1960! Is it because we’re having so much fun at home we’ve forgotten the world? Is it because we’re so rich and the rest of the world’s so poor and we just don’t care if they are? I’ve heard rumors; the world is starving, but we’re well-fed. Is it true, the world works hard and we play? Is that why we’re hated so much? I’ve heard the rumors about hate, too, once in a long while, over the years. Do you know why? I don’t, that’s sure! Maybe the books can get us half out of the cave. They just might stop us from making the same damn insane mistakes! I don’t hear those idiot bastards in your parlor talking about it. God, Millie, don’t you see? An hour a day, two hours, with these books, and maybe . . .”

The telephone rang. Mildred snatched the phone.
“Ann!” She laughed. “Yes, the White Clown’s on tonight!”

Montag walked to the kitchen and threw the book down.
“Montag,” he said, “you’re really stupid. Where do we go from here? Do we turn the books in, forget it?” He opened the book to read over Mildred’s laughter.

Poor Millie, he thought. Poor Montag, it’s mud to you, too. But where do you get help, where do you find a teacher this late?

Hold on. He shut his eyes. Yes, of course. Again he found himself thinking of the green park a year ago. The thought had been with him many times recently but now he remembered how it was that day in the city park when he had seen that old man in the black suit hide something, quickly, in his coat.

. . . The old man leapt up as if to run. And Montag said, “Wait!”

“I haven’t done anything!” cried the old man, trembling.
“No one said you did.”

They had sat in the green soft light without saying a word for a moment and then Montag talked about the weather and then the old man responded with a pale voice. It was a strange quiet meeting. The old man admitted to being a retired English Professor who had been thrown out upon the world forty years ago when the last liberal arts college shut for lack of students and patronage. His name was Faber, and when he finally lost his fear of Montag, he talked in a cadenced voice, looking at the sky and the trees and the green park, and when an hour
had passed he said something to Montag and Montag sensed it was a rhymeless poem. Then the old man grew even more courageous and said something else and that was a poem, too. Faber held his hand over his left coat pocket and spoke these words gently, and Montag knew if he reached out, he might pull a book of poetry from the man’s coat. But he did not reach out. His hands stayed on his knees, numbed and useless. “I don’t talk things, sir,” said Faber. “I talk the meaning of things. I sit here and know I’m alive.”

That was all there was to it, really. An hour of monologue, a poem, a comment, and then without either acknowledging the fact that Montag was a fireman, Faber with a certain trembling, wrote his address on a slip of paper. “For your file,” he said, “in case you decide to be angry with me.”

“I’m not angry,” Montag said, surprised.

Mildred shrieked with laughter in the hall.

Montag went to his bedroom closet and flipped through his file-wallet to the heading: FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS (?) Faber’s name was there. He hadn’t turned it in and he hadn’t erased it.

He dialed the call on a secondary phone. The phone on the far end of the line called Faber’s name a dozen times before the professor answered in a faint voice. Montag identified himself and was met with a lengthy silence. “Yes, Mr. Montag?”

“Professor Faber, I have a rather odd question to ask. How many copies of the Bible are left in this country?”

“I don’t know what you’re talking about!”

“I want to know if there are any copies left at all.”

“This is some sort of trap! I can’t talk to just anyone on the phone!”

“How many copies of Shakespeare and Plato?”

“None! You know as well as I do. None!”

Faber hung up.

Montag put down the phone. None. A thing he knew of course from the firehouse listings. But somehow he had wanted to hear it from Faber himself.

In the hall Mildred’s face was suffused with excitement.

“Well, the ladies are coming over!”

Montag showed her a book. “This is the Old and New Testa-

ment, and . . .”
“Don’t start that again!”
“It might be the last copy in this part of the world.”
“You’ve got to hand it back tonight, don’t you? Captain Beatty knows you got it, doesn’t he?”
“I don’t think he knows which book I stole. But how do I choose a substitute? Do I turn in Mr. Jefferson? Mr. Thoreau? Which is least valuable? If I pick a substitute and Beatty does know which book I stole, he’ll guess we’ve an entire library here!”

Mildred’s mouth twitched. “See what you’re doing? You’ll ruin us! Who’s more important, me or that Bible?” She was beginning to shriek now, sitting there like a wax doll melting in its own heat.

He could hear Beatty’s voice. “Sit down, Montag. Watch. Delicately, like the petals of a flower. Light the first page, light the second page. Each becomes a black butterfly. Beautiful, eh? Light the third page from the second and so on, chain-smoking, chapter by chapter, all the silly things the words mean, all the false promises, all the second-hand notions and time-worn philosophies.” There sat Beatty, perspiring gently, the floor littered with swarms of black moths that had died in a single storm.

Mildred stopped screaming as quickly as she started. Montag was not listening. “There’s only one thing to do,” he said. “Some time before tonight when I give the book to Beatty, I’ve got to have a duplicate made.”

“You’ll be here for the White Clown tonight, and the ladies coming over?” cried Mildred.

Montag stopped at the door, with his back turned. “Millie?”
A silence. “What?”
“Millie? Does the White Clown love you?”
No answer.
“Millie, does——” He licked his lips. “Does your ‘family’ love you, love you very much, love you with all their heart and soul, Millie?”

He felt her blinking slowly at the back of his neck. “Why’d you ask a silly question like that?”

He felt he wanted to cry, but nothing would happen to his eyes or his mouth.

“If you see that dog outside,” said Mildred, “give him a kick for me.”
He hesitated, listening at the door. He opened it and stepped out.

The rain had stopped and the sun was setting in the clear sky. The street and the lawn and the porch were empty. He let his breath go in a great sigh.

He slammed the door.

He was on the subway.

I’m numb, he thought. When did the numbness really begin in my face? In my body? The night I kicked the pill-bottle in the dark, like kicking a buried mine.

The numbness will go away, he thought. It’ll take time, but I’ll do it, or Faber will do it for me. Someone somewhere will give me back the old face and the old hands the way they were. Even the smile, he thought, the old burnt-in smile, that’s gone. I’m lost without it.

The subway fled past him, cream-tile, jet-black, cream-tile, jet-black, numerals and darkness, more darkness and the total adding itself.

Once as a child he had sat upon a yellow dune by the sea in the middle of the blue and hot summer day, trying to fill a sieve with sand, because some cruel cousin had said, “Fill this sieve and you’ll get a dime!” And the faster he poured, the faster it sifted through with a hot whispering. His hands were tired, the sand was boiling, the sieve was empty. Seated there in the midst of July, without a sound, he felt the tears move down his cheeks.

Now as the vacuum-underground rushed him through the dead cellars of town, jolting him, he remembered the terrible logic of that sieve, and he looked down and saw that he was carrying the Bible open. There were people in the suction train but he held the book in his hands and the silly thought came to him, if you read fast and read all, maybe some of the sand will stay in the sieve. But he read and the words fell through, and he thought, in a few hours, there will be Beatty, and here will be me handing this over, so no phrase must escape me, each line must be memorized. I will myself to do it.

He clenched the book in his fists.

Trumpets blared.

“Denham’s Dentifrice.”
Shut up, thought Montag. Consider the lilies of the field.
“Denham’s Dentifrice.”
They toil not——
“Denham’s——”
Consider the lilies of the field, shut up, shut up.
“Dentifrice!”
He tore the book open and flicked the pages and felt of them as if he were blind, he picked at the shape of the individual letters, not blinking.
“Denham’s. Spelled: D-E-N—”
They toil not, neither do they . . .
A fierce whisper of hot sand through empty sieve.
“Denham’s does it!”
Consider the lilies, the lilies, the lilies . . .
“Denham’s dental detergent.”
“Shut up, shut up, shut up!” It was a plea, a cry so terrible that Montag found himself on his feet, the shocked inhabitants of the loud car staring, moving back from this man with the insane, gorged face, the gibbering, dry mouth, the flapping book in his fist. The people who had been sitting a moment before, tapping their feet to the rhythm of Denham’s Dentifrice, Denham’s Dandy Dental Detergent, Denham’s Dentifrice Dentifrice Dentifrice, one two, one two three, one two, one two three. The people whose mouths had been faintly twitching the words Dentifrice Dentifrice Dentifrice. The train radio vomited upon Montag, in retaliation, a great tonload of music made of tin, copper, silver, chromium, and brass. The people were pounded into submission; they did not run, there was no place to run; the great air-train fell down its shaft in the earth.
“Lilies of the field.”
“Denham’s.”
“Lilies, I said!”
The people stared.
“Call the guard.”
“The man’s off——”
“Knoll View!”
The train hissed to its stop.
“Knoll View!” A cry.
“Denham’s.” A whisper.
Montag’s mouth barely moved. “Lilies . . .”

The train door whistled open. Montag stood. The door gasped, started shut. Only then did he leap past the other passengers, screaming in his mind, plunge through the slicing door only in time. He ran on the white tiles up through the tunnels, ignoring the escalators, because he wanted to feel his feet move, arms swing, lungs clench, unclench, feel his throat go raw with air. A voice drifted after him, “Denham’s Denham’s Denham’s,” the train hissed like a snake. The train vanished in its hole.

“Who is it?”
“Montag out here?”
“What do you want?”
“Let me in.”
“I haven’t done anything!”
“I’m alone, dammit!”
“You swear it?”
“I swear!”

The front door opened slowly. Faber peered out, looking very old in the light and very fragile and very much afraid. The old man looked as if he had not been out of the house in years. He and the white plaster walls inside were much the same. There was white in the flesh of his mouth and his cheeks and his hair was white and his eyes had faded, with white in the vague blueness there. Then his eyes touched on the book under Montag’s arm and he did not look so old any more and not quite as fragile. Slowly, his fear went.

“I’m sorry. One has to be careful.”

He looked at the book under Montag’s arm and could not stop. “So it’s true.”

Montag stepped inside. The door shut.
“Sit down.” Faber backed up, as if he feared the book might vanish if he took his eyes from it. Behind him, the door to a bedroom stood open, and in that room a litter of machinery and steel tools were strewn upon a desktop. Montag had only a glimpse, before Faber, seeing Montag’s attention diverted, turned quickly and shut the bedroom door and stood holding the knob with a trembling hand. His gaze returned unsteadily
to Montag, who was now seated with the book in his lap. “The book—where did you——?”

“I stole it.”

Faber, for the first time, raised his eyes and looked directly into Montag’s face. “You’re brave.”

“No,” said Montag. “My wife’s dying. A friend of mine’s already dead. Someone who may have been a friend was burnt less than twenty-four hours ago. You’re the only one I knew might help me. To see. To see…”

Faber’s hands itched on his knees. “May I?”

“Sorry.” Montag gave him the book.

“It’s been a long time. I’m not a religious man. But it’s been a long time.” Faber turned the pages, stopping here and there to read. “It’s as good as I remember. Lord, how they’ve changed it in our ‘parlors’ these days. Christ is one of the ‘family’ now. I often wonder if God recognizes His own son the way we’ve dressed him up, or is it dressed him down? He’s a regular peppermint stick now, all sugar-crystal and saccharine when he isn’t making veiled references to certain commercial products that every worshiper absolutely needs.” Faber sniffed the book. “Do you know that books smell like nutmeg or some spice from a foreign land? I loved to smell them when I was a boy. Lord, there were a lot of lovely books once, before we let them go.” Faber turned the pages. “Mr. Montag, you are looking at a coward. I saw the way things were going, a long time back. I said nothing. I’m one of the innocents who could have spoken up and out when no one would listen to the ‘guilty,’ but I did not speak and thus became guilty myself. And when finally they set the structure to burn the books, using the firemen, I grunted a few times and subsided, for there were no others grunting or yelling with me, by then. Now, it’s too late.” Faber closed the Bible. “Well—suppose you tell me why you came here?”

“Nobody listens any more. I can’t talk to the walls because they’re yelling at me. I can’t talk to my wife; she listens to the walls. I just want someone to hear what I have to say. And maybe if I talk long enough, it’ll make sense. And I want you to teach me to understand what I read.”

Faber examined Montag’s thin, blue-jowled face. “How
did you get shaken up? What knocked the torch out of your hands?”

“I don’t know. We have everything we need to be happy, but we aren’t happy. Something’s missing. I looked around. The only thing I positively knew was gone was the books I’d burned in ten or twelve years. So I thought books might help.”

“You’re a hopeless romantic,” said Faber. “It would be funny if it were not serious. It’s not books you need, it’s some of the things that once were in books. The same things could be in the ‘parlor families’ today. The same infinite detail and awareness could be projected through the radios and televisors, but are not. No, no, it’s not books at all you’re looking for! Take it where you can find it, in old phonograph records, old motion pictures, and in old friends; look for it in nature and look for it in yourself. Books were only one type of receptacle where we stored a lot of things we were afraid we might forget. There is nothing magical in them, at all. The magic is only in what books say, how they stitched the patches of the universe together into one garment for us. Of course you couldn’t know this, of course you still can’t understand what I mean when I say all this. You are intuitively right, that’s what counts. Three things are missing.

“Number one: Do you know why books such as this are so important? Because they have quality. And what does the word quality mean? To me it means texture. This book has pores. It has features. This book can go under the microscope. You’d find life under the glass, streaming past in infinite profusion. The more pores, the more truthfully recorded details of life per square inch you can get on a sheet of paper, the more ‘literary’ you are. That’s my definition, anyway. Telling detail. Fresh detail. The good writers touch life often. The mediocre ones run a quick hand over her. The bad ones rape her and leave her for the flies.

“So now do you see why books are hated and feared? They show the pores in the face of life. The comfortable people want only wax moon faces, poreless, hairless, expressionless. We are living in a time when flowers are trying to live on flowers, instead of growing on good rain and black loam. Even fireworks, for all their prettiness, come from the chemistry of the earth. Yet somehow we think we can grow, feeding on
flowers and fireworks, without completing the cycle back to reality. Do you know the legend of Hercules and Antaeus, the giant wrestler, whose strength was incredible so long as he stood firmly on the earth. But when he was held, rootless, in midair, by Hercules, he perished easily. If there isn’t something in that legend for us today, in this city, in our time, then I am completely insane. Well, there we have the first thing I said we needed. Quality, texture of information.”

“And the second?”

“Leisure.”

“Oh, but we’ve plenty of off-hours.”

“Off-hours, yes. But time to think? If you’re not driving a hundred miles an hour, at a clip where you can’t think of anything else but the danger, then you’re playing some game or sitting in some room where you can’t argue with the four-wall televisor. Why? The televisor is ‘real.’ It is immediate, it has dimension. It tells you what to think and blasts it in. It must be right. It seems so right. It rushes you on so quickly to its own conclusions your mind hasn’t time to protest, ‘What nonsense!’”

“Only the ‘family’ is ‘people.’”

“I beg pardon?”

“My wife says books aren’t ‘real.’”

“Thank God for that. You can shut them, say, ‘Hold on a moment.’ You play God to it. But who has ever torn himself from the claw that encloses you when you drop a seed in a TV parlor? It grows you any shape it wishes! It is an environment as real as the world. It becomes and is the truth. Books can be beaten down with reason. But with all my knowledge and skepticism, I have never been able to argue with a one-hundred-piece symphony orchestra, full color, three dimensions, and being in and part of those incredible parlors. As you see, my parlor is nothing but four plaster walls. And here.” He held out two small rubber plugs. “For my ears when I ride the subway-jets.”

“Denham’s Dentifrice; they toil not, neither do they spin,” said Montag, eyes shut. “Where do we go from here? Would books help us?”

“Only if the third necessary thing could be given us. Number one, as I said, quality of information. Number two: leisure to
digest it. And number three: the right to carry out actions based on what we learn from the interaction of the first two. And I hardly think a very old man and a fireman turned sour could do much this late in the game . . .”

“I can get books.”

“You’re running a risk.”

“That’s the good part of dying; when you’ve nothing to lose, you run any risk you want.”

“There, you’ve said an interesting thing,” laughed Faber, “without having read it!”

“Are things like that in books? But it came off the top of my mind!”

“All the better. You didn’t fancy it up for me or anyone, even yourself.”

Montag leaned forward. “This afternoon I thought that if it turned out that books were worthwhile, we might get a press and print some extra copies——”

“We?”

“You and I.”

“Oh, no!” Faber sat up.

“But let me tell you my plan——”

“If you insist on telling me, I must ask you to leave.”

“But aren’t you interested?”

“Not if you start talking the sort of talk that might get me burnt for my trouble. The only way I could possibly listen to you would be if somehow the fireman structure itself could be burnt. Now if you suggest that we print extra books and arrange to have them hidden in firemen’s houses all over the country, so that seeds of suspicion would be sown among these arsonists, bravo, I’d say!”

“Plant the books, turn in an alarm, and see the firemen’s houses burn, is that what you mean?”

Faber raised his brows and looked at Montag as if he were seeing a new man. “I was joking.”

“If you thought it would be a plan worth trying, I’d have to take your word it would help.”

“You can’t guarantee things like that! After all, when we had all the books we needed, we still insisted on finding the highest cliff to jump off. But we do need a breather. We do need knowledge. And perhaps in a thousand years we might
pick smaller cliffs to jump off. The books are to remind us what asses and fools we are. They’re Caesar’s praetorian guard, whispering as the parade roars down the avenue, ‘Remember, Caesar, thou art mortal.’ Most of us can’t rush around, talk to everyone, know all the cities of the world, we haven’t time, money or that many friends. The things you’re looking for, Montag, are in the world, but the only way the average chap will ever see ninety-nine per cent of them is in a book. Don’t ask for guarantees. And don’t look to be saved in any one thing, person, machine, or library. Do your own bit of saving, and if you drown, at least die knowing you were headed for shore.”

Faber got up and began to pace the room.
“Well?” asked Montag.
“You’re absolutely serious?”
“Absolutely.”
“It’s an insidious plan, if I do say so myself.” Faber glanced nervously at his bedroom door. “To see the firehouses burn across the land, destroyed as hotbeds of treason. The salamander devours his tail! Ho, God!”
“I’ve a list of firemen’s residences everywhere. With some sort of underground——”
“Can’t trust people, that’s the dirty part. You and I and who else will set the fires?”
“Aren’t there professors like yourself, former writers, historians, linguists . . .?”
“Dead or ancient.”
“The older the better; they’ll go unnoticed. You know dozens, admit it!”
“Oh, there are many actors alone who haven’t acted Pirandello or Shaw or Shakespeare for years because their plays are too aware of the world. We could use their anger. And we could use the honest rage of those historians who haven’t written a line for forty years. True, we might form classes in thinking and reading.”
“Yes!”
“But that would just nibble the edges. The whole culture’s shot through. The skeleton needs melting and reshaping. Good God, it isn’t as simple as just picking up a book you laid down half a century ago. Remember, the firemen are rarely necessary. The public itself stopped reading of its own accord. You
firemen provide a circus now and then at which buildings are set off and crowds gather for the pretty blaze, but it’s a small sideshow indeed, and hardly necessary to keep things in line. So few want to be rebels anymore. And out of those few, most, like myself, scare easily. Can you dance faster than the White Clown, shout louder than ‘Mr. Gimmick’ and the parlor ‘families’? If you can, you’ll win your way, Montag. In any event, you’re a fool. People are having fun.”

“Committing suicide! Murdering!”

A bomber flight had been moving east all the time they talked, and only now did the two men stop and listen, feeling the great jet sound tremble inside themselves.

“Patience, Montag. Let the war turn off the ‘families.’ Our civilization is flinging itself to pieces. Stand back from the centrifuge.”

“There has to be someone ready when it blows up.”

“What? Men quoting Milton? Saying, I remember Sophocles? Reminding the survivors that man has his good side, too? They will only gather up their stones to hurl at each other. Montag, go home. Go to bed. Why waste your final hours racing about your cage denying you’re a squirrel?”

“Then you don’t care any more?”
“T care so much I’m sick.”
“And you won’t help me?”
“Good night, good night.”

Montag’s hands picked up the Bible. He saw what his hands had done and he looked surprised.

“Would you like to own this?”

Faber said, “I’d give my right arm.”

Montag stood there and waited for the next thing to happen. His hands, by themselves, like two men working together, began to rip the pages from the book. The hands tore the flyleaf and then the first and then the second page.

“Idiot, what’re you doing!” Faber sprang up, as if he had been struck. He fell against Montag. Montag warded him off and let his hands continue. Six more pages fell to the floor. He picked them up and wadded the paper under Faber’s gaze.

“Don’t, oh, don’t!” said the old man.

“Who can stop me? I’m a fireman. I can burn you!”

The old man stood looking at him. “You wouldn’t.”
“I could!”

“The book. Don’t tear it any more.” Faber sank into a chair, his face very white, his mouth trembling. “Don’t make me feel any more tired. What do you want?”

“I need you to teach me.”

“All right, all right.”

Montag put the book down. He began to unwad the crumpled paper and flatten it out as the old man watched tiredly.

Faber shook his head as if he were waking up.

“Montag, have you any money?”

“Some. Four, five hundred dollars. Why?”

“Bring it. I know a man who printed our college paper half a century ago. That was the year I came to class at the start of the new semester and found only one student to sign up for Drama from Aeschylus to O’Neill. You see? How like a beautiful statue of ice it was, melting in the sun. I remember the newspapers dying like huge moths. No one wanted them back. No one missed them. And then the Government, seeing how advantageous it was to have people reading only about passionate lips and the fist in the stomach, circled the situation with your fire-eaters. So, Montag, there’s this unemployed printer. We might start a few books, and wait on the war to break the pattern and give us the push we need. A few bombs and the families’ in the walls of all the houses, like harlequin rats, will shut up! In the silence, our stage-whisper might carry.”

They both stood looking at the book on the table.

“I’ve tried to remember,” said Montag. “But, hell, it’s gone when I turn my head. God, how I want something to say to the Captain. He’s read enough so he has all the answers, or seems to have. His voice is like butter. I’m afraid he’ll talk me back the way I was. Only a week ago, pumping a kerosene hose, I thought: God, what fun!”

The old man nodded. “Those who don’t build must burn. It’s as old as history and juvenile delinquents.”

“So that’s what I am.”

“There’s some of it in all of us.”

Montag moved toward the front door. “Can you help me in any way tonight, with the Fire Captain? I need an umbrella to keep off the rain. I’m so damned afraid I’ll drown if he gets me again.”
The old man said nothing, but glanced once more nervously, at his bedroom. Montag caught the glance. “Well?”

The old man took a deep breath, held it, and let it out. He took another, eyes closed, his mouth tight, and at last exhaled. “Montag . . .”

The old man turned at last and said, “Come along. I would actually have let you walk right out of my house. I am a cowardly old fool.”

Faber opened the bedroom door and led Montag into a small chamber where stood a table upon which a number of metal tools lay among a welter of microscopic wire-hairs, tiny coils, bobbins and crystals.

“What’s this?” asked Montag.

“Proof of my terrible cowardice. I’ve lived alone so many years, throwing images on walls with my imagination. Fiddling with electronics, radio-transmission, has been my hobby. My cowardice is of such a passion, complementing the revolutionary spirit that lives in its shadow, I was forced to design this.”

He picked up a small green metal object no larger than a .22 bullet.

“I paid for all this—how? Playing the stock-market, of course, the last refuge in the world for the dangerous intellectual out of a job. Well, I played the market and built all this and I’ve waited. I’ve waited, trembling, half a lifetime for someone to speak to me. I dared speak to no one. That day in the park when we sat together, I knew that some day you might drop by, with fire or friendship, it was hard to guess. I’ve had this little item ready for months. But I almost let you go, I’m afraid!”

“It looks like a Seashell Radio.”

“And something more! It listens! If you put it in your ear, Montag, I can sit comfortably home, warming my frightened bones, and hear and analyze the firemen’s world, find its weaknesses, without danger. I’m the Queen Bee, safe in the hive. You will be the drone, the traveling ear. Eventually, I could put out ears into all parts of the city, with various men, listening and evaluating. If the drones die, I’m still safe at home, tending my fright with a maximum of comfort and a minimum of chance. See how safe I play it, how contemptible I am?”
Montag placed the green bullet in his ear. The old man inserted a similar object in his own ear and moved his lips.

“Montag!”

The voice was in Montag’s head.

“I hear you!”

The old man laughed. “You’re coming over fine, too!” Faber whispered, but the voice in Montag’s head was clear. “Go to the firehouse when it’s time. I’ll be with you. Let’s listen to this Captain Beatty together. He could be one of us. God knows. I’ll give you things to say. We’ll give him a good show. Do you hate me for this electronic cowardice of mine? Here I am sending you out into the night, while I stay behind the lines with my damned ears listening for you to get your head chopped off.”

“We all do what we do,” said Montag. He put the Bible in the old man’s hands. “Here. I’ll chance turning in a substitute. Tomorrow——”

“I’ll see the unemployed printer, yes; that much I can do.”

“Good night, Professor.”

“Not good night. I’ll be with you the rest of the night, a vinegar gnat tickling your ear when you need me. But good night and good luck, anyway.”

The door opened and shut. Montag was in the dark street again, looking at the world.

You could feel the war getting ready in the sky that night. The way the clouds moved aside and came back, and the way the stars looked, a million of them swimming between the clouds, like the enemy disks, and the feeling that the sky might fall upon the city and turn it to chalk dust, and the moon go up in red fire; that was how the night felt.

Montag walked from the subway with the money in his pocket (he had visited the bank which was open all night every night with robot tellers in attendance) and as he walked he was listening to the Seashell Radio in one ear. . . “We have mobilized a million men. Quick victory is ours if the war comes. . . ” Music flooded over the voice quickly and it was gone.

“Ten million men mobilized,” Faber’s voice whispered in his other ear. “But say one million. It’s happier.”
“Faber?”
“Yes?”
“I’m not thinking. I’m just doing like I’m told, like always. You said get the money and I got it. I didn’t really think of it myself. When do I start working things out on my own?”
“You’ve started already, by saying what you just said. You’ll have to take me on faith.”
“I took the others on faith!”
“Yes, and look where we’re headed. You’ll have to travel blind for awhile. Here’s my arm to hold onto.”
“I don’t want to change sides and just be told what to do. There’s no reason to change if I do that.”
“You’re wise already!”
Montag felt his feet moving him on the sidewalk toward his house. “Keep talking.”
“Would you like me to read? I’ll read so you can remember. I go to bed only five hours a night. Nothing to do. So if you like, I’ll read you to sleep nights. They say you retain knowledge even when you’re sleeping, if someone whispers it in your ear.”
“Yes.”
“Here.” Far away across town in the night, the faintest whisper of a turned page. “The Book of Job.”
The moon rose in the sky as Montag walked, his lips moving just a trifle.

He was eating a light supper at nine in the evening when the front door cried out in the hall and Mildred ran from the parlor like a native fleeing an eruption of Vesuvius. Mrs. Phelps and Mrs. Bowles came through the front door and vanished into the volcano’s mouth with martinis in their hands. Montag stopped eating. They were like a monstrous crystal chandelier tinkling in a thousand chimes, he saw their Cheshire Cat smiles burning through the walls of the house, and now they were screaming at each other above the din.
Montag found himself at the parlor door with his food still in his mouth.
“Doesn’t everyone look nice!”
“Nice.”
“You look fine, Millie!”
“Fine.”
“Everyone looks swell.”
“Swell!”
Montag stood watching them.
“Patience,” whispered Faber.
“I shouldn’t be here,” whispered Montag, almost to himself.
“I should be on my way back to you with the money!”
“Tomorrow’s time enough. Careful!”
“Isn’t this show wonderful?” cried Mildred.
“Wonderful!”

On one wall a woman smiled and drank orange juice simultaneously. How does she do both at once, thought Montag, insanely. In the other walls an x-ray of the same woman revealed the contracting journey of the refreshing beverage on its way to her delighted stomach! Abruptly the room took off on a rocket flight into the clouds, it plunged into a lime-green sea where blue fish ate red and yellow fish. A minute later, Three White Cartoon Clowns chopped off each other’s limbs to the accompaniment of immense incoming tides of laughter. Two minutes more and the room whipped out of town to the jet cars wildly circling an arena, bashing and backing up and bashing each other again. Montag saw a number of bodies in the air.

“Millie, did you see that!”
“I saw it, I saw it!”

Montag reached inside the parlor wall and pulled the main switch. The images drained away, as if the water had been let from a gigantic crystal bowl of hysterical fish.

The three women turned slowly and looked with unconcealed irritation and then dislike at Montag.

“When do you suppose the war will start?” he said. “I notice your husbands aren’t here tonight?”

“Oh, they come and go, come and go,” said Mrs. Phelps. “In again out again Finnegan, the Army called Pete yesterday. He’ll be back next week. The Army said so. Quick war. Forty-eight hours they said, and everyone home. That’s what the Army said. Quick war. Pete was called yesterday and they said he’d be back next week. Quick . . .”

The three women fidgeted and looked nervously at the empty mud-colored walls.
“I’m not worried,” said Mrs. Phelps. “I’ll let Pete do all the worrying.” She giggled. “I’ll let old Pete do all the worrying, Not me. I’m not worried.”

“Yes,” said Millie. “Let old Pete do the worrying.”

“It’s always someone else’s husband dies, they say.”

“I’ve heard that, too. I’ve never known any dead man killed in a war. Killed jumping off buildings, yes, like Gloria’s husband last week, but from wars? No.”

“No from wars,” said Mrs. Phelps. “Anyway, Pete and I always said, no tears, nothing like that. It’s our third marriage each and we’re independent. Be independent, we always said. He said, if I get killed off, you just go right ahead and don’t cry, but get married again, and don’t think of me.”

“That reminds me,” said Mildred. “Did you see that Clara Dove five-minute romance last night in your wall? Well, it was all about this woman who——”

Montag said nothing but stood looking at the women’s faces as he had once looked at the faces of saints in a strange church he had entered when he was a child. The faces of those enameled creatures meant nothing to him, though he talked to them and stood in that church for a long time, trying to be of that religion, trying to know what that religion was, trying to get enough of the raw incense and special dust of the place into his lungs and thus into his blood to feel touched and concerned by the meaning of the colorful men and women with the porcelain eyes and the blood-ruby lips. But there was nothing, nothing; it was a stroll through another store, and his currency strange and unusable there, and his passion cold, even when he touched the wood and plaster and clay. So it was now, in his own parlor, with these women twisting in their chairs under his gaze, lighting cigarettes, blowing smoke, touching their sun-fired hair and examining their blazing fingernails as if they had caught fire from his look. Their faces grew haunted with silence. They leaned forward at the sound of Montag’s swallowing his final bite of food. They listened to his feverish breathing. The three empty walls of the room were like the pale brows of sleeping giants now, empty of dreams. Montag felt that if you touched these three staring brows that you would feel a fine salt sweat on your fingertips. The perspiration gathered with the silence and the sub-audible trembling around and about and in the
women who were burning with tension. Any moment they might hiss a long sputtering hiss and explode.

Montag moved his lips.

“Let’s talk.”

The women jerked and stared.

“How’re your children, Mrs. Phelps?” he asked.

“You know I haven’t any! No one in his right mind, the Good Lord knows, would have children!” said Mrs. Phelps, not quite sure why she was angry with this man.

“I wouldn’t say that,” said Mrs. Bowles. “I’ve had two children by Caesarian section. No use going through all that agony for a baby. The world must reproduce, you know, the race must go on. Besides, they sometimes look just like you, and that’s nice. Two Caesarians turned the trick, yes, sir. Oh, my doctor said, Caesarians aren’t necessary; you’ve got the hips for it, everything’s normal, but I insisted.”

“Caesarians or not, children are ruinous; you’re out of your mind,” said Mrs. Phelps.

“I plunk the children in school nine days out of ten. I put up with them when they come home three days a month; it’s not bad at all. You heave them into the ‘parlor’ and turn the switch. It’s like washing clothes; stuff laundry in and slam the lid.” Mrs. Bowles tittered. “They’d just as soon kick as kiss me. Thank God, I can kick back!”

The women showed their tongues, laughing.

Mildred sat a moment and then, seeing that Montag was still in the doorway, clapped her hands. “Let’s talk politics, to please Guy!”

“Sounds fine,” said Mrs. Bowles. “I voted last election, same as everyone, and I laid it on the line for President Noble. I think he’s one of the nicest looking men ever became president.”

“Oh, but the man they ran against him!”

“He wasn’t much, was he? Kind of small and homely and he didn’t shave too close or comb his hair very well.”

“What possessed the ‘Outs’ to run him? You just don’t go running a little short man like that against a tall man. Besides—he mumbled. Half the time I couldn’t hear a word he said. And the words I did hear I didn’t understand!”

“Fat, too, and didn’t dress to hide it. No wonder the landslide was for Winston Noble. Even their names helped. Compare
Winston Noble to Hubert Hoag for ten seconds and you can almost figure the results.”

“Damn it!” cried Montag. “What do you know about Hoag and Noble!”

“Why, they were right in that parlor wall, not six months ago. One was always picking his nose; it drove me wild.”

“Well, Mr. Montag,” said Mrs. Phelps, “do you want us to vote for a man like that?”

Mildred beamed. “You just run away from the door, Guy, and don’t make us nervous.”

But Montag was gone and back in a moment with a book in his hand.

“Guy!”

“Damn it all, damn it all, damn it!”

“What’ve you got there; isn’t that a book? I thought that all special training these days was done by film.” Mrs. Phelps blinked. “You reading up on fireman theory?”


“Montag.” A whisper.

“Leave me alone!” Montag felt himself turning in a great circling roar and buzz and hum.

“Montag, hold on, don’t . . .”

“Did you hear them, did you hear these monsters talking about monsters? Oh God, the way they jabber about people and their own children and themselves and the way they talk about their husbands and the way they talk about war, dammit, I stand here and I can’t believe it!”

“I didn’t say a single word about any war, I’ll have you know,” said Mrs. Phelps.

“As for poetry, I hate it,” said Mrs. Bowles.

“Have you ever heard any?”

“Montag,” Faber’s voice scraped away at him. “You’ll ruin everything. Shut up, you fool!”

All three women were on their feet.

“Sit down!”

They sat.

“I’m going home,” quavered Mrs. Bowles.

“Montag, Montag, please, in the name of God, what’re you up to?” pleaded Faber.

“Why don’t you just read us one of those poems from your
little book.” Mrs. Phelps nodded. “I think that’d be very interesting.”

“That’s not right,” wailed Mrs. Bowles. “We can’t do that!”

“Well, look at Mr. Montag, he wants to, I know he does. And if we listen nice, Mr. Montag will be happy and then maybe we can go on and do something else.” She glanced nervously at the long emptiness of the walls enclosing them.

“Montag, go through with this and I’ll cut off, I’ll leave.”

The beetle jabbed his ear. “What good is this, what’ll you prove!”

“Scare hell out of them, that’s what, scare the living daylight out!”

Mildred looked at the empty air. “Now, Guy, just who are you talking to?”

A silver needle pierced his brain. “Montag, listen, only one way out, play it as a joke, cover up, pretend you aren’t mad at all. Then—walk to your wall-incinerator, and throw the book in!”

Mildred had already anticipated this in a quavery voice. “Ladies, once a year, every fireman’s allowed to bring one book home, from the old days, to show his family how silly it all was, how nervous that sort of thing can make you, how crazy. Guy’s surprise tonight is to read you one sample to show how mixed-up things were, so none of us will ever have to bother our little old heads about that junk again, isn’t that right, darling?”

He crushed the book in his fists.

“Say ‘yes.’”

His mouth moved like Faber’s:

“Yes.”

Mildred snatched the book with a laugh. “Here! Read this one. No, I take it back. Here’s that real funny one you read out loud today. Ladies, you won’t understand a word. It goes umpty-tumpty-ump. Go ahead, Guy, that page, dear.”

He looked at the opened page.

A fly stirred its wings softly in his ear. “Read.”

“What’s the title, dear?”

“Dover Beach.” His mouth was numb.

“Now read in a nice clear voice and go slow.”

The room was blazing hot, he was all fire, he was all coldness; they sat in the middle of an empty desert with three
chairs and him standing, swaying, and him waiting for Mrs. Phelps to stop straightening her dress hem and Mrs. Bowles to take her fingers away from her hair. Then he began to read in a low, stumbling voice that grew firmer as he progressed from line to line, and his voice went out across the desert, into the whiteness, and around the three sitting women there in the great hot emptiness.

“The Sea of Faith
Was once, too, at the full, and round earth’s shore
Lay like the folds of a bright girdle furled.
But now I only hear
Its melancholy, long, withdrawing roar,
Retreating, to the breath
Of the night-wind, down the vast edges drear
And naked shingles of the world.”

The chairs creaked under the three women.
Montag finished it out:

“Ah, love, let us be true
To one another! for the world, which seems
To lie before us like a land of dreams,
So various, so beautiful, so new,
Hath really neither joy, nor love, nor light,
Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain;
And we are here as on a darkling plain
Swept with confused alarms of struggle and flight,
Where ignorant armies clash by night.”

Mrs. Phelps was crying.
The others in the middle of the desert watched her crying grow very loud as her face squeezed itself out of shape. They sat, not touching her, bewildered with her display. She sobbed uncontrollably. Montag himself was stunned and shaken.

“Sh, sh,” said Mildred. “You’re all right, Clara, now, Clara, snap out of it! Clara, what’s wrong?”

“I—I,” sobbed Mrs. Phelps, “don’t know, don’t know, I just don’t know, oh, oh . . .”

Mrs. Bowles stood up and glared at Montag. “You see? I
knew it, that’s what I wanted to prove! I knew it would happen! I’ve always said, poetry and tears, poetry and suicide and crying and awful feelings, poetry and sickness; all that mush! Now I’ve had it proved to me. You’re nasty, Mr. Montag, you’re nasty!”

Faber said, “Now . . .”

Montag felt himself turn and walk to the wall-slot and drop the book in through the brass notch to the waiting flames.

“Silly words, silly words, silly awful hurting words,” said Mrs. Bowles. “Why do people want to hurt people? Not enough hurt in the world, you got to tease people with stuff like that!”

“Clara, now, Clara,” begged Mildred, pulling her arm. “Come on, let’s be cheery, you turn the ‘family’ on, now. Go ahead. Let’s laugh and be happy, now, stop crying, we’ll have a party!”

“No,” said Mrs. Bowles. “I’m trotting right straight home. You want to visit my house and my ‘family,’ well and good. But I won’t come in this fireman’s crazy house again in my lifetime!”

“Go home.” Montag fixed his eyes upon her, quietly. “Go home and think of your first husband divorced and your second husband killed in a jet and your third husband blowing his brains out, go home and think of the dozen abortions you’ve had, go home and think of that and your damn Caesarian sections, too, and your children who hate your guts! Go home and think how it all happened and what did you ever do to stop it? Go home, go home!” he yelled. “Before I knock you down and kick you out the door!”

Doors slammed and the house was empty. Montag stood alone in the winter weather, with the parlor walls the color of dirty snow.

In the bathroom, water ran. He heard Mildred shake the sleeping tablets into her hand.

“Fool, Montag, fool, fool, oh God you silly fool . . .”

“Shut up!” He pulled the green bullet from his ear and jammed it into his pocket.

It sizzled faintly. “. . . fool . . . fool . . .”

He searched the house and found the books where Mildred had stacked them behind the refrigerator. Some were missing and he knew that she had started on her own slow process of
dispersing the dynamite in her house, stick by stick. But he was not angry now, only exhausted and bewildered with himself. He carried the books into the backyard and hid them in the bushes near the alley fence. For tonight only, he thought, in case she decides to do any more burning.

He went back through the house. “Mildred?” He called at the door of the darkened bedroom. There was no sound.

Outside, crossing the lawn, on his way to work, he tried not to see how completely dark and deserted Clarisse McClellan’s house was . . .

On the way downtown he was so completely alone with his terrible error that he felt the necessity for the strange warmth and goodness that came from a familiar and gentle voice speaking in the night. Already, in a few short hours, it seemed that he had known Faber a lifetime. Now, he knew that he was two people, that he was, above all, Montag who knew nothing, who did not even know himself a fool, but only suspected it. And he knew that he was also the old man who talked to him and talked to him as the train was sucked from one end of the night city to the other on one long sickening gasp of motion. In the days to follow, and in the nights when there was no moon and in the nights when there was a very bright moon shining on the earth, the old man would go on with this talking and this talking, drop by drop, stone by stone, flake by flake. His mind would well over at last and he would not be Montag any more, this the old man told him, assured him, promised him. He would be Montag-plus-Faber, fire plus water, and then, one day, after everything had mixed and simmered and worked away in silence, there would be neither fire nor water, but wine. Out of two separate and opposite things, a third. And one day he would look back upon the fool and know the fool. Even now he could feel the start of the long journey, the leave-taking, the going-away from the self he had been.

It was good listening to the beetle hum, the sleepy mosquito buzz and delicate filigree murmur of the old man’s voice at first scolding him and then consoling him in the late hour of night as he emerged from the steaming subway toward the firehouse world.

“Pity, Montag, pity. Don’t haggle and nag them; you were so recently of them yourself. They are so confident that they will
run on forever. But they won’t run on. They don’t know that this is all one huge big blazing meteor that makes a pretty fire in space, but that some day it’ll have to hit. They see only the blaze, the pretty fire, as you saw it.

“Montag, old men who stay at home, afraid, tending their peanut-brittle bones, have no right to criticize. Yet you almost killed things at the start. Watch it! I’m with you, remember that. I understand how it happened. I must admit that your blind raging invigorated me. God, how young I felt! But now—I want you to feel old, I want a little of my cowardice to be distilled in you tonight. The next few hours, when you see Captain Beatty, tiptoe ’round him, let me hear him for you, let me feel the situation out. Survival is our ticket. Forget the poor, silly women. . . .”

“I made them unhappier than they have been in years, I think,” said Montag. “It shocked me to see Mrs. Phelps cry. Maybe they’re right, maybe it’s best not to face things, to run, have fun. I don’t know. I feel guilty—”

“No, you mustn’t! If there were no war, if there was peace in the world, I’d say fine, have fun! But, Montag you mustn’t go back to being just a fireman. All isn’t well with the world.”

Montag perspired.

“Montag, you listening?”

“My feet,” said Montag. “I can’t move them. I feel so damn silly. My feet won’t move!”

“Listen. Easy now,” said the old man gently. “I know, I know. You’re afraid of making mistakes. Don’t be. Mistakes can be profited by. Man, when I was younger I shoved my ignorance in people’s faces. They beat me with sticks. By the time I was forty my blunt instrument had been honed to a fine cutting point for me. If you hide your ignorance, no one will hit you and you’ll never learn. Now, pick up your feet, into the fire-house with you! We’re twins, we’re not alone any more, we’re not separated out in different parlors, with no contact between. If you need help when Beatty pries at you, I’ll be sitting right here in your eardrum making notes!”

Montag felt his right foot, then his left foot, move.

“Old man,” he said, “stay with me.”

The Mechanical Hound was gone. Its kennel was empty and the firehouse stood all about in plaster silence and the orange
Salamander slept with its kerosene in its belly and the fire-throwers crossed upon its flanks and Montag came in through the silence and touched the brass pole and slid up in the dark air, looking back at the deserted kennel, his heart beating, pausing, beating. Faber was a gray moth asleep in his ear, for the moment.

Beatty stood near the drop-hole waiting, but with his back turned as if he were not waiting.

“Well,” he said to the men playing cards, “here comes a very strange beast which in all tongues is called a fool.”

He put his hand to one side, palm up, for a gift. Montag put the book in it. Without even glancing at the title, Beatty tossed the book in the trash-basket and lit a cigarette. “‘Who are a little wise, the best fools be.’ Welcome back, Montag. I hope you’ll be staying with us, now that your fever is done and your sickness over. Sit in for a hand of poker?”

They sat and the cards were dealt. In Beatty’s sight, Montag felt the guilt of his hands. His fingers were like ferrets that had done some evil and now never rested, always stirred and picked and hid in pockets, moving from under Beatty’s alcohol-flame stare. If Beatty so much as breathed on them, Montag felt that his hands might wither, turn over on their sides, and never be shocked to life again; they would be buried the rest of his life in his coat-sleeves, forgotten. For these were the hands that had acted on their own, no part of him, here was where the conscience first manifested itself to snatch books, dart off with Job and Ruth and Willie Shakespeare, and now, in the firehouse, these hands seemed gloved with blood.

Twice in half an hour, Montag had to rise from the game and go to the latrine to wash his hands. When he came back he hid his hands under the table.

Beatty laughed. “Let’s have your hands in sight, Montag. Not that we don’t trust you, understand, but——”

They all laughed.

“Well,” said Beatty, “the crisis is past and all is well, the sheep returns to the fold. We’re all sheep who have strayed at times. Truth is truth, to the end of reckoning, we’ve cried. They are never alone that are accompanied with noble thoughts, we’ve shouted to ourselves. ‘Sweet food of sweetly uttered knowledge,’ Sir Philip Sidney said. But on the other hand: ‘Words are
like leaves and where they most abound, Much fruit of sense beneath is rarely found.’ Alexander Pope. What do you think of that, Montag?”

“I don’t know.”

“Careful,” whispered Faber, living in another world, far away.

“Or this? ‘A little learning is a dangerous thing. Drink deep, or taste not the Pierian spring; There shallow draughts intoxicate the brain, and drinking largely sobers us again.’ Pope. Same Essay. Where does that put you?”

Montag bit his lip.

“I’ll tell you,” said Beatty, smiling at his cards. “That made you for a little while a drunkard. Read a few lines and off you go over the cliff. Bang, you’re ready to blow up the world, chop off heads, knock down women and children, destroy authority. I know, I’ve been through it all.”

“I’m all right,” said Montag, nervously.

“Stop blushing. I’m not needling, really I’m not. Do you know, I had a dream an hour ago. I lay down for a catnap and in this dream you and I, Montag, got into a furious debate on books. You towered with rage, yelled quotes at me. I calmly parried every thrust. *Power*, I said. And you, quoting Dr. Johnson, said ‘Knowledge is more than equivalent to force!’ And I said, ‘Well, Dr. Johnson also said, dear boy, that “He is no wise man that will quit a certainty for an uncertainty.”’ Stick with the firemen, Montag. All else is dreary chaos!”

“Don’t listen,” whispered Faber. “He’s trying to confuse. He’s slippery. Watch out!”

Beatty chuckled. “And you said, quoting, ‘Truth will come to light, murder will not be hid long!’ And I cried in good humor, ‘Oh God, he speaks only of his horse!’ And ‘The Devil can cite Scripture for his purpose.’ And you yelled, ‘This age thinks better of a gilded fool, than of a threadbare saint in wisdom’s school!’ And I whispered gently, ‘The dignity of truth is lost with much protesting.’ And you screamed, ‘Carcasses bleed at the sight of the murderer?’ And I said, patting your hand, ‘What, do I give you trench mouth?’ And you shrieked, ‘Knowledge is power!’ and ‘A dwarf on a giant’s shoulders sees the furthest of the two!’ and I summed my side up with rare serenity in, ‘The folly of mistaking a metaphor for a proof, a
torrent of verbiage for a spring of capital truths, and oneself as an oracle, is inborn in us, Mr. Valery once said.’”

Montag’s head whirled sickeningly. He felt beaten unmercifully on brow, eyes, nose, lips, chin, on shoulders, on upflailing arms. He wanted to yell, “No! shut up, you’re confusing things, stop it!” Beatty’s graceful fingers thrust out to seize his wrist.

“God, what a pulse! I’ve got you going, have I, Montag? Jesus God, your pulse sounds like the day after the war. Everything but sirens and bells! Shall I talk some more? I like your look of panic. Swahili, Indian, English Lit., I speak them all. A kind of excellent dumb discourse, Willie!”

“Montag, hold on!” The moth brushed Montag’s ear. “He’s muddying the waters!”

“Oh, you were scared silly,” said Beatty, “for I was doing a terrible thing in using the very books you clung to, to rebut you on every hand, on every point! What traitors books can be! you think they’re backing you up, and they turn on you. Others can use them, too, and there you are, lost in the middle of the moor, in a great welter of nouns and verbs and adjectives. And at the very end of my dream, along I came with the Salamander and said, Going my way? And you got in and we drove back to the firehouse in beatific silence, all dwindled away to peace.” Beatty let Montag’s wrist go, let the hand slump limply on the table. “All’s well that is well in the end.”

Silence. Montag sat like a carved white stone. The echo of the final hammer on his skull died slowly away into the black cavern where Faber waited for the echoes to subside. And then when the startled dust had settled down about Montag’s mind, Faber began, softly, “All right, he’s had his say. You must take it in. I’ll say my say, too, in the next few hours. And you’ll take it in. And you’ll try to judge them and make your decision as to which way to jump, or fall. But I want it to be your decision, not mine, and not the Captain’s. But remember that the Captain belongs to the most dangerous enemy to truth and freedom, the solid unmoving cattle of the majority. Oh, God, the terrible tyranny of the majority. We all have our harps to play. And it’s up to you now to know with which ear you’ll listen.”

Montag opened his mouth to answer Faber and was saved this error in the presence of others when the station bell rang.
The alarm-voice in the ceiling chanted. There was a tacking-tacking sound as the alarm-report telephone typed out the address across the room. Captain Beatty, his poker cards in one pink hand, walked with exaggerated slowness to the phone and ripped out the address when the report was finished. He glanced perfunctorily at it, and shoved it in his pocket. He came back and sat down. The others looked at him.

“IT can wait exactly forty seconds while I take all the money away from you,” said Beatty, happily.

Montag put his cards down.

“Tired, Montag? Going out of this game?”

“Yes.”

“Hold on. Well, come to think of it, we can finish this hand later. Just leave your cards face down and hustle the equipment. On the double now.” And Beatty rose up again. “Montag, you don’t look well? I’d hate to think you were coming down with another fever . . .”

“I’ll be all right.”

“You’ll be fine. This is a special case. Come on, jump for it!”

They leaped into the air and clutched the brass pole as if it were the last vantage point above a tidal wave passing below, and then the brass pole, to their dismay, slid them down into darkness, into the blast and cough and suction of the gaseous dragon roaring to life!

“Hey!”

They rounded a corner in thunder and siren, with concussion of tires, with scream of rubber, with a shift of kerosene bulk in the glittery brass tank, like the food in the stomach of a giant, with Montag’s fingers jolting off the silver rail, swinging into cold space, with the wind tearing his hair back from his head, with the wind whistling in his teeth, and him all the while thinking of the women, the chaff women in his parlor tonight, with the kernels blown out from under them by a neon wind, and his silly damned reading of a book to them. How like trying to put out fires with waterpistols, how senseless and insane. One rage turned in for another. One anger displacing another. When would he stop being entirely mad and be quiet, be very quiet indeed?

“Here we go!”

Montag looked up. Beatty never drove, but he was driving
tonight, slamming the Salamander around corners, leaning forward high on the driver’s throne, his massive black slicker flapping out behind so that he seemed a great black bat flying above the engine, over the brass numbers, taking the full wind.

“Here we go to keep the world happy, Montag!”

Beatty’s pink, phosphorescent cheeks glimmered in the high darkness, and he was smiling furiously.

“Here we are!”

The Salamander boomed to a halt, throwing men off in slips and clumsy hops. Montag stood fixing his raw eyes to the cold bright rail under his clenched fingers.

I can’t do it, he thought. How can I go at this new assignment, how can I go on burning things? I can’t go in this place.

Beatty, smelling of the wind through which he had rushed, was at Montag’s elbow. “All right, Montag.”

The men ran like cripples in their clumsy boots, as quietly as spiders.

At last Montag raised his eyes and turned.

Beatty was watching his face.

“Something the matter, Montag?”

“Why,” said Montag slowly, “we’ve stopped in front of my house.”
Part Three:  
* Burning Bright *

Lights flicked on and house doors opened all down the street, to watch the carnival set up. Montag and Beatty stared, one with dry satisfaction, the other with disbelief, at the house before them, this main ring in which torches would be juggled and fire eaten.

“Well,” said Beatty, “now you did it. Old Montag wanted to fly near the sun and now that he’s burnt his damn wings, he wonders why. Didn’t I hint enough when I sent the Hound around your place?”

Montag’s face was entirely numb and featureless; he felt his head turn like a stone carving to the dark place next door, set in its bright border of flowers.

Beatty snorted. “Oh, no! You weren’t fooled by that little idiot’s routine, now, were you? Flowers, butterflies, leaves, sunsets, oh, hell! It’s all in her file. I’ll be damned. I’ve hit the bullseye. Look at the sick look on your face. A few grass-blades and the quarters of the moon. What trash. What good did she ever do with all that?”

Montag sat on the cold fender of the Dragon, moving his head half an inch to the left, half an inch to the right, left, right, left, right . . .

“She saw everything. She didn’t do anything to anyone. She just let them alone.”

“Alone, hell! She chewed around you, didn’t she? One of those damn do-gooders with their shocked, holier-than-thou silences, their one talent making others feel guilty. God damn, they rise like the midnight sun to sweat you in your bed!”

The front door opened; Mildred came down the steps, running, one suitcase held with a dream-like clenching rigidity in her fist, as a beetle-taxi hissed to the curb.

“Mildred!”

She ran past with her body stiff, her face floured with powder, her mouth gone, without lipstick.

“Mildred, you didn’t put in the alarm!”

She shoved the valise in the waiting beetle, climbed in, and
sat mumbling, “Poor family, poor family, oh everything gone, everything, everything gone now . . .”

Beatty grabbed Montag’s shoulder as the beetle blasted away and hit seventy miles an hour, far down the street, gone.

There was a crash like the falling parts of a dream fashioned out of warped glass, mirrors, and crystal prisms. Montag drifted about as if still another incomprehensible storm had turned him, to see Stoneman and Black wielding axes, shattering window-panes to provide cross-ventilation.

The brush of a death’s-head moth against a cold black screen.

“Montag, this is Faber. Do you hear me? What’s happening?”

“This is happening to me,” said Montag.

“What a dreadful surprise.” said Beatty. “For everyone nowadays knows, absolutely is certain, that nothing will ever happen to me. Others die, I go on. There are no consequences and no responsibilities. Except that there are. But let’s not talk about them, eh? By the time the consequences catch up with you, it’s too late, isn’t it, Montag?”

“Montag, can you get away, run?” asked Faber.

Montag walked but did not feel his feet touch the cement and then the night grasses. Beatty flicked his igniter nearby and the small orange flame drew his fascinated gaze.

“What is there about fire that’s so lovely? No matter what age we are, what draws us to it?” Beatty blew out the flame and lit it again. “It’s perpetual motion; the thing man wanted to invent but never did. Or almost perpetual motion. If you let it go on, it’d burn our lifetimes out. What is fire? It’s a mystery. Scientists give us gobbledygook about friction and molecules. But they don’t really know. Its real beauty is that it destroys responsibility and consequences. A problem gets too burdensome, then into the furnace with it. Now, Montag, you’re a burden. And fire will lift you off my shoulders, clean, quick, sure; nothing to rot later. Anti-biotic, aesthetic, practical.”

Montag stood looking in now at this queer house, made strange by the hour of the night, by murmuring neighbor voices, by littered glass, and there on the floor, their covers torn off and spilled out like swan-feathers, the incredible books that looked so silly and really not worth bothering with, for these were nothing but black type and yellowed paper and raveled binding.
Mildred, of course. She must have watched him hide the books in the garden and brought them back in. Mildred. Mildred.

“I want you to do this job all by your lonesome, Montag. Not with kerosene and a match, but piecework, with a flame-thrower. Your house, your clean-up.”

“Montag, can’t you run, get away!”

“No!” cried Montag helplessly. “The Hound! Because of the Hound!”

Faber heard and Beatty, thinking it was meant for him, heard. “Yes, the Hound’s somewhere about the neighborhood, so don’t try anything. Ready?”

“Ready.” Montag snapped the safety-catch on the flame-thrower.

“Fire!”

A great nuzzling gout of fire leapt out to lap at the books and knock them against the wall. He stepped into the bedroom and fired twice and the twinbeds went up in a great simmering whisper, with more heat and passion and light than he would have supposed them to contain. He burnt the bedroom walls and the cosmetics chest because he wanted to change everything, the chairs, the tables, and in the dining room the silverware and plastic dishes, everything that showed that he had lived here in this empty house with a strange woman who would forget him tomorrow, who had gone and quite forgotten him already, listening to her Seashell Radio pour in on her and in on her as she rode across town, alone. And as before, it was good to burn, he felt himself gush out in the fire, snatch, rend, rip in half with flame, and put away the senseless problem. If there was no solution, well then now there was no problem, either. Fire was best for everything!

“The books, Montag!”

The books leapt and danced like roasted birds, their wings ablaze with red and yellow feathers.

And then he came to the parlor where the great idiot monsters lay asleep with their white thoughts and their snowy dreams. And he shot a bolt at each of the three blank walls and the vacuum hissed out at him. The emptiness made an even emptier whistle, a senseless scream. He tried to think about the vacuum upon which the nothingnesses had performed, but
he could not. He held his breath so the vacuum could not get into his lungs. He cut off its terrible emptiness, drew back, and gave the entire room a gift of one huge bright yellow flower of burning. The fire-proof plastic sheath on everything was cut wide and the house began to shudder with flame.

“When you’re quite finished,” said Beatty behind him. “You’re under arrest.”

The house fell in red-coals and black ash. It bedded itself down in sleepy pink-grey cinders and a smoke plume blew over it, rising and waving slowly back and forth in the sky. It was three-thirty in the morning. The crowd drew back into the houses; the great tents of the circus had slumped into charcoal and rubble and the show was well over.

Montag stood with the flame-thrower in his limp hands, great islands of perspiration drenching his armpits, his face smeared with soot. The other firemen waited behind him, in the darkness, their faces illumined faintly by the smouldering foundation.

Montag started to speak twice and then finally managed to put his thought together.

“Was it my wife turned in the alarm?”

Beatty nodded. “But her friends turned in an alarm earlier, that I let ride. One way or the other, you’d have got it. It was pretty silly, quoting poetry around free and easy like that. It was the act of a silly damn snob. Give a man a few lines of verse and he thinks he’s the Lord of all Creation. You think you can walk on water with your books. Well, the world can get by just fine without them. Look where they got you, in slime up to your lip. If I stir the slime with my little finger, you’ll drown!”

Montag could not move. A great earthquake had come with fire and leveled the house and Mildred was under there somewhere and his entire life under there and he could not move. The earthquake was still shaking and falling and shivering inside him and he stood there, his knees half bent under the great load of tiredness and bewilderment and outrage, letting Beatty hit him without raising a hand.

“Montag, you idiot, Montag, you damn fool; why did you really do it?”

Montag did not hear, he was far away, he was running with
his mind, he was gone, leaving this dead soot-covered body to sway in front of another raving fool.

“Montag, get out of there!” said Faber.
Montag listened.
Beatty struck him a blow on the head that sent him reeling back. The green bullet in which Faber’s voice whispered and cried, fell to the sidewalk. Beatty snatched it up, grinning. He held it half in, half out of his ear.
Montag heard the distant voice calling, “Montag, you all right?”
Beatty switched the green bullet off and thrust it in his pocket. “Well—so there’s more here than I thought. I saw you tilt your head, listening. First I thought you had a Seashell. But when you turned clever later, I wondered. We’ll trace this and drop in on your friend.”
“No!” said Montag.
He twitched the safety catch on the flame-thrower. Beatty glanced instantly at Montag’s fingers and his eyes widened the faintest bit. Montag saw the surprise there and himself glanced to his hands to see what new thing they had done. Thinking back later he could never decide whether the hands or Beatty’s reaction to the hands gave him the final push toward murder. The last rolling thunder of the avalanche stoned down about his ears, not touching him.
Beatty grinned his most charming grin. “Well, that’s one way to get an audience. Hold a gun on a man and force him to listen to your speech. Speech away. What’ll it be this time? Why don’t you belch Shakespeare at me, you fumbling snob? ‘There is no terror, Cassius, in your threats, for I am arm’d so strong in honesty that they pass by me as an idle wind, which I respect not!’ How’s that? Go ahead now, you second-hand literateur, pull the trigger.” He took one step toward Montag.
Montag only said, “We never burned right . . .”
“Hand it over, Guy,” said Beatty with a fixed smile.
And then he was a shrieking blaze, a jumping, sprawling gibbering mannikin, no longer human or known, all writhing flame on the lawn as Montag shot one continuous pulse of liquid fire on him. There was a hiss like a great mouthful of spittle banging a redhot stove, a bubbling and frothing as if salt had been poured over a monstrous black snail to cause a terrible
liquefaction and a boiling over of yellow foam. Montag shut his eyes, shouted, shouted, and fought to get his hands at his ears to clamp and to cut away the sound. Beatty flopped over and over and over, and at last twisted in on himself like a charred wax doll and lay silent.

The other two firemen did not move.

Montag kept his sickness down long enough to aim the flame-thrower. “Turn around!”

They turned, their faces like blanched meat, streaming sweat; he beat their heads, knocking off their helmets and bringing them down on themselves. They fell and lay without moving.

The blowing of a single autumn leaf.

He turned and the Mechanical Hound was there.

It was half across the lawn, coming from the shadows, moving with such drifting ease that it was like a single solid cloud of black-grey smoke blown at him in silence.

It made a single last leap into the air coming down at Montag from a good three feet over his head, its spidered legs reaching, the procaine needle snapping out its single angry tooth. Montag caught it with a bloom of fire, a single wondrous blossom that curled in petals of yellow and blue and orange about the metal dog, clad it in a new covering as it slammed into Montag and threw him ten feet back against the bole of a tree, taking the flame-gun with him. He felt it scrabble and seize his leg and stab the needle in for a moment before the fire snapped the hound up in the air, burst its metal bones at the joints, and blew out its interior in a single flushing of red color like a skyrocket fastened to the street. Montag lay watching the dead-alive thing fiddle the air and die. Even now it seemed to want to get back at him and finish the injection which was now working through the flesh of his leg. He felt all of the mingled relief and horror at having pulled back only in time to have just his knee slammed by the fender of a car hurtling by at ninety miles an hour. He was afraid to get up, afraid he might not be able to gain his feet at all, with an anaesthetized leg. A numbness in a numbness hollowed into a numbness . . .

And now . . . ?

The street empty, the house burnt like an ancient bit of stage-scenery, the other homes dark, the Hound here, Beatty there,
the three other firemen another place, and the Salamander . . .? He gazed at the immense engine. That would have to go, too.

Well, he thought, let’s see how badly off you are. On your feet now. Easy, easy . . . there.

He stood and he had only one leg. The other was like a chunk of burnt pinelog he was carrying along as a penance for some obscure sin. When he put his weight on it, a shower of silver needles gushed up the length of the calf and went off in the knee. He wept. Come on! Come on, you, you can’t stay here!

A few house lights were going on again down the street, whether from the incidents just passed, or because of the abnormal silence following the fight, Montag did not know. He hobbled around the ruins, seizing at his bad leg when it lagged, talking and whimpering and shouting directions at it and cursing it and pleading with it to work for him now when it was vital. He heard a number of people crying out in the darkness and shouting. He reached the back yard and the alley. Beatty, he thought, you’re not a problem now. You always said, don’t face a problem, burn it. Well, now I’ve done both. Good-by, Captain.

And he stumbled along the alley in the dark.

* * * * *

A shotgun blast went off in his leg every time he put it down and he thought, you’re a fool, a damn fool, an awful fool, an idiot, an awful idiot, a damn idiot, and a fool, a damn fool; look at the mess and where’s the mop, look at the mess, and what do you do? Pride, damn it, and temper, and you’ve junked it all, at the very start you vomit on everyone and on yourself. But everything at once, but everything one on top of another, Beatty, the women, Mildred, Clarisse, everything. No excuse, though, no excuse. A fool, a damn fool, go give yourself up!

No, we’ll save what we can, we’ll do what there is left to do. If we have to burn, let’s take a few more with us. Here!

He remembered the books and turned back. Just on the off chance.

He found a few books where he had left them, near the garden fence. Mildred, God bless her, had missed a few. Four
books still lay hidden where he had put them. Voices were wailing in the night and flashbeams swirled about. Other Salamanders were roaring, their engines far away and police sirens were cutting their way across town with their sirens.

Montag took the four remaining books and hopped, jolted, hopped his way down the alley and suddenly fell as if his head had been cut off and only his body lay there. Something inside had jerked him to a halt and flopped him down. He lay where he had fallen and sobbed, his legs folded, his face pressed blindly to the gravel.

*Beatty wanted to die.*

In the middle of the crying Montag knew it for the truth. Beatty had wanted to die. He had just stood there, not really trying to save himself, just stood there, joking, needling, thought Montag, and the thought was enough to stifle his sobbing and let him pause for air. How strange, strange, to want to die so much that you let a man walk around armed and then instead of shutting up and staying alive, you go on yelling at people and making fun of them until you get them mad, and then . . .

At a distance, running feet.

Montag sat up. Let’s get out of here. Come on, get up, get up, you just can’t sit! But he was still crying and that had to be finished. It was going away now. He hadn’t wanted to kill anyone, not even Beatty. His flesh gripped him and shrunk as if it had been plunged in acid. He gagged. He saw Beatty, a torch, not moving, fluttering out on the grass. He bit at his knuckles. *I’m sorry, I’m sorry, oh God, sorry . . .*

He tried to piece it all together, to go back to the normal pattern of life a few short days ago before the sieve and the sand, Denham’s Dentifrice, moth-voices, fireflies, the alarms and excursions, too much for a few short days, too much, indeed, for a lifetime.

Feet ran in the far end of the alley.

“Get up!” he told himself. “Damn it, get up!” he said to the leg, and stood. The pains were spikes driven in the kneecap and then only darning needles and then only common ordinary safety pins, and after he had shagged along fifty more hops and jumps, filling his hand with slivers from the board fence, the prickling was like someone blowing a spray of scalding water
on that leg. And the leg was at last his own leg again. He had been afraid that running might break the loose ankle. Now, sucking all the night into his open mouth and blowing it out pale, with all the blackness left heavily inside himself, he set out in a steady jogging pace. He carried the books in his hands. He thought of Faber.

Faber was back there in the steaming lump of tar that had no name or identity now. He had burnt Faber, too. He felt so suddenly shocked by this that he felt Faber was really dead, baked like a roach in that small green capsule shoved and lost in the pocket of a man who was now nothing but a frame skeleton strung with asphalt tendons.

You must remember, burn them or they’ll burn you, he thought. Right now it’s as simple as that.

He searched his pockets, the money was there, and in his other pocket he found the usual Seashell upon which the city was talking to itself in the cold black morning.


He ran steadily for six blocks, in the alley and then the alley opened out onto a wide empty thoroughfare ten lanes wide. It seemed like a boatless river frozen there in the raw light of the high white arc-lamps; you could drown trying to cross it, he felt; it was too wide, it was too open. It was a vast stage without scenery, inviting him to run across, easily seen in the blazing illumination, easily caught, easily shot down.

The Seashell hummed in his ear.

“. . . watch for a man running . . . watch for the running man . . . watch for a man alone, on foot . . . watch . . .”

Montag pulled back in the shadows. Directly ahead lay a gas station, a great chunk of porcelain snow shining there, and two silver beetles pulling in to fill up. Now he must be clean and presentable if he wished to walk, not run, stroll calmly across that wide boulevard. It would give him an extra margin of safety if he washed up and combed his hair before he went on his way to get where . . . ?

Yes, he thought, where am I running?

Nowhere. There was nowhere to go, no friend to turn to, really. Except Faber. And then he realized that he was, indeed,
running toward Faber’s house, instinctively. But Faber couldn’t hide him; it would be suicide even to try. But he knew that he would go to see Faber anyway, for a few short minutes. Faber’s would be the place where he might refuel his fast draining belief in his own ability to survive. He just wanted to know that there was a man like Faber in the world. He wanted to see the man alive and not burned back there like a body shelled in another body. And some of the money must be left with Faber, of course, to be spent after Montag ran on his way. Perhaps he could make the open country and live on or near the rivers and near the highways, in the fields and hills.

A great whirling whisper made him look to the sky.

The police helicopters were rising so far away that it seemed someone had blown the grey head off a dry dandelion flower. Two dozen of them flurried, wavering, indecisive, three miles off, like butterflies puzzled by autumn, and then they were plummeting down to land, one by one, here, there, softly kneeling the streets where, turned back to beetles, they shrieked along the boulevards or, as suddenly, leapt back into the air, continuing their search.

And here was the gas station, its attendants busy now with customers. Approaching from the rear, Montag entered the men’s wash room. Through the aluminum wall he heard a radio voice saying, “War has been declared.” The gas was being pumped outside. The men in the beetles were talking and the attendants were talking about the engines, the gas, the money owed. Montag stood trying to make himself feel the shock of the quiet statement from the radio, but nothing would happen. The war would have to wait for him to come to it in his personal file, an hour, two hours from now.

He washed his hands and face and towed himself dry, making little sound. He came out of the washroom and shut the door carefully and walked into the darkness and at last stood again on the edge of the empty boulevard.

There it lay, a game for him to win, a vast bowling alley in the cool morning. The boulevard was as clean as the surface of an arena two minutes before the appearance of certain unnamed victims and certain unknown killers. The air over and above the vast concrete river trembled with the warmth
of Montag’s body alone; it was incredible how he felt his temperature could cause the whole immediate world to vibrate. He was a phosphorescent target; he knew it, he felt it. And now he must begin his little walk.

Three blocks away a few headlights glared. Montag drew a deep breath. His lungs were like burning brooms in his chest. His mouth was sucked dry from running. His throat tasted of bloody iron and there was rusted steel in his feet.

What about those lights there? Once you started walking you’d have to gauge how fast those beetles could make it down here. Well, how far was it to the other curb? It seemed like a hundred yards. Probably not a hundred, but figure for that anyway, figure that with him going very slowly, at a nice stroll, it might take as much as thirty seconds, forty seconds to walk all that way. The beetles? Once started, they could leave three blocks behind them in about fifteen seconds. So, even if halfway across he started to run . . . ?

He put his right foot out and then his left foot and then his right. He walked on the empty avenue.

Even if the street were entirely empty, of course, you couldn’t be sure of a safe crossing, for a car could appear suddenly over the rise four blocks further on and be on and past you before you had taken a dozen breaths.

He decided not to count his steps. He looked neither to left nor right. The light from the overhead lamps seemed as bright and revealing as the midday sun and just as hot.

He listened to the sound of the car picking up speed two blocks away on his right. Its movable headlights jerked back and forth suddenly, and caught at Montag.

Keep going.

Montag faltered, got a grip on the books, and forced himself not to freeze. Instinctively he took a few quick running steps then talked out loud to himself and pulled up to stroll again. He was now half across the street, but the roar from the beetle’s engines whined higher as it put on speed.

The police, of course. They see me. But slow now slow, quiet, don’t turn, don’t look, don’t seem concerned. Walk, that’s it, walk, walk.

The beetle was rushing. The beetle was roaring. The beetle raised its speed. The beetle was whining. The beetle was in
high thunder. The beetle came skimming. The beetle came in a single whistling trajectory, fired from an invisible rifle. It was up to 120 mph. It was up to 130 at least. Montag clamped his jaws. The heat of the racing headlights burnt his cheeks, it seemed, and jittered his eyelids and flushed the sour sweat out all over his body.

He began to shuffle idiotically and talk to himself and then he broke and just ran. He put out his legs as far as they would go and down and then far out again and down and back and out and down and back. God! God! He dropped a book, broke pace, almost turned, changed his mind, plunged on, yelling in concrete emptiness, the beetle scuttling after its running food, two hundred, one hundred feet away, ninety, eighty, seventy, Montag gasping, flailing his hands, legs up down out, up down out, closer, closer, hooting, calling, his eyes burnt white now as his head jerked about to confront the flashing glare, now the beetle was swallowed in its own light, now it was nothing but a torch hurtling upon him; all sound, all blare. Now—almost on top of him!

He stumbled and fell.

I’m done! It’s over!

But the falling made a difference. An instant before reaching him the wild beetle cut and swerved out. It was gone. Montag lay flat, his head down. Wisps of laughter trailed back to him with the blue exhaust from the beetle.

His right hand was extended above him, flat. Across the extreme tip of his middle finger, he saw now as he lifted that hand, a faint sixteenth of an inch of black tread where the tire had touched in passing. He looked at that black line with disbelief, getting to his feet.

That wasn’t the police, he thought.

He looked down the boulevard. It was clear now. A carful of children, all ages, God knew, from twelve to sixteen, out whistling, yelling, hurrahing, had seen a man, a very extraordinary sight, a man strolling, a rarity, and simply said, “Let’s get him,” not knowing he was the fugitive Mr. Montag, simply a number of children out for a long night of roaring five or six hundred miles in a few moonlit hours, their faces icy with wind, and coming home or not coming at dawn, alive or not alive, that made the adventure.
They would have killed me, thought Montag, swaying, the air still torn and stirring about him in dust, touching his bruised cheek. For no reason at all in the world they would have killed me.

He walked toward the far curb telling each foot to go and keep going. Somehow he had picked up the spilled books, he didn’t remember bending or touching them. He kept moving them from hand to hand as if they were a poker hand he could not figure.

I wonder if they were the ones who killed Clarisse?

He stopped and his mind said it again, very loud.

I wonder if they were the ones who killed Clarisse!

He wanted to run after them yelling.

His eyes watered.

The thing that had saved him was falling flat. The driver of that car, seeing Montag down, instinctively considered the probability that running over a body at such a high speed might turn the car upside down and spill them out. If Montag had remained an upright target . . . ?

Montag gasped.

Far down the boulevard, four blocks away, the beetle had slowed, spun about on two wheels, and was now racing back, slanting over on the wrong side of the street, picking up speed.

But Montag was gone, hidden in the safety of the dark alley for which he had set out on a long journey, an hour, or was it a minute, ago? He stood shivering in the night, looking back out as the beetle ran by and skidded back to the center of the avenue, whirling laughter in the air all about it, gone.

Further on, as Montag moved in darkness, he could see the helicopters falling falling like the first flakes of snow in the long winter to come . . .

The house was silent.

Montag approached from the rear, creeping through a thick night-moistened scent of daffodils and roses and wet grass. He touched the screen door in back, found it open, slipped in, moved across the porch, listening.

Mrs. Black, are you asleep in there? he thought. This isn’t good, but your husband did it to others and never asked and never wondered and never worried. And now since you’re a
fireman’s wife, it’s your house and your turn, for all the houses your husband burned and the people he hurt without thinking. The house did not reply.

He hid the books in the kitchen and moved from the house again to the alley and looked back and the house was still dark and quiet, sleeping.

On his way across town, with the helicopters fluttering like torn bits of paper in the sky, he phoned the alarm at a lonely phone booth outside a store that was closed for the night. Then he stood in the cold night air, waiting and at a distance he heard the fire sirens start up and run, and the Salamanders coming, coming to burn Mr. Black’s house while he was away at work, to make his wife stand shivering in the morning air while the roof let go and dropped in upon the fire. But now, she was still asleep.

Good night, Mrs. Black, he thought.

“Faber!”

Another rap, a whisper, and a long waiting. Then, after a minute, a small light flickered inside Faber’s small house. After another pause, the back door opened.

They stood looking at each other in the half light, Faber and Montag, as if each did not believe in the other’s existence. Then Faber moved and put out his hand and grabbed Montag and moved him in and sat him down and went back and stood in the door, listening. The sirens were wailing off in the morning distance. He came in and shut the door.

Montag said, “I’ve been a fool all down the line. I can’t stay long. I’m on my way God knows where.”

“At least you were a fool about the right things,” said Faber. “I thought you were dead. The audio-capsule I gave you——”

“Burnt.”

“I heard the captain talking to you and suddenly there was nothing. I almost came out looking for you.”

“The captain’s dead. He found the audio-capsule, he heard your voice, he was going to trace it. I killed him with the flame-thrower.”

Faber sat down and did not speak for a time.

“My God, how did this happen?” said Montag. “It was only the other night everything was fine and the next thing I know
I’m drowning. How many times can a man go down and still be alive? I can’t breathe. There’s Beatty dead, and he was my friend once, and there’s Millie gone, I thought she was my wife, but now I don’t know. And the house all burnt. And my job gone and myself on the run, and I planted a book in a fireman’s house on the way. Good Christ, the things I’ve done in a single week!”

“You did what you had to do. It was coming on for a long time.”

“Yes, I believe that, if there’s nothing else I believe. It saved itself up to happen. I could feel it for a long time, I was saving something up, I went around doing one thing and feeling another. God, it was all there. It’s a wonder it didn’t show on me, like fat. And now here I am, messing up your life, too. They might follow me here.”

“I feel alive for the first time in years,” said Faber. “I feel I’m doing what I should’ve done a lifetime ago. For a little while I’m not afraid. Maybe it’s because I’m doing the right thing at last. Maybe it’s because I’ve done a rash thing and don’t want to look the coward to you. I suppose I’ll have to do even more violent things, exposing myself so I won’t fall down on the job and turn scared again. What are your plans?”

“To keep running.”

“You know the war’s on?”

“I heard.”

“God, isn’t it funny?” said the old man. “It seems so remote because we have our own troubles.”

“I haven’t had time to think.” Montag drew out a hundred dollars. “I want this to stay with you, use it any way that’ll help when I’m gone.”

“But—”

“I might be dead by noon; use this.”

Faber nodded. “You’d better head for the river if you can, follow along it, and if you can hit the old railroad lines going out into the country, follow them. Even though practically everything’s airborne these days and most of the tracks are abandoned, the rails are still there, rusting. I’ve heard there are still hobo camps all across the country, here and there; walking camps they call them, and if you keep walking far enough and keep an eye peeled, they say there’s lots of old
Harvard degrees on the tracks between here and Los Angeles. Most of them are wanted and hunted in the cities. They survive, I guess. There aren’t many of them, and I guess the governments never considered them a great enough danger to go in and track them down. You might hole up with them for a time and get in touch with me in St. Louis, I’m leaving on the five A.M. bus this morning, to see a retired printer there, I’m getting out in the open myself, at last. This money will be put to good use. Thanks and God bless you. Do you want to sleep a few minutes?”
“I’d better run.”
“Let’s check.”
He took Montag quickly into the bedroom and lifted a picture frame aside revealing a television screen the size of a postal card. “I always wanted something very small, something I could walk to, something I could blot out with the palm of my hand, if necessary, nothing that could shout me down, nothing monstrous big. So, you see.” He snapped it on.
“Montag,” the TV set said, and lit up. “M-O-N-T-A-G.”
The name was spelled out by a voice. “Guy Montag. Still running. Police helicopters are up. A new Mechanical Hound has been brought from another district—”
Montag and Faber looked at each other.
“—Mechanical Hound never fails. Never since its first use in tracking quarry has this incredible invention made a mistake. Tonight, this network is proud to have the opportunity to follow the Hound by camera helicopter as it starts on its way to the target——”
Faber poured two glasses of whiskey. “We’ll need these.”
They drank.
“—nose so sensitive the Mechanical Hound can remember and identify ten thousand odor indexes on ten thousand men without re-setting!”
Faber trembled the least bit and looked about at his house, at the walls, the door, the doorknob, and the chair where Montag now sat. Montag saw the look. They both looked quickly about the house and Montag felt his nostrils dilate and he knew that he was trying to track himself and his nose was suddenly good enough to sense the path he had made in the air of the room
and the sweat of his hand hung from the doorknob, invisible but as numerous as the jewels of a small chandelier, he was everywhere, in and on and about everything, he was a luminous cloud, a ghost that made breathing once more impossible. He saw Faber stop up his own breath for fear of drawing that ghost into his own body, perhaps, being contaminated with the phantom exhalations and odors of a running man.

“The Mechanical Hound is now landing by helicopter at the site of the Burning!”

And there on the small screen was the burnt house, and the crowd and something with a sheet over it and out of the sky, fluttering, came the helicopter like a grotesque flower.

So they must have their game out, thought Montag. The circus must go on, even with war beginning within the hour . . .

He watched the scene, fascinated, not wanting to move. It seemed so remote and no part of him; it was a play apart and separate, wondrous to watch, not without its strange pleasure. That’s all for me, you thought, that’s all taking place just for me, by God.

If he wished, he could linger here, in comfort, and follow the entire hunt on through its swift phases, down alleys, across streets, over empty running avenues, crossing lots and playgrounds, with pauses here or there for the necessary commercials, up other alleys to the burning house of Mr. and Mrs. Black, and so on finally to this house with Faber and himself seated, drinking, while the Electric Hound snuffed down the last trail, silent as a drift of death itself, skidding to a halt outside that window there. Then, if he wished, Montag might rise, walk to the window, keep one eye on the TV screen, open the window, lean out, look back, and see himself dramatized, described, made over, standing there, limned in the bright small television screen from outside, a drama to be watched objectively, knowing that in other parlor he was large as life, in full color, dimensionally perfect! and if he kept his eye peeled quickly he would see himself, an instant before oblivion, being punctured for the benefit of how many civilian parlor-sitters who had been wakened from sleep a few minutes ago by the frantic sirening of their living room walls to come watch the big game, the hunt, the one-man carnival.
Would he have time for a speech? As the Hound seized him, in view of ten or twenty or thirty million people, mightn’t he sum up his entire life in the last week in one single phrase or a word that would stay with them long after the Hound had turned, clenching him in its metal-plier jaws, and trotted off in darkness, while the camera remained stationary, watching the creature dwindle in the distance, a splendid fade-out! What could he say in a single word, a few words, that would sear all their faces and wake them up?

“There,” whispered Faber.

Out of a helicopter glided something that was not machine, not animal, not dead, not alive, glowing with a pale green luminosity. It stood near the smoking ruins of Montag’s house and the men brought his discarded flame-thrower to it and put it down under the muzzle of the Hound. There was a whirring, clicking, humming.

Montag shook his head and got up and drank the rest of his drink. “It’s time. I’m sorry about this.”


“Wait. There’s no use you being discovered. When I leave, burn the spread of this bed, that I touched. Burn the chair in the living room, in your wall incinerator. Wipe down the furniture with alcohol, wipe the doorknobs. Burn the throw-rug in the parlor. Turn the air-conditioning on full in all the rooms and spray with moth spray if you have it. Then, turn on your lawn sprinklers as high as they’ll go and hose off the sidewalks. With any luck at all, we can kill the trail in here, anyway.”

Faber shook his hand. “I’ll tend to it. Good luck. If we’re both in good health, next week, the week after, get in touch, General Delivery, St. Louis. I’m sorry there’s no way I can go with you this time, by ear-phone. That was good for both of us. But my equipment was limited. You see, I never thought I would use it. What a silly old man. No thought there. Stupid, stupid. So I haven’t another green bullet, the right kind, to put in your head. Go now!”

“One last thing. Quick. A suitcase, get it, fill it with your dirtiest clothes, an old suit, the dirtier the better, a shirt, some old sneakers and socks . . .”

Faber was gone and back in a minute. They sealed the
cardboard valise with clear tape. “To keep the ancient odor of Mr. Faber in, of course,” said Faber, sweating at the job.

Montag doused the exterior of the valise with whiskey. “I don’t want that Hound picking up two odors at once. May I take this whiskey? I’ll need it later. Christ, I hope this works!”

They shook hands again and going out the door glanced at the TV. The Hound was on its way, followed by hovering helicopter cameras, silently, silently, sniffing the great night wind. It was running down the first alley.

“Good-by!”

And Montag was out the back door lightly, running with the half-empty valise. Behind him he heard the lawn sprinkling system jump up, filling the dark air with rain that fell gently and then with a steady pour all about, washing on the sidewalks and draining into the alley. He carried a few drops of this rain with him on his face. He thought he heard the old man call good-by, but he wasn’t certain.

He ran very fast away from the house, down toward the river.

* * * * *

Montag ran.

He could feel the Hound, like autumn, come cold and dry and swift, like a wind that didn’t stir grass, that didn’t jar windows or disturb leaf-shadows on the white sidewalks as it passed. The Hound did not touch the world. It carried its silence with it, so you could feel the silence building up a pressure behind you all across town. Montag felt the pressure rising, and ran.

He stopped for breath, on his way to the river, to peer through dimly lit windows of wakened houses, and saw the silhouettes of people inside watching their parlor walls and there on the walls the Mechanical Hound, a breath of neon vapor, spidered along, here and gone, here and gone! Now at Elm Terrace, Lincoln, Oak, Park, and up the alley toward Faber’s house!

Go past, thought Montag, don’t stop, go on, don’t turn in!

On the parlor wall, Faber’s house, with its sprinkler system pulsing in the night air.

The Hound paused, quivering.

No! Montag held to the window sill. This way! Here!
The procaine needle flicked out and in, out and in. A single clear drop of the stuff of dreams fell from the needle as it vanished in the Hound’s muzzle.

Montag held his breath, like a doubled fist, in his chest. The Mechanical Hound turned and plunged away from Faber’s house down the alley again.

Montag snapped his gaze to the sky. The helicopters were closer, a great blowing of insects to a single light source.

With an effort, Montag reminded himself again that this was no fictional episode to be watched on his run to the river; it was in actuality his own chess game he was witnessing, move by move.

He shouted to give himself the necessary push away from this last house window, and the fascinating seance going on in there! *Hell!* and he was away and gone! The alley, a street, the alley, a street, and the smell of the river. Leg out, leg down, leg out and down. Twenty million Montags running, soon, if the cameras caught him. Twenty million Montags running, running like an ancient flickery Keystone Comedy, cops, robbers, chasers and the chased, hunters and hunted, he had seen it a thousand times. Behind him now twenty million silently baying Hounds, ricocheted across parlors, three-cushion shooting from right wall to center wall to left wall, gone, right wall, center wall, left wall, gone!

Montag jammed his Seashell to his ear:

“Police suggest entire population in the Elm Terrace area do as follows: Everyone in every house in every street open a front or rear door or look from the windows. The fugitive cannot escape if everyone in the next minute looks from his house. Ready!”

Of course! Why hadn’t they done it before! Why, in all the years, hadn’t this game been tried! Everyone up, everyone out! He couldn’t be missed! The only man running alone in the night city, the only man proving his legs!

“At the count of ten now! *One! Two!*”

He felt the city rise.

“Three!”

He felt the city turn to its thousands of doors.

Faster! Leg up, leg down!

“Four!”
The people sleepwalking in their hallways.
“Five!”
He felt their hands on the doorknobs!
The smell of the river was cool and like a solid rain. His
throat was burnt rust and his eyes were wept dry with running.
He yelled as if this yell would jet him on, fling him the last
hundred yards.
“Six, seven, eight!”
The doorknobs turned on five thousand doors.
“Nine!”
He ran out away from the last row of houses, on a slope
leading down to a solid moving blackness.
“Ten!”
The doors opened.
He imagined thousands on thousands of faces peering into
yards, into alleys, and into the sky, faces hid by curtains, pale,
night-frightened faces, like gray animals peering from electric
caves, faces with gray colorless eyes, gray tongues and gray
thoughts looking out through the numb flesh of the face.
But he was at the river.
He touched it, just to be sure it was real. He waded in and
stripped in darkness to the skin, splashed his body, arms, legs,
and head with raw liquor; drank it and snuffed some up his
nose. Then he dressed in Faber’s old clothes and shoes. He
tossed his own clothing into the river and watched it swept
away. Then, holding the suitcase, he walked out in the river
until there was no bottom and he was swept away in the dark.

He was three hundred yards downstream when the Hound
reached the river. Overhead the great racketing fans of the
helicopters hovered. A storm of light fell upon the river and
Montag dived under the great illumination as if the sun had
broken the clouds. He felt the river pull him further on its way,
into darkness. Then the lights switched back to the land, the
helicopters swerved over the city again, as if they had picked
up another trail. They were gone. The Hound was gone. Now
there was only the cold river and Montag floating in a sudden
peacefulness, away from the city and the lights and the chase,
away from everything.
He felt as if he had left a stage behind and many actors. He
felt as if he had left the great seance and all the murmuring ghosts. He was moving from an unreality that was frightening into a reality that was unreal because it was new.

The black land slid by and he was going into the country among the hills. For the first time in a dozen years the stars were coming out above him, in great processions of wheeling fire. He saw a great juggernaut of stars form in the sky and threaten to roll over and crush him.

He floated on his back when the valise filled and sank; the river was mild and leisurely, going away from the people who ate shadows for breakfast and steam for lunch and vapors for supper. The river was very real; it held him comfortably and gave him the time at last, the leisure, to consider this month, this year, and a lifetime of years. He listened to his heart slow. His thoughts stopped rushing with his blood.

He saw the moon low in the sky now. The moon there, and the light of the moon caused by what? By the sun, of course. And what lights the sun? Its own fire. And the sun goes on, day after day, burning and burning. The sun and time. The sun and time and burning. Burning. The river bobbed him along gently. Burning. The sun and every clock on the earth. It all came together and became a single thing in his mind. After a long time of floating on the land and a short time of floating in the river he knew why he must never burn again in his life.

The sun burned every day. It burned Time. The world rushed in a circle and turned on its axis and time was busy burning the years and the people anyway, without any help from him. So if he burnt things with the firemen and the sun burnt Time, that meant that everything burned!

One of them had to stop burning. The sun wouldn’t, certainly. So it looked as if it had to be Montag and the people he had worked with until a few short hours ago. Somewhere the saving and putting away had to begin again and someone had to do the saving and keeping, one way or another, in books, in records, in people's heads, any way at all so long as it was safe, free from moths, silver-fish, rust and dry-rot, and men with matches. The world was full of burning of all types and sizes. Now the guild of the asbestos-weaver must open shop very soon.
He felt his heel bump land, touch pebbles and rocks, scrape sand. The river had moved him toward shore.

He looked in at the great black creature without eyes or light, without shape, with only a size that went a thousand miles, without wanting to stop, with its grass hills and forests that were waiting for him.

He hesitated to leave the comforting flow of the water. He expected the Hound there. Suddenly the trees might blow under a great wind of helicopters.

But there was only the normal autumn wind high up, going by like another river. Why wasn’t the Hound running? Why had the search veered inland? Montag listened. Nothing. Nothing.

Millie, he thought. All this country here. Listen to it! Nothing and nothing. So much silence, Millie, I wonder how you’d take it? Would you shout Shut up, shut up! Millie, Millie. And he was sad.

Millie was not here and the Hound was not here, but the dry smell of hay blowing from some distant field put Montag on the land. He remembered a farm he had visited when he was very young, one of the rare few times he discovered that somewhere behind the seven veils of unreality, beyond the walls of parlors and beyond the tin moat of the city, cows chewed grass and pigs sat in warm ponds at noon and dogs barked after white sheep on a hill.

Now, the dry smell of hay, the motion of the waters, made him think of sleeping in fresh hay in a lonely barn away from the loud highways, behind a quiet farmhouse, and under an ancient windmill that whirred like the sound of the passing years overhead. He lay in the high barn loft all night, listening to distant animals and insects and trees, the little motions and stirrings.

During the night, he thought, below the loft, he would hear a sound like feet moving, perhaps. He would tense and sit up. The sound would move away. He would lie back and look out the loft window, very late in the night and see the lights go out in the farmhouse itself, until a very young and beautiful woman would sit in an unlit window, braiding her hair. It would be hard to see her, but her face would be like the face of the girl so long ago in his past now, so very long ago, the girl who had
known the weather and never been burned by the fireflies, the
girl who had known what dandelions meant rubbed off on your
chin. Then, she would be gone from the warm window and
appear again upstairs in her moon-whitened room. And then,
to the sound of death, the sound of the jets cutting the sky in
two black pieces beyond the horizon, he would lie in the loft,
hidden and safe, watching those strange new stars over the rim
of the earth, fleeing from the soft color of dawn.

In the morning he would not have needed sleep, for all the
warm odors and sights of a complete country night would have
rested and slept him while his eyes were wide and his mouth,
when he thought to test it, was half a smile.

And there at the bottom of the hayloft stair waiting for him,
would be the incredible thing. He would step carefully down,
in the pink light of early morning, so fully aware of the world
that he would be afraid, and stand over the small miracle and
at last bend to touch it.

A cool glass of fresh milk, and a few apples and pears laid at
the foot of the steps.

This was all he wanted now. Some sign that the immense
world would accept him and give him the long time he needed
to think all the things that must be thought.

A glass of milk, an apple, a pear.

He stepped from the river.

The land rushed at him, a tidal wave. He was crushed by
darkness and the look of the country and the million odors
on a wind that iced his body. He fell back under the breaking
curve of darkness and sound and smell, his ears roaring. He
whirled. The stars poured over his sight like flaming meteors.
He wanted to plunge in the river again and let it idle him safely
on down somewhere. This dark land rising was like that day
in his childhood, swimming, when from nowhere the largest
wave in the history of remembering slammed him down in
salt mud and green darkness, water burning mouth and nose,
retching his stomach, screaming! Too much water!

Too much land.

Out of the black wall before him, a whisper. A shape. In the
shape, two eyes. The night looking at him. The forest, seeing
him.

The Hound!
After all the running and rushing and sweating it out and half-drowning, to come this far, work this hard, and think yourself safe and sigh with relief and come out on the land at last only to find . . .

The Hound!

Montag gave one last agonized shout as if this were too much for any man.

The shape exploded away. The eyes vanished. The leaf-piles flew up in a dry shower.

Montag was alone in the wilderness.

A deer. He smelled the heavy musk like perfume mingled with blood and the gummed exhalation of the animal’s breath, all cardamom and moss and ragweed odor in this huge night where the trees ran at him, pulled away, ran, pulled away, to the pulse of the heart behind his eyes.

There must have been a billion leaves on the land; he waded in them, a dry river smelling of hot cloves and warm dust. And the other smells! There was a smell like a cut potato from all the land, raw and cold and white from having the moon on it most of the night. There was a smell like pickles from a bottle and a smell like parsley on the table at home. There was a faint yellow odor like mustard from a jar. There was a smell like carnations from the yard next door. He put down his hand and felt a weed rise up like a child brushing him. His fingers smelled of licorice.

He stood breathing, and the more he breathed the land in, the more he was filled up with all the details of the land. He was not empty. There was more than enough here to fill him. There would always be more than enough.

He walked in the shallow tide of leaves, stumbling.

And in the middle of the strangeness, a familiarity.

His foot hit something that rang dully.

He moved his hand on the ground, a yard this way, a yard that.

The railroad track.

The track that came out of the city and rusted across the land, through forests and woods, deserted now, by the river.

Here was the path to wherever he was going. Here was the single familiar thing, the magic charm he might need a little while, to touch, to feel beneath his feet, as he moved on into
the bramble bushes and the lakes of smelling and feeling and touching, among the whispers and the blowing down of leaves. He walked on the track.

And he was surprised to learn how certain he suddenly was of a single fact he could not prove.

Once, long ago, Clarisse had walked here, where he was walking now.

Half an hour later, cold, and moving carefully on the tracks, fully aware of his entire body, his face, his mouth, his eyes stuffed with blackness, his ears stuffed with sound, his legs prickled with burrs and nettles, he saw the fire ahead.

The fire was gone, then back again, like a winking eye. He stopped, afraid he might blow the fire out with a single breath. But the fire was there and he approached warily, from a long way off. It took the better part of fifteen minutes before he drew very close indeed to it, and then he stood looking at it from cover. That small motion, the white and red color, a strange fire because it meant a different thing to him.

It was not burning, it was warming.

He saw many hands held to its warmth, hands without arms, hidden in darkness. Above the hands, motionless faces that were only moved and tossed and flickered with firelight. He hadn’t known fire could look this way. He had never thought in his life that it could give as well as take. Even its smell was different.

How long he stood he did not know, but there was a foolish and yet delicious sense of knowing himself as an animal come from the forest, drawn by the fire. He was a thing of brush and liquid eye, of fur and muzzle and hoof, he was a thing of horn and blood that would smell like autumn if you bled it out on the ground. He stood a long long time, listening to the warm crackle of the flames.

There was a silence gathered all about that fire and the silence was in the men’s faces, and time was there, time enough to sit by this rusting track under the trees, and look at the world and turn it over with the eyes, as if it were held to the center of the bonfire, a piece of steel these men were all shaping. It was not only the fire that was different. It was the silence. Montag
moved toward this special silence that was concerned with all of the world.

And then the voices began and they were talking, and he could hear nothing of what the voices said, but the sound rose and fell quietly and the voices were turning the world over and looking at it; the voices knew the land and the trees and the city which lay down the track by the river. The voices talked of everything, there was nothing they could not talk about, he knew, from the very cadence and motion and continual stir of curiosity and wonder in them.

And then one of the men looked up and saw him, for the first or perhaps the seventh time, and a voice called to Montag:

“All right, you can come out now!”
Montag stepped back in the shadows.

“It's all right,” the voice said. “You’re welcome here.”
Montag walked slowly toward the fire and the five old men sitting there dressed in dark blue denim pants and jackets and dark blue shirts. He did not know what to say to them.

“Sit down,” said the man who seemed to be the leader of the small group. “Have some coffee?”

He watched the dark steaming mixture pour into a collapsible tin cup, which was handed him straight off. He sipped it gingerly and felt them looking at him with curiosity. His lips were scalded, but that was good. The faces around him were bearded, but the beards were clean, neat and their hands were clean. They had stood up as if to welcome a guest, and now they sat down again. Montag sipped. “Thanks,” he said. “Thanks very much.”

“You’re welcome, Montag. My name’s Granger.” He held out a small bottle of colorless fluid. “Drink this, too. It’ll change the chemical index of your perspiration. Half an hour from now you’ll smell like two other people. With the Hound after you, the best thing is Bottoms up.”
Montag drank the bitter fluid.

“You’ll stink like a bobcat, but that’s all right,” said Granger.
“You know my name,” said Montag.
Granger nodded to a portable battery TV set by the fire. “We’ve watched the chase. Figured you’d wind up south along the river. When we heard you plunging around out in the forest
like a drunken elk, we didn’t hide as we usually do. We figured you were in the river, when the helicopter cameras swung back in over the city. Something funny there. The chase is still running. The other way, though.”

“The other way?”

“Let’s have a look.”

Granger snapped the portable viewer on. The picture was a nightmare, condensed, easily passed from hand to hand, in the forest, all whirring color and flight. A voice cried:

“The chase continues north in the city! Police helicopters are converging on Avenue 87 and Elm Grove Park!”

Granger nodded. “They’re faking. You threw them off at the river. They can’t admit it. They know they can hold their audience only so long. The show’s got to have a snap ending, quick! If they started searching the whole damn river it might take all night. So they’re sniffing for a scapegoat to end things with a bang. Watch. They’ll catch Montag in the next five minutes!”

“But how——”

“Watch.”

The camera, hovering in the belly of a helicopter, now swung down at an empty street.

“See that?” whispered Granger. “It’ll be you; right up at the end of that street is our victim. See how our camera is coming in? Building the scene. Suspense. Long shot. Right now, some poor fellow is out for a walk. A rarity. An odd one. Don’t think the police don’t know the habits of queer ducks like that, men who walk mornings for the hell of it, or for reasons of insomnia. Anyway, the police have had him charted for months, years. Never know when that sort of information might be handy. And today, it turns out, it’s very usable indeed. It saves face. Oh, God, look there!”

The men at the fire bent forward.

On the screen, a man turned a corner. The Mechanical Hound rushed forward into the viewer, suddenly. The helicopter lights shot down a dozen brilliant pillars that built a cage all about the man.

A voice cried, “There’s Montag! The search is done!”

The innocent man stood bewildered, a cigarette burning in his hand. He stared at the Hound, not knowing what it was. He probably never knew. He glanced up at the sky and the
wailing sirens. The camera rushed down. The Hound leapt up into the air with a rhythm and a sense of timing that was incredibly beautiful. Its needle shot out. It was suspended for a moment in their gaze, as if to give the vast audience time to appreciate everything, the raw look of the victim’s face, the empty street, the steel animal a bullet nosing the target.

“Montag, don’t move!” said a voice from the sky.

The camera fell upon the victim, even as did the Hound. Both reached him simultaneously. The victim was seized by Hound and camera in a great spidering, clenching grip. He screamed. He screamed. He screamed!

Blackout.

Silence.

Darkness.

Montag cried out in the silence and turned away.

Silence.

And then, after a time of the men sitting around the fire, their faces expressionless, an announcer on the dark screen said, “The search is over, Montag is dead; a crime against society has been avenged.”

Darkness.

“We now take you to the Sky Room of the Hotel Lux for a half hour of Just-Before-Dawn, a program of——”

Granger turned it off.

“They didn’t show the man’s face in focus. Did you notice? Even your best friends couldn’t tell if it was you. They scrambled it just enough to let the imagination take over. Hell,” he whispered. “Hell.”

Montag said nothing but now, looking back, sat with his eyes fixed to the blank screen, trembling.

Granger touched Montag’s arm. “Welcome back from the dead.” Montag nodded. Granger went on. “You might as well know all of us, now. This is Fred Clement, former occupant of the Thomas Hardy chair at Cambridge in the years before it became an Atomic Engineering School. This other is Dr. Simmons from U.C.L.A., a specialist in Ortega y Gasset; Professor West here did quite a bit for ethics, an ancient study now, for Columbia University quite some years ago. Reverend Padover here gave a few lectures thirty years ago and lost his flock between one Sunday and the next for his views. He’s
been bumming with us some time now. Myself: I wrote a book called The Fingers in the Glove; the Proper Relationship between the Individual and Society, and here I am! Welcome, Montag!"

“I don’t belong with you,” said Montag, at last, slowly. “I’ve been an idiot all the way.”

“We’re used to that. We all made the right kind of mistakes, or we wouldn’t be here. When we were separate individuals, all we had was rage. I struck a fireman when he came to burn my library years ago. I’ve been running ever since. You want to join us, Montag?”

“Yes.”

“What have you to offer?”

“Nothing. I thought I had part of the Book of Ecclesiastes and maybe a little of Revelation, but I haven’t even that now.”

“The Book of Ecclesiastes would be fine. Where was it?”

“Here,” Montag touched his head.

“Ah,” Granger smiled and nodded.

“What’s wrong? Isn’t that all right?” said Montag.

“Better than all right; perfect!” Granger turned to the Reverend. “Do we have a Book of Ecclesiastes?”

“One. A man named Harris in Youngstown.”

“Montag.” Granger took Montag’s shoulder firmly. “Walk carefully. Guard your health. If anything should happen to Harris, you are the Book of Ecclesiastes. See how important you’ve become in the last minute!”

“But I’ve forgotten!”

“No, nothing’s ever lost. We have ways to shake down your clinkers for you.”

“But I’ve tried to remember!”

“Don’t try. It’ll come when we need it. All of us have photographic memories, but spend a lifetime learning how to block off the things that are really in there. Simmons here has worked on it for twenty years and now we’ve got the method down to where we can recall anything that’s been read once. Would you like, some day, Montag, to read Plato’s Republic?”

“Of course!”

“I am Plato’s Republic. Like to read Marcus Aurelius? Mr. Simmons is Marcus.”

“How do you do?” said Mr. Simmons.

“Hello,” said Montag.
“I want you to meet Jonathan Swift, the author of that evil political book, *Gulliver’s Travels!* And this other fellow is Charles Darwin, and this one is Schopenhauer, and this one is Einstein, and this one here at my elbow is Mr. Albert Schweitzer, a very kind philosopher indeed. Here we all are, Montag. Aristophanes and Mahatma Gandhi and Gautama Buddha and Confucius and Thomas Love Peacock and Thomas Jefferson and Mr. Lincoln, if you please. We are also Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John.”

Everyone laughed quietly.

“It can’t *be,*” said Montag.

“It *is,*” replied Granger, smiling. “We’re book-burners, too. We read the books and burnt them, afraid they’d be found. Micro-filming didn’t pay off; we were always traveling, we didn’t want to bury the film and come back later. Always the chance of discovery. Better to keep it in the old heads, where no one can see it or suspect it. We are all bits and pieces of history and literature and international law, Byron, Tom Paine, Machiavelli or Christ, it’s here. And the hour’s late. And the war’s begun. And we are out here, and the city is there, all wrapped up in its own coat of a thousand colors. What do you think, Montag?”

“I think I was blind trying to go at things my way, planting books in firemen’s houses and sending in alarms.”

“You did what you had to do. Carried out on a national scale, it might have worked beautifully. But our way is simpler and, we think, better. All we want to do is keep the knowledge we think we will need, intact and safe. We’re not out to incite or anger anyone yet. For if we are destroyed, the knowledge is dead, perhaps for good. We are model citizens, in our own special way; we walk the old tracks, we lie in the hills at night, and the city people let us be. We’re stopped and searched occasionally, but there’s nothing on our persons to incriminate us. The organization is flexible, very loose, and fragmentary. Some of us have had plastic surgery on our faces and fingerprints. Right now we have a horrible job; we’re waiting for the war to begin and, as quickly, end. It’s not pleasant, but then we’re not in control, we’re the odd minority crying in the wilderness. When the war’s over, perhaps we can be of some use in the world.”
“Do you really think they’ll listen then?”
“If not, we’ll just have to wait. We’ll pass the books on to
our children, by word of mouth, and let our children wait, in
turn, on the other people. A lot will be lost that way, of course.
But you can’t make people listen. They have to come round in
their own time, wondering what happened and why the world
blew up under them. It can’t last.”
“How many of you are there?”
“Thousands on the roads, the abandoned railtracks, tonight,
bums on the outside, libraries inside. It wasn’t planned, at first.
Each man had a book he wanted to remember, and did. Then,
over a period of twenty years or so, we met each other, travel-
ing, and got the loose network together and set out a plan. The
most important single thing we had to pound into ourselves is
that we were not important, we mustn’t be pedants; we were
not to feel superior to anyone else in the world. We’re nothing
more than dust-jackets for books, of no significance otherwise.
Some of us live in small towns. Chapter One of Thoreau’s
_Walden_ in Green River, Chapter Two in Willow Farm, Maine.
Why, there’s one town in Maryland, only twenty-seven people,
no bomb’ll ever touch that town, is the complete essays of a
man named Bertrand Russell. Pick up that town, almost, and
flip the pages, so many pages to a person. And when the war’s
over, some day, some year, the books can be written again, the
people will be called in, one by one, to recite what they know
and we’ll set it up in type until another Dark Age, when we
might have to do the whole damn thing over again. But that’s
the wonderful thing about man; he never gets so discouraged
or disgusted that he gives up doing it all over again, because he
knows very well it is important and _worth_ the doing.”
“What do we do tonight?” asked Montag.
“Wait,” said Granger. “And move downstream a little ways,
just in case.”
He began throwing dust and dirt in the fire.
The other men helped, and Montag helped, and there, in
the wilderness, the men all moved their hands, putting out
the fire together.

They stood by the river in the starlight.
Montag saw the luminous dial of his waterproof. Five. Five
o’clock in the morning. Another year ticked by in a single hour, and dawn waiting beyond the far bank of the river.

“Why do you trust me?” said Montag.

A man moved in the darkness.

“The look of you’s enough. You haven’t seen yourself in a mirror lately. Beyond that, the city has never cared so much about us to bother with an elaborate chase like this to find us. A few crackpots with verses in their heads can’t touch them, and they know it and we know it; everyone knows it. So long as the vast population doesn’t wander about quoting the Magna Charta and the Constitution, it’s all right. The firemen were enough to check that, now and then. No, the cities don’t bother us. And you look like hell.”

They moved along the bank of the river, going south. Montag tried to see the men’s faces, the old faces he remembered from the firelight, lined and tired. He was looking for a brightness, a resolve, a triumph over tomorrow that hardly seemed to be there. Perhaps he had expected their faces to burn and glitter with the knowledge they carried, to glow as lanterns glow, with the light in them. But all the light had come from the campfire, and these men had seemed no different than any others who had run a long race, searched a long search, seen good things destroyed, and now, very late, were gathered to wait for the end of the party and the blowing out of the lamps. They weren’t at all certain that the things they carried in their heads might make every future dawn glow with a purer light, they were sure of nothing save that the books were on file behind their quiet eyes, the books were waiting, with their pages uncut, for the customers who might come by in later years, some with clean and some with dirty fingers.

Montag squinted from one face to another as they walked.

“Don’t judge a book by its cover,” someone said.

And they all laughed quietly, moving downstream.

There was a shriek and the jets from the city were gone overhead long before the men looked up. Montag stared back at the city, far down the river, only a faint glow now.

“My wife’s back there.”

“I’m sorry to hear that. The cities won’t do well in the next few days,” said Granger.
“It’s strange, I don’t miss her, it’s strange I don’t feel much of anything,” said Montag. “Even if she dies, I realized a moment ago, I don’t think I’ll feel sad. It isn’t right. Something must be wrong with me.”

“Listen,” said Granger, taking his arm, and walking with him, holding aside the bushes to let him pass. “When I was a boy my grandfather died, and he was a sculptor. He was also a very kind man who had a lot of love to give the world, and he helped clean up the slum in our town; and he made toys for us and he did a million things in his lifetime; he was always busy with his hands. And when he died, I suddenly realized I wasn’t crying for him at all, but for all the things he did. I cried because he would never do them again, he would never carve another piece of wood or help us raise doves and pigeons in the back yard or play the violin the way he did, or tell us jokes the way he did. He was part of us and when he died, all the actions stopped dead and there was no one to do them just the way he did. He was individual. He was an important man. I’ve never gotten over his death. Often I think, what wonderful carvings never came to birth because he died. How many jokes are missing from the world, and how many homing pigeons untouched by his hands. He shaped the world. He did things to the world. The world was bankrupted of ten million fine actions the night he passed on.”


“What?”

“My wife, my wife. Poor Millie, poor, poor Millie. I can’t remember anything. I think of her hands but I don’t see them doing anything at all. They just hang there at her sides or they lie there on her lap or there’s a cigarette in them, but that’s all.”

Montag turned and glanced back.

What did you give to the city, Montag?

Ashes.

What did the others give to each other?

Nothingness.

Granger stood looking back with Montag. “Everyone must leave something behind when he dies, my grandfather said. A child or a book or a painting or a house or a wall built or a
pair of shoes made. Or a garden planted. Something your hand touched some way so your soul has somewhere to go when you die, and when people look at that tree or that flower you planted, you’re there. It doesn’t matter what you do, he said, so long as you change something from the way it was before you touched it into something that’s like you after you take your hands away. The difference between the man who just cuts lawns and a real gardener is in the touching, he said. The lawn-cutter might just as well not have been there at all; the gardener will be there a lifetime.”

Granger moved his hand. “My grandfather showed me some V-2 rocket films once, fifty years ago. Have you ever seen the atom-bomb mushroom from two hundred miles up? It’s a pin-prick, it’s nothing. With the wilderness all around it.

“My grandfather ran off the V-2 rocket film a dozen times and then hoped that some day our cities would open up more and let the green and the land and the wilderness in more, to remind people that we’re allotted a little space on earth and that we survive in that wilderness that can take back what it has given, as easily as blowing its breath on us or sending the sea to tell us we are not so big. When we forget how close the wilderness is in the night, my grandpa said, some day it will come in and get us, for we will have forgotten how terrible and real it can be. You see?” Granger turned to Montag. “Grandfather’s been dead for all these years, but if you lifted my skull, by God, in the convolutions of my brain you’d find the big ridges of his thumbprint. He touched me. As I said, earlier, he was a sculptor. ‘I hate a Roman named Status Quo!’ he said to me. ‘Stuff your eyes with wonder,’ he said, ‘live as if you’d drop dead in ten seconds. See the world. It’s more fantastic than any dream made or paid for in factories. Ask no guarantees, ask for no security, there never was such an animal. And if there were, it would be related to the great sloth which hangs upside down in a tree all day every day, sleeping its life away. To hell with that,’ he said, ‘shake the tree and knock the great sloth down on his ass.’”

“Look!” cried Montag.
And the war began and ended in that instant.

Later, the men around Montag could not say if they had
really seen anything. Perhaps the merest flourish of light and motion in the sky. Perhaps the bombs were there, and the jets, ten miles, five miles, one mile up, for the merest instant, like grain thrown over the heavens by a great sowing hand, and the bombs drifting with dreadful swiftness, yet sudden slowness, down upon the morning city they had left behind. The bombardment was to all intents and purposes finished, once the jets had sighted their target, alerted their bombardier at five thousand miles an hour; as quick as the whisper of a scythe the war was finished. Once the bomb-release was yanked, it was over. Now, a full three seconds, all of the time in history, before the bombs struck, the enemy ships themselves were gone half around the visible world, like bullets in which a savage islander might not believe because they were invisible; yet the heart is suddenly shattered, the body falls in separate motions and the blood is astonished to be freed on the air; the brain squanders its few precious memories and, puzzled, dies.

This was not to be believed. It was merely a gesture. Montag saw the flirt of a great metal fist over the far city and he knew the scream of the jets that would follow, would say, after the deed, disintegrate, leave no stone on another, perish. Die.

Montag held the bombs in the sky for a single moment, with his mind and his hands reaching helplessly up at them. “Run!” he cried to Faber. To Clarisse, “Run!” To Mildred, “Get out, get out of there!” But Clarisse, he remembered, was dead. And Faber was out; there in the deep valleys of the country somewhere the five A.M. bus was on its way from one desolation to another. Though the desolation had not yet arrived, was still in the air, it was certain as man could make it. Before the bus had run another fifty yards on the highway, its destination would be meaningless, and its point of departure changed from metropolis to junkyard.

And Mildred . . .

Get out, run!

He saw her in her hotel room somewhere now in the half second remaining with the bombs a yard, a foot, an inch from her building. He saw her leaning toward the great shimmering walls of color and motion where the family talked and talked to her, where the family prattled and chatted and
said her name and smiled at her and said nothing of the bomb that was an inch, now a half-inch, now a quarter-inch from the top of the hotel. Leaning into the wall as if all of the hunger of looking would find the secret of her sleepless unease there. Mildred, leaning anxiously nervously, as if to plunge, drop, fall into that swarming immensity of color to drown in its bright happiness.

The first bomb struck.

“Mildred!”

Perhaps, who would ever know? perhaps the great broadcasting stations with their beams of color and light and talk and chatter went first into oblivion.

Montag, falling flat, going down, saw or felt, or imagined he saw or felt the walls go dark in Millie’s face, heard her screaming, because in the millionth part of time left, she saw her own face reflected there, in a mirror instead of a crystal ball, and it was such a wildly empty face, all by itself in the room, touching nothing, starved and eating of itself, that at last she recognized it as her own and looked quickly up at the ceiling as it and the entire structure of the hotel blasted down upon her, carrying her with a million pounds of brick, metal, plaster, and wood, to meet other people in the hives below, all on their quick way down to the cellar where the explosion rid itself of them in its own unreasonable way.


The concussion knocked the air across and down the river, turned the men over like dominos in a line, blew the water in lifting sprays, and blew the dust and made the trees above them mourn with a great wind passing away south. Montag crushed himself down, squeezing himself small, eyes tight. He blinked once. And in that instant saw the city, instead of the bombs, in the air. They had displaced each other. For another of those impossible instants the city stood, rebuilt and unrecognizable, taller than it had ever hoped or strived to be, taller than man had built it, erected at last in gouts of shattered concrete and sparkles of torn metal into a mural hung like a reversed avalanche, a million colors, a million oddities, a door where a
window should be, a top for a bottom, a side for a back, and then the city rolled over and fell down dead. The sound of its death came after.

Montag, lying there, eyes gritted shut with dust, a fine wet cement of dust in his now shut mouth, gasping and crying, now thought again, I remember, I remember, I remember something else. What is it? Yes, yes, part of Ecclesiastes. Part of Ecclesiastes and Revelation. Part of that book, part of it, quick now, quick, before it gets away, before the shock wears off, before the wind dies. Book of Ecclesiastes. Here. He said it over to himself silently, lying flat to the trembling earth, he said the words of it many times and they were perfect without trying and there was no Denham’s Dentifrice anywhere, it was just the Preacher by himself, standing there in his mind, looking at him. . . .

“There,” said a voice.

The men lay gasping like fish laid out on the grass. They held to the earth as children hold to familiar things no matter how cold or dead, no matter what has happened or will happen, their fingers were clawed into the dirt, and they were all shouting to keep their eardrums from bursting, to keep their sanity from bursting, mouths open, Montag shouting with them, a protest against the wind that ripped their faces and tore at their lips, making their noses bleed.

Montag watched the great dust settle and the great silence move down upon their world. And lying there it seemed that he saw every single grain of dust and every blade of grass and that he heard every cry and shout and whisper going up in the world now. Silence fell down in the sifting dust, and all the leisure they might need to look around, to gather the reality of this day into their senses.

Montag looked at the river. We’ll go on the river. He looked at the old railroad tracks. Or we’ll go that way. Or we’ll walk on the highways now, and we’ll have time to put things into ourselves. And some day, after it sets in us a long time, it’ll come out our hands and our mouths. And a lot of it will be wrong, but just enough of it will be right. We’ll just start walking today and see the world and the way the world walks around and talks, the way it really looks. I want to see everything now.
And while none of it will be me when it goes in, after awhile it’ll all gather together inside and it’ll be me. Look at the world out there, my God, my God, look at it out there, outside me, out there beyond my face and the only way to really touch it is to put it where it’s finally me, where it’s in the blood, where it pumps around a thousand times ten thousand a day. I get hold of it so it’ll never run off. I’ll hold onto the world tight some day. I’ve got one finger on it now; that’s a beginning.

The wind died.

The other men lay awhile, on the dawn edge of sleep, not yet ready to rise up and begin the day’s obligations, its fires and foods, its thousand details of putting foot after foot and hand after hand. They lay blinking their dusty eyelids. You could hear them breathing fast, then slower, then slow . . .

Montag sat up.

He did not move any farther, however. The other men did likewise. The sun was touching the black horizon with a faint red tip. The air was cold and smelled of a coming rain.

Silently, Granger arose, felt of his arms and legs, swearing, swearing incessantly under his breath, tears dripping from his face. He shuffled down to the river to look upstream.

“It’s flat,” he said, a long time later. “City looks like a heap of baking powder. It’s gone.” And a long time after that, “I wonder how many knew it was coming? I wonder how many were surprised?”

And across the world, thought Montag, how many other cities dead? And here in our country, how many? A hundred, a thousand?

Someone struck a match and touched it to a piece of dry paper taken from their pocket, and shoved this under a bit of grass and leaves, and after awhile added tiny twigs which were wet and sputtered but finally caught, and the fire grew larger in the early morning as the sun came up and the men slowly turned from looking up river and were drawn to the fire, awkwardly, with nothing to say, and the sun colored the back of their necks as they bent down.

Granger unfolded an oilskin with some bacon in it. “We’ll have a bite. Then we’ll turn around and walk upstream. They’ll be needing us up that way.”

Someone produced a small frying pan and the bacon went
into it and the frying pan was set on the fire. After a moment the bacon began to flutter and dance in the pan and the sputter of it filled the morning air with its aroma. The men watched this ritual silently.

Granger looked into the fire. “Phoenix.”

“What?”

“There was a silly damn bird called a Phoenix back before Christ, every few hundred years he built a pyre and burned himself up. He must have been first cousin to Man. But every time he burnt himself up he sprang out of the ashes, he got himself born all over again. And it looks like we’re doing the same thing, over and over, but we’ve got one damn thing the Phoenix never had. We know the damn silly thing we just did. We know all the damn silly things we’ve done for a thousand years and as long as we know that and always have it around where we can see it, some day we’ll stop making the goddam funeral pyres and jumping in the middle of them. We pick up a few more people that remember, every generation.”

He took the pan off the fire and let the bacon cool and they ate it, slowly, thoughtfully.

“Now, let’s get on upstream,” said Granger. “And hold onto one thought: You’re not important. You’re not anything. Some day the load we’re carrying with us may help someone. But even when we had the books on hand, a long time ago, we didn’t use what we got out of them. We went right on insulting the dead. We went right on spitting in the graves of all the poor ones who died before us. We’re going to meet a lot of lonely people in the next week and the next month and the next year. And when they ask us what we’re doing, you can say, We’re remembering. That’s where we’ll win out in the long run. And some day we’ll remember so much that we’ll build the biggest goddam steamshovel in history and dig the biggest grave of all time and shove war in and cover it up. Come on now, we’re going to go build a mirror-factory first and put out nothing but mirrors for the next year and take a long look in them.”

They finished eating and put out the fire. The day was brightening all about them as if a pink lamp had been given more wick. In the trees, the birds that had flown away quickly now came back and settled down.

Montag began walking and after a moment found that the
others had fallen in behind him, going north. He was surprised, and moved aside to let Granger pass, but Granger looked at him and nodded him on. Montag went ahead. He looked at the river and the sky and the rusting track going back down to where the farms lay, where the barns stood full of hay, where a lot of people had walked by in the night on their way from the city. Later, in a month or six months, and certainly not more than a year, he would walk along here again, alone, and keep right on going until he caught up with the people.

But now there was a long morning’s walk until noon, and if the men were silent it was because there was everything to think about and much to remember. Perhaps later in the morning, when the sun was up and had warmed them they would begin to talk, or just say the things they remembered, to be sure they were there, to be absolutely certain that things were safe in them. Montag felt the slow stir of words, the slow simmer. And when it came his turn, what could he say, what could he offer on a day like this, to make the trip a little easier? To everything there is a season. Yes. A time to break down, and a time to build up. Yes. A time to keep silence and a time to speak. Yes, all that. But what else. What else? Something, something . . .

And on either side of the river was there a tree of life, which bare twelve manner of fruits, and yielded her fruit every month; And the leaves of the tree were for the healing of the nations.

Yes, thought Montag, that’s the one I’ll save for noon. For noon . . .

When we reach the city.
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Chronology

1920–25 Born Ray Douglas Bradbury in Waukegan, Illinois, on August 22, 1920, the third of four children of Leonard Spaulding Bradbury, age twenty-nine, and Esther Moberg Bradbury, age thirty-two. Mother, a native of Sweden raised in Waukegan with five siblings, works as a supervisor in an envelope factory in North Chicago before becoming a full-time homemaker and mother. Father, the son and grandson of Waukegan newspaper publishers, travels in the western United States as a young man before returning home and marrying. He is briefly a deputy sheriff and serves in the Navy at nearby Great Lakes Naval Station, eventually settling into work as a lineman with the Waukegan telephone company. Twin boys were born in 1916, but one, Samuel, died at age two. Leonard, Jr. (known as “Skip”) survives. In later years Ray Bradbury claims to retain memories of his own birth; theater encounters with Lon Chaney’s Hunchback of Notre Dame at age three and The Phantom of the Opera at age five become lifelong memories.

1926–27 For most of his first fourteen years, lives with his family in a home rented from his Bradbury grandparents, who live next door and take in boarders. Learns about radio from his paternal grandfather, who dies in 1926. His aunt Neva Bradbury, an artist-designer who studied at the Chicago Art Institute, keeps a studio in the house where Ray lives; she reads to him from the Oz books of L. Frank Baum. His parents help him learn to read from the newspaper comics. Grandfather Bradbury gives him pictures of the 1892 and 1903 World’s Fairs and the 1899 Harper’s Weekly serial illustrations of H. G. Wells’s When the Sleeper Wakes. These readings and images, along with the sensational color photographs of King Tutankhamen’s mask and treasures, inspire a lifetime of fascination with the fantastic. Begins first grade at Waukegan’s Central School, but father moves the family to Roswell, New Mexico, in October 1926, and then to Tucson, Arizona, looking for work during much of the school year. A sister, Elizabeth
Jane Bradbury is born in Tucson. Family moves back to Waukegan in May 1927.

1928 Sister Elizabeth, known as Betty Jane, dies of pneumonia or influenza in February. Misses three months of school during the fall term while sick in bed with whooping cough. Aunt Neva reads him Edgar Allan Poe’s works. Discovers *Amazing Stories Quarterly*, one of the earliest science fiction pulps, in Grandmother Bradbury’s parlor next door, among her boarders’ reading materials. Attends his first of several local performances by Blackstone the Magician.

1929–30 Discovers the romances of Edgar Rice Burroughs and begins to read Burroughs’s John Carter of Mars series in the home library of his uncle Bion Bradbury, who lives on the same block; also reads fantasy adventures serialized in *Blue Book* and *Argosy* magazines. Plays during the daytime in the deep ravine that separates his neighborhood from Central School and the Carnegie Library.

1931 For his eleventh birthday, receives a copy of Walter B. Gibson’s *The Book of Secrets: Miracles Ancient and Modern with Chapters on Easy Magic You Can Do*, which becomes his amateur magician’s bible. Performs his own magic act for various service clubs and lodges and on Christmas Eve at the Veterans of Foreign Wars Hall.

1932 As the Great Depression deepens, father Leo loses his job with the telephone company and in October moves the family back to Tucson. Receives a toy dial-a-letter typewriter for Christmas from his parents and begins to type a sequel to *The Gods of Mars*, the second John Carter of Mars novel. Makes himself useful at local radio station KGAR and is allowed to broadcast the newspaper comics to children on Saturday nights; eventually gets juvenile reading parts on radio programs and handles sound effects for a young-listener version of “Tailspin Tommy.” Discovers the novels of Jules Verne.

1933 Father moves the family from the desert outskirts of Tucson into rooms in a railroad boardinghouse near downtown, requiring Ray to transfer from the seventh
grade at Amphitheatre to Roskruge School. Continues working at KGAR. Sees the newly released film King Kong for the first time just before leaving Tucson. Father moves family back to Waukegan in the spring. Returns to Central School, where he had started his seventh-grade year the previous fall. Makes two trips to the Century of Progress Exposition (the Chicago World’s Fair) that summer, once with his parents and again with his aunt Neva; he is fascinated by “The City of the Future” and the dinosaurs of the “Sinclair Prehistoric Exhibit.” Reads borrowed copies of the early genre pulps Wonder Stories and Amazing Stories and will read an ever-widening range of pulps for the next ten years, eventually publishing stories in many of them throughout the 1940s.

1934 Near the end of Ray’s eighth-grade year at Central School, father once again loses his lineman’s job and moves the family to California, following Ray’s favorite uncle Inar Moberg, who has moved there with his family. Spends the summer in a new world of cinema and radio, talking his way into live broadcasts and studio gates to get autographs of the stars. In the fall he begins the ninth grade at Berendo Junior High. Resumes his grade school compilation of Flash Gordon and Buck Rogers comic strips.

1935 Family lives in a succession of rented rooms and subdivided houses for the next seven years on the near west and southwest side of Los Angeles. In the fall, begins tenth grade at Los Angeles High School, where he will work on one of the few high school daily newspapers published in the United States. Submits stories to the Saturday Evening Post and other magazines but is unsuccessful.

1936 Joins the drama club; he takes no significant roles until his senior year, but his passion to act soon rivals his passion for writing. Also joins the poetry club, known as “The Ink Beasts”; his poem “In Memory of Will Rogers” is printed back home in the Waukegan News-Sun. Two L.A. High teachers, Snow Longley Housh (poetry) and Stanford graduate Jennet Johnson (fiction), encourage his creative development.
1937 Discovers the novels of Thomas Wolfe. His poem “Death’s Voice” is published in *Anthology of Student Verse* in March. Buys his first portable typewriter secondhand for $10. In early October, joins the Los Angeles chapter of the Science Fiction League (LASFL), and begins to illustrate for and contribute to their fan publications. Meets Robert Heinlein and future mentors Henry Kuttner and Leigh Brackett through LASFL. Enjoys his senior-year class in classical astronomy, and does well in his biology and physiology classes, but shows no deeper interest in scientific studies. Develops competence in his ceramics class, and experiments widely with weird tales and science fiction under the instruction of Jennet Johnson, who encourages him to write descriptive mood pieces and lets him work through his continuing impulse to imitate genre masters.

1938 In January, his first amateur story, “Hollerbochen’s Dilemma,” is printed in the LASFL fan magazine, *Imagination!* Poem “Truck Driver After Midnight” appears in citywide school anthology *Morning Song*. Contributes reviews and commentary to *Blue and White Daily*, the Los Angeles High School student newspaper. Scripts and acts in the annual high school talent show, the 1938 *Roman Review*. Graduates in June; starts selling the late-afternoon edition of the *Herald and Express* in September from the corner of Olympic and Norton, providing his principal income for the next four years.

1939 Launches his own fanzine, *Futuria Fantasia*, which runs for four issues through 1940. Attends the first World Science Fiction Convention in New York, where he meets writers Jack Williamson and Isaac Asimov, a number of pulp editors, and his future genre agent, Julius Schwartz. Takes artist Hannes Bok’s art portfolio with him to New York and wins Bok a commission from *Weird Tales*. Reads Hemingway, Steinbeck, Wolfe, and other American novelists.

1940 Sees Disney’s *Fantasia* multiple times, initially with Aunt Neva, who has moved to Los Angeles. Receives advice from Robert Heinlein, resulting in the publication of “It’s Not the Heat, It’s the Hu—” in the
November 2 issue of the nonpaying but professional *Script* magazine; this is his first professional story publication. Active in amateur productions of Laraine Day’s Wilshire Players Guild.

1941 “The Pendulum,” written with Henry Hasse, appears in the November issue of *Super Science Stories*; it is his first professional story sale, negotiated by his first agent, Julius Schwartz, who places two additional stories before year-end. As the U.S. enters World War II, receives a medical draft deferment because of his poor eyesight; during the war years he writes Red Cross blood drive announcements for print and radio.

1942 In March, the family moves to a rental house in Venice Beach owned by the power and light company, where his father Leo now works as a troubleshooter. Begins to spend many Sundays at Muscle Beach with Leigh Brackett, critiquing and revising stories. Publishes “The Candle,” his first of many sales to *Weird Tales*. Quits selling newspapers and begins to write full-time from a day office near Temple and Figueroa in Los Angeles, and at home in the detached garage, inspired by the nighttime glow and sounds of the adjacent power substation.

1943 Publishes supernatural stories in four of the six bimonthly issues of *Weird Tales*, and his first significant science fiction story, “King of the Gray Spaces” (later revised as “R Is for Rocket”), in the December issue of *Famous Fantastic Mysteries*.

1944 Places seven stories in the detective pulps, as well as stories in all six bimonthly issues of *Weird Tales*. Undertakes extensive readings of contemporary American and British fiction writers in libraries and bookstores, as well as literary criticism in a wide range of periodicals. Anxiety of influence leads him to diminish his reading of the genre magazines from this time forward.

1945 His success in the science fiction pulps lags behind his weird and detective fiction works, but he successfully completes the second half of Leigh Brackett’s novella “Lorelei of the Red Mist” while she coauthors the screenplay of *The Big Sleep* for director Howard Hawks. His first anthology sale, “The Lake,” appears in August.
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Derleth’s *Who Knocks*. Sells his first major market story, “The Big Black and White Game,” to *American Mercury*. Begins to correspond with Don Congdon, then an editor with Simon & Schuster. Three more major market magazine sales enable him to travel by automobile through Mexico with his friend Grant Beach to purchase masks for the Los Angeles County Museum. This trip results in a number of dark tales, including his classic mummies of Guanajuato story “The Next in Line.”

1946

Gives up his day office in downtown Los Angeles. Meets his future wife Marguerite “Maggie” McClure at Fowler’s Book Shop, where she clerks. “The Million Year Picnic” appears in *Planet Stories*; it is the earliest published story that he will eventually bring into *The Martian Chronicles*. “The Big Black and White Game” is selected for *Best American Short Stories* 1946. A radio adaptation of “Killer Come Back to Me!” for NBC’s *Mollé Mystery Theatre* becomes the first Bradbury story on air. Visits future literary agent Don Congdon during a fall train trip to New York, where Congdon introduces him to major market book and magazine editors.

1947

His original radio play *The Meadow*, broadcast on *World Security Workshop* in January, later appears in *Best One-Act Plays 1947–48*. His first story collection, *Dark Carnival*, containing supernatural and suspense tales from both pulp and mainstream magazines, is published by August Derleth’s Arkham House in May. Julius Schwartz transitions out as Bradbury’s representative in the pulp magazine market. Don Congdon, now with the Harold Matson Agency in New York, becomes his literary agent in all markets. In September he marries Maggie McClure. In November, his as-yet-unpublished story “Riabouchinska” becomes the first of a dozen stories adapted and broadcast on the CBS Radio programs *Suspense* and *Escape* over the next decade. His story “Homecoming” is selected for *O. Henry Memorial Award: Prize Stories 1947*.

1948

Awarded third place in the *O. Henry Memorial Award: Prize Stories 1948* anthology for “Powerhouse.” “I See You Never” is selected for *Best American Short Stories 1948*. *Dark Carnival* is reprinted in abridged form in
Great Britain. Various story collection concepts are turned down by major trade publishing houses in New York. Begins to write cautionary tales of censorship and book burning in reaction to the Cold War climate of fear slowly rising in America.

1949 Arrives in New York to visit book publishers with Don Congdon. Meets Walter Bradbury at Doubleday. They conceive the idea for The Martian Chronicles. Applies (unsuccessfully) for a Guggenheim grant to work on a novel, The Masks. First daughter Susan is born. Named the year’s Best Author of Science Fiction by the National Fantasy Fan Federation.

1950 Publishes regularly in major market magazines, including some of his Martian stories. The Martian Chronicles appears in May. Gives a copy to Christopher Isherwood in a Los Angeles bookstore; Isherwood writes a significant review in Tomorrow and introduces Bradbury to Aldous Huxley and other British expatriate writers in Hollywood. In May, NBC Radio’s Dimension X broadcasts the first of ten adaptations of Bradbury stories for the 1950 and 1951 seasons.

1951 “The Fireman” is published as a novella in the February issue of Galaxy; he will later revise and expand it into Fahrenheit 451. The same month, Doubleday releases his story collection The Illustrated Man. Ramona, his second daughter, is born in May. The New York Times Book Review publishes a “Talk with Mr. Bradbury” in August.


1953 In March, The Golden Apples of the Sun, a mixture of science fiction, magical realism, and fantasy stories,
becomes his third Doubleday title. Bradbury’s “The Beast From 20,000 Fathoms” inspires the Warner Brothers film of that title; *It Came from Outer Space*, a Universal film based on his original screen treatment, reaches theaters. Publishes “Day After Tomorrow: Why Science Fiction?” in *The Nation* in May; the essay attracts the interest of art historian Bernard Berenson. In August, film director John Huston asks Bradbury to write the *Moby Dick* screenplay for Warner Brothers; in September he and his family travel by train and ocean liner to Europe, where Bradbury will spend the next eight months in Ireland and London writing the script for Huston. His first novel, *Fahrenheit 451*, is published by Ballantine Books in October.

1954

With Maggie, visits Bernard Berenson in Florence; he guides their journey through the art history of northern Italy. Returns to the United States in June. Wins the Benjamin Franklin magazine award for best short story, “Sun and Shadow”; receives a gold medal from Commonwealth Club of California and a $1,000 grant from the National Institute of Arts and Letters for *Fahrenheit 451*.

1955

In March, Pantheon publishes *Switch on the Night*, his first children’s book. NBC Radio’s *X Minus 1* broadcasts the first of eight new productions of Bradbury stories for the 1955–56 seasons. Third daughter, Bettina, is born in July. *The October Country*, containing revised versions of fifteen of his *Dark Carnival* weird tales and four new stories, is released in October by Ballantine Books and becomes the enduring showcase for his dark fantasy legacy. “Shopping for Death” is picked for *Best Detective Stories of the Year*. His stage adaptation of *Fahrenheit 451* for film star Charles Laughton fails to reach production, but Laughton becomes a mentor and friend.

1956

*Alfred Hitchcock Presents* broadcasts teleplays of two Bradbury stories; others appear regularly on this series through 1964. Wins Boys Club of America Award for *Switch on the Night*. Edits Bantam’s multi-author anthology *The Circus of Dr. Lao and Other Improbable Stories*. Writes “Happy Birthday 2115 A.D.,” an unproduced operetta, for Charles Laughton and his wife Elsa
Lanchester. John Huston’s production of *Moby Dick*, filmed from Bradbury’s screenplay, is released as a feature film by Warner Brothers.

1957

Travels to London over the summer to write a screenplay based on his story “And the Rock Cried Out” for independent filmmakers Hecht-Hill-Lancaster and director Sir Carol Reed. Proceeds with family to Paris and then to Florence, where they visit Bernard Berenson a final time before returning home. Doubleday publishes *Dandelion Wine* in September. Father Leo dies in October at age sixty-six.

1958

“The Day It Rained Forever” is included in *Best American Short Stories*. The Bradburys’ fourth daughter, Alexandra, is born in August. The family moves to a larger home in the Cheviot Hills neighborhood of Los Angeles in November.

1959

New story collection *A Medicine for Melancholy* is published by Doubleday in February. Rupert Hart-Davis, his longtime British publisher, follows with *The Day It Rained Forever*, containing a slightly different mix of stories.

1960

Article “A Serious Search for Weird Worlds” appears in the October issue of *Life*, beginning a relationship with the magazine that continues through the 1960s, giving him access to NASA scientists, administrators, and astronauts.

1961

In January wins a federal appellate court decision against CBS television for a 1957 *Playhouse 90* plagiarism of *Fahrenheit 451*. Co-founds the Writers Guild Film Society and guides its development with other writers and film critic Arthur Knight. Is hired to write a screen treatment of *The Martian Chronicles* for MGM; the project is never produced, but before his contract ends, he writes the voice-over narration (without screen credit) for MGM’s *King of Kings*.

1962

His original teleplay, “The Jail,” appears on *Alcoa Premier* in February and is nominated for a Writers Guild award. In the fall, *Life* publishes his article “Cry the Cosmos.” Simon & Schuster publishes his long-awaited novel *Something Wicked This Way Comes*, and
Doubleday a compilation of his stories for young readers, *R Is for Rocket*.

1963 Receiving Academy Award nomination for the 1962 animated short film *Icarus Montgolfier Wright*, adapted from his story; George Clayton Johnson and illustrator Joseph Mugnaini share the nomination. In October, Dial publishes Bradbury’s dramatic adaptations of his own Irish stories as *The Anthem Sprinters and Other Antics*.


1967 Musical production of *Dandelion Wine* opens at Lincoln Center in April. In November, *Life* publishes his celebration of the Apollo space program, “An Impatient Gulliver above Our Roofs.” Begins to script an
animated history of Halloween for MGM producer Chuck Jones, titled *The Halloween Tree*.

1968

Wins Aviation Space Writers Association’s Robert Ball Memorial Award for “An Impatient Gulliver above Our Roofs.” *Leviathan ’99*, his space-age adaptation of *Moby-Dick*, is broadcast as a BBC radio play. Is named president of the Chamber Symphony Society of California. “Any Friend of Trains Is a Friend of Mine” is published in *Life* in August. *Christus Apollo*, a cantata based on his poem of the same title, is performed at UCLA with music by Jerry Goldsmith and Charlton Heston as narrator.

1969

*The Illustrated Man*, a movie based on three stories from his 1951 collection of the same title, premiers in March. Lectures at the newly founded American Film Institute. Story collection *I Sing the Body Electric!* is published by Knopf in October.

1970

As funding fails to materialize for an animated *Halloween Tree*, begins to transform the work into a short novel. Collaborates with WED, a Disney Imagineering think tank, on Robot Factory exhibits. “Mars Is Heaven!” (“The Third Expedition,” 1948) is selected for the first volume of Doubleday’s *Science Fiction Hall of Fame* anthology.

1971

Apollo 15 crew names a lunar impact feature Dandelion Crater in honor of Bradbury; it becomes a navigational point during the longest of Apollo 15’s three Lunar Rover excursions. Participates in a panel discussion, “Mars and the Mind of Man,” at California Institute of Technology. Witnesses Mariner 9’s successful insertion into Martian orbit from Caltech’s mission control room; meets space pioneer Wernher von Braun.

1972

*The Wonderful Ice Cream Suit and Other Plays* is published by Bantam. The Warner Brothers film *Picasso Summer*, based on his story “In a Season of Calm Weather,” released directly to CBS as a late-night movie. *The Screaming Woman*, a feature-length adaptation of an early Bradbury story, airs as a CBS Movie of the Week. *The Halloween Tree* fully evolves from unproduced screenplay to novel and is published by Knopf in August. Essay “From Stonehenge to
Tranquility Base” appears in Playboy, paving the way for similar major-market magazine speculative articles over the next decade.

1973 *When Elephants Last in the Dooryard Bloomed* becomes the first of three Bradbury poetry volumes published by Knopf.

1974 Receives Valentine Davies Career Award from the Writers Guild of America West for contributions to motion picture screenwriting. Records *Bradbury Reads Bradbury* with the Listening Library for high school use.

1975 *Pillar of Fire and Other Plays* becomes his second trio of stage adaptations published by Bantam. Bradbury’s 1972 *Madrigals for the Space Age*, with music by Lalo Schifrin, is reprised for an American bicentennial concert in Los Angeles conducted by Aaron Copland and narrated by actor Jimmy Stewart.

1976 Witnesses the Viking 1 landing on Mars from mission control at Caltech’s Jet Propulsion Lab. *Long After Midnight*, his first story collection in seven years, is published by Knopf in August. *Fahrenheit 451* (as read by Bradbury) is nominated for Best Spoken Word Recording by the National Academy of Recording Arts and Sciences.


1979 Receives an honorary Doctor of Literature degree from Whittier College. Hosts and co-writes the ABC hour-long special broadcast *Infinite Horizons: Space Beyond*
Apollo; wins an Emmy with his co-writer and director Malcolm Clarke.

1980

Selected as the Gandalf Grand Master of Fantasy Award winner during the annual Hugo Award competition. NBC’s television miniseries *The Martian Chronicles* airs in January with a script by Richard Matheson and a distinguished cast. “Beyond Eden,” his speculative preview of the Space Shuttle era, appears in the April issue of *Omni*. Traveling by rail and sea, spends late summer and early fall in Paris with Maggie, who is fluent in French. Knopf publishes the hundred-story retrospective collection *The Stories of Ray Bradbury*.

1981

Gives lecture on screenwriting at the American Film Institute in April, and again the following year. His third collection of verse, *The Haunted Computer and the Android Ape*, is published by Knopf.

1982

After a dozen years of work with Disney Imagineers on the concept and narrative for the Spaceship Earth geodome ride, appears at the opening of Disney World and EPCOT in October. Returns to Los Angeles by plane, conquering a lifelong fear of flying; subsequently travels by air overseas. Release of the Disney feature film adaptation of *Something Wicked This Way Comes* is delayed after a studio screening.

1983

*Dinosaur Tales*, an illustrated collection of stories for young readers, is published by Bantam. After significant reshooting and editing, *Something Wicked This Way Comes* is released by Disney in April; Bradbury’s screenplay receives the Saturn Award for Writing from the Academy of Science Fiction, Fantasy, and Horror Films.

1984

Occasional unpublicized visits home to Waukegan, Illinois, culminate in an official visit, during which he receives the “Key to the City.” The omnibus volume *Novels of Ray Bradbury* published by Granada in Great Britain. Dell releases a collection of Bradbury’s early detective stories as *A Memory of Murder* in February. *Fahrenheit 451* receives Prometheus Award for best Hall of Fame Classic Fiction from the Libertarian Futurist Society; co-winner is George Orwell’s 1984. Chairs the newly formed World Interdependence Fund and
its efforts to provide technological help to the disabled and disadvantaged.

1985 Testifies before the National Commission on Space, convened by President Reagan and the United States Congress to plan the next fifty years of space exploration. In its first season, *The Ray Bradbury Theater* receives an ACE (Award for Cable Excellence); by its final season (1993) the series will earn a total of ten ACE nominations and net six wins, as well as two Emmy nominations. *Death Is a Lonely Business*, the first of his three late-life autobiographical mystery novels, published by Knopf in October. Receives the Body of Work Award for lifetime achievement from the writers’ group PEN USA.


1987 Honored as keynote speaker at NASA’s thirtieth annual Goddard Memorial Dinner in Washington, D.C.

1988 In May, Knopf releases his first story collection in twelve years, *The Toynbee Convector*.

1989 Named a Grand Master by the Science Fiction and Fantasy Writers of America for his lifetime achievement in these fields. Joshua Odell Editions publishes *Zen in the Art of Writing* in March; over time, it becomes his best-selling nonfiction work. *The Toynbee Convector* is nominated for a 1988 Bram Stoker Award by the Horror Writers Association.

### CHRONOLOGY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Selected with other internationally prominent writers to judge the Turner Tomorrow Award. Travels to France, Italy, and Spain over the summer, giving the opening address for the Spoleto Festival dei Due Mondi and visiting Federico Fellini in Rome. <em>Ray Bradbury on Stage</em>, a compilation of his published stage plays, is released under the Donald I. Fine imprint. His essay collection <em>Yestermorrow!</em> is published by Joshua Odell Editions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>In May, Knopf publishes <em>Green Shadows, White Whale</em>, a novelization of his Irish stories and his 1953–54 experiences in Ireland writing the screenplay for <em>Moby Dick</em>. The Science Fiction and Fantasy Writers of America establish The Ray Bradbury Award for excellence in screenwriting. Receives Mark Twain Award from the Society for the Study of Midwestern Literature, and honorary degrees from the California Institute of the Arts and West Coast University. Television documentary <em>Ray Bradbury: An American Icon</em> airs, with narration by actor and friend Rod Steiger.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Bradbury’s feature-length animated teleplay of his 1972 novel, <em>The Halloween Tree</em>, is aired October 20, 1993, on the Turner Broadcasting Channel. Bradbury shares a Cable ACE award for <em>The Ray Bradbury Theater</em> as Best Dramatic Series; this is the last of ten ACE nominations (and six wins) for the Bradbury series.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Wins an Emmy for his animated screenplay adaptation of <em>The Halloween Tree</em>. Works through much of his annual summer stay in Paris on early drafts of a <em>Fahrenheit 451</em> screenplay for Mel Gibson, who has elicited interest from Warner Brothers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Is named Los Angeles Citizen of the Year for his contributions to city planning. Works on a screenplay of his story and stage play <em>The Wonderful Ice Cream Suit</em> for a possible Disney film production. Plans for the <em>Fahrenheit 451</em> screenplay-in-progress shift from Warner Brothers to Universal Studios.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Receives an Honorary Doctorate of Humane Letters from California Lutheran University, and is nominated for the First Fandom Hall of Fame Award, a Hugo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ceremony honor recognizing original fans from the days of the first World Science Fiction Convention of 1939. Avon Books publishes *Quicker Than the Eye* (a story collection) in November. Los Angeles names a room in its main library for Ray Bradbury.

1997 *Driving Blind*, a collection of stories, is published in September by Avon. Under an option with Mel Gibson and Universal Studios, completes the final draft of his *Fahrenheit 451* screenplay; despite a long series of options, it is never produced.

1998 Publishes his second children’s picture book, *Ahmed and the Oblivion Machines*. *Driving Blind* is nominated for a World Fantasy Award. Disney releases the feature film version of *The Wonderful Ice Cream Suit*, but distribution is limited to home video through Disney’s Touchstone subsidiary.

1999 Receives the George Pal Memorial Award from the Academy of Science Fiction, Fantasy, and Horror Films, and is inducted (along with Robert Silverberg and posthumous inductees A. Merritt and Jules Verne) into the Science Fiction Hall of Fame. In November, suffers a stroke in Palm Springs that permanently limits his mobility and ability to type. Most of his subsequent writing will be initially recorded by dictation and transcribed by his daughter Alexandra.

2000 Receives the National Book Foundation Medal for Distinguished Contribution to American Letters on November 15. In spite of his limited mobility and the sudden permanent loss of vision in his left eye, attends the award ceremony in New York. Spacewatch project astronomers at Kit Peak observatory rename asteroid 1992DZ2 as 9766 Bradbury, in honor of the author.

classics. Mayor James Hahn of Los Angeles proclaims Ray Bradbury Day for Friday, December 14.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td><em>From the Dust Returned</em> is nominated for a Bram Stoker Award and a World Fantasy Award. <em>One More for the Road</em>, a story collection, is published in March by Morrow. <em>Fahrenheit 451</em> is named the “One Book, One City” selection for Los Angeles; other cities eventually select <em>Fahrenheit 451</em> for subsequent reading programs. Recognized for his contributions to film with the 2,193rd star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame in April.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td><em>One More for the Road</em> receives the Bram Stoker Award for best fiction collection. <em>Bradbury Stories</em>, his second hundred-story compilation, is published by Morrow. Receives an Honorary Doctorate from Woodbury University. Maggie Bradbury passes away in November after a brief illness. His third and final mystery novel, <em>Let’s All Kill Constance!</em>, is published by Morrow.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Addresses the Presidential Commission on Moon, Mars, and Beyond in April. His older brother and sole surviving sibling, Leonard, Jr., (“Skip”), passes away the same month. The 62nd World Science Fiction Convention awards <em>Fahrenheit 451</em> the Retro-Hugo as best novel fifty years after its 1953 publication. <em>The Cat’s Pajamas</em>, a story collection with a cover illustration by Bradbury, is published by Morrow. Receives the National Medal of Arts from President Bush in November at a White House ceremony.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td><em>Bradbury Speaks</em>, a collection of articles and essays, is published in July by Morrow. <em>Maggie Remembered</em>, a tribute from Bradbury to his late wife, published by Hill House. Receives an honorary degree from the University of Ireland, Galway, presented in Los Angeles.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2006 | The National Endowment for the Arts selects *Fahrenheit 451* for “The Big Read” national reading program. *The Homecoming* appears as a children’s book, illustrated by Dave McKean for Collins Design. Deferred for a half century, *Farewell Summer*, the original novel from which the story-chapters of *Dandelion Wine* were extracted, is published by Morrow in October. Along with *Dandelion Wine* and *Something Wicked This Way Comes*, *Farewell Summer* completes his “Green Town”
Illinois trilogy, based on memories of his childhood adventures in Waukegan.

2007 Is awarded a Pulitzer Prize special citation in April for his “prolific and deeply influential” career. Gauntlet Press gathers early versions of Fahrenheit 451 and related stories as Match to Flame, later retitled A Pleasure to Burn. Receives the French Ordre des Arts et des Lettres (Commandeur) Medal from the French ambassador to the United States, and a National Olympus Award from the Russian Academy of Sciences. In September Now and Forever, a pairing of the long-deferred short novels Somewhere a Band Is Playing and Leviathan ’99, is published by Morrow.

2008 Is named Grand Master Poet at the Rhysling Awards for science fiction and fantasy verse, and receives the first J. Lloyd Eaton Award for Lifetime Achievement in Science Fiction, from the University of California, Riverside. Masks, a gathering of materials from an unpublished novel of the late 1940s, is published by Gauntlet Press; Subterranean Press releases Moby Dick: A Screenplay from his submitted 1954 script of the 1956 Warner Brothers film. His final story collection, We’ll Always Have Paris, appears in December.


2010 Receives the Comic Con Icon Award during the Scream Awards, celebrating the history of horror, science fiction, and fantasy feature films. His ninetieth birthday is celebrated in and around Los Angeles through various events coordinated by writer Steven Paul Leiva; the Los Angeles City Council passes a resolution declaring August 22–28 to be Ray Bradbury Week.

2011 Contracts pneumonia in January and a subsequent MRSA infection in the spring; suffers what may be a minor stroke late in the year. He remains lucid and works on a few incomplete stories from earlier times.

2012 William Morrow publishes the Bradbury tribute volume Shadow Show, with stories by a wide range of
contemporary writers. “Take Me Home,” a short essay, appears in a June special science fiction issue of The New Yorker. Dies on June 5 at Cedars Sinai Hospital in Los Angeles and is buried in Westwood Memorial Park. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory and NASA name the Mars rover Curiosity’s landing zone after Bradbury on what would have been his ninety-second birthday, August 22. In September, a Los Angeles City Council resolution renames the intersection of Fifth and Flower, adjacent to the Los Angeles Central Library, as Ray Bradbury Square.
Note on the Texts

This volume is the first of a two-volume set of Ray Bradbury’s fiction. It presents the complete texts of the major book-length works from the earliest decades of his career—*The Martian Chronicles* (1950), *Fahrenheit 451* (1953), *Dandelion Wine* (1957), and *Something Wicked This Way Comes* (1962)—along with an appendix of several related short articles and introductions by Bradbury. The second volume in the set, *Selected Stories*, will present *The Illustrated Man* (1951) and *The October Country* (1955), followed by additional stories from these early decades. The texts of the books included in this volume have been taken from first printings, with the exception of *The Martian Chronicles*, to be discussed below; texts of the short articles and introductions have been taken from the earliest published versions.

*The Martian Chronicles*. Bradbury’s broad range of Martian stories dates from the beginning of his professional career in the early 1940s and stretches well beyond the initial publication of *The Martian Chronicles* on May 4, 1950. He first had the idea to present some of these stories within a larger framework after his friend and fellow genre writer Henry Kuttner suggested in 1944 that he read Sherwood Anderson’s story cycle *Winesburg, Ohio* (1919). The resulting single-page list of stories about migration to Mars was soon forgotten, but variations on Martian themes surfaced frequently within the 120 stories he would publish in both pulp and major market magazines by the end of the 1940s.

In 1948, among a number of outlines for story collections that he proposed to various publishers with the assistance of his agent Don Congdon, Bradbury envisioned two potential books of Martian stories to be titled *The Martian Chronicles*; one would have gathered his own work; and the other, stories by a variety of authors. Neither project found a publisher, but during a trip to New York in June 1949, Bradbury’s ideas about possible Mars books prompted an alternative proposal, and an offer, from Walter I. Bradbury (no relation), an editor at Doubleday: if Ray Bradbury would consider making a kind of novel out of his Martian stories, linking them into a unified whole, Doubleday would offer him a contract. By the time he left New York, he had accepted this offer and presented a new outline, arranging some of his Martian stories in a chronological sequence that imagined a history of future Mars colonization.

Throughout the summer of 1949 Bradbury focused on seventeen
of the nearly thirty Martian stories, published and unpublished, that he had in hand, revising them in varying degrees to fit a new *Chronicles* timeline. He added a date prefix to each story’s title, and wrote thirteen titled bridges (also with date prefixes) to serve as transitions between the revised tales. For three of the new bridges he borrowed titles from unrelated, previously published stories: “Rocket Summer,” “Interim,” and “The Naming of Names” were all repurposed. Fifteen of the seventeen stories remained in the final contents, and all but three had earlier magazine or anthology versions. Information about the prior publication history of individual story-chapters included in the May 1950 first edition of *The Martian Chronicles* is provided below:


October 2026: The Million Year Picnic. *Planet Stories*, Summer 1946; *Strange Ports of Call*, ed. August Derleth (New York: Pellegrini
Bradbury’s revisions progressed slowly, and he missed two deadlines. (“I think you should strive to free yourself of the perfectionistic reins you hold on yourself,” Don Congdon told him; “let the stories get away from you more easily.”) On October 8, he finally sent Congdon a fair copy typescript, prepared by his wife Maggie while she was pregnant with their first daughter. Yet he continued to make changes in his work up to its first publication and beyond.

Early in the winter of 1949–50, Bradbury asked that Doubleday cut one story ("They All Had Grandfathers") and two bridges ("The Disease" and "The Wheel") that he decided were not right for the book; he soon cut a second tale, "The Fire Balloons," leaving fifteen stories and eleven bridges. During late January and early February he carefully read galley proofs of this twenty-six-chapter text, and it was with twenty-six chapters that Doubleday published his work in May 1950. New printings of the Doubleday first edition continued to appear until 1978; in other American editions, published with his consent, the twenty-six-chapter contents have remained in print up to the present. In spite of this consistency, however, Bradbury came to feel that the “complete” Martian Chronicles should include two additional stories: “The Fire Balloons” and “The Wilderness.”


The first “complete” Martian Chronicles—retaining “Usher II” and adding “The Fire Balloons” and “The Wilderness”—was published by Time, Inc., in New York in 1963; Bradbury approved this revision of the contents of his work but is not believed to have reviewed the reset Time, Inc., text. Doubleday published a second “complete” edition in 1973; it reproduces the typesetting of the 1950 first edition, interpolating “The Fire Balloons” and “The Wilderness” from the first U.S. editions in which they appeared, both also
published by Doubleday and carefully revised and proofread by the
author: *The Illustrated Man* (1951) and *The Golden Apples of the Sun*
(1953).

Many of the individual story-chapters in *The Martian Chronicles*
have also appeared separately, after their initial book publication
and sometimes under different titles, in magazines, anthologies, and
Bradbury collections such as *The Vintage Bradbury* (1965), *S Is for
(1990), and *Bradbury Stories* (2003). In 1997, for an edition published
by Avon/Morrow, Bradbury permitted an update to his chronology,
which originally commenced in 1999: advancing his date-prefixes into
the middle of the twenty-first century, this edition also omitted the
story-chapter “Way in the Middle of the Air.” In 2009, Subterranean
which along with other ancillary material included the previously
unpublished story-chapter “They All Had Grandfathers” and bridge-
chapters “The Disease” and “The Wheel,” which Bradbury discarded
in the process of revision.

Bradbury’s submitted typescript, which served as setting copy for
the Doubleday galleys, is preserved in Special Collections at UCLA.
Separate typescripts of individual story-chapters are also known to
survive. The text of *The Martian Chronicles* in the present volume
is that of the 1973 Doubleday second “complete” edition, which
reproduces the typesetting of the 1950, 1951, and 1953 Doubleday
first editions in which its contents originally appeared.

*Fahrenheit 451.* First published by Ballantine Books in New York on
October 19, 1953, in an edition that also included his short stories
“And the Rock Cried Out” and “The Playground,” Bradbury’s novel
*Fahrenheit 451* had its beginnings in a story draft titled “The Fireman,”
the earliest known fragments of which date to 1946–47. In 1944,
Bradbury read Arthur Koestler’s novel *Darkness at Noon* (1946),
an exposé of Stalinist authoritarianism that galvanized his attention and
concern: “The Fireman” was one of several stories he worked on prior
to *Fahrenheit 451* dramatizing various threats to freedom, imaginative
and otherwise, including “Pillar of Fire” (1948), “The Mad Wizards
of Mars” (1949, later titled “The Exiles”), “Carnival of Madness”
(1950, later titled “Usher II”), and “The Pedestrian” (1951), the last
of these written after an incident in 1949 when he was stopped by the
police while taking a late-night walk with a friend.

In the summer of 1950, working in a basement typing room of the
Powell Library at UCLA, where his breaks included walks through
the book stacks for inspiration, Bradbury returned to the unfinished
story. Within a week or two, he was able to recast “The Fireman” as a 25,000-word novella, titled Long After Midnight. In September, having revised his first draft of the novella and having restored his original title, he sent it to his agent, Don Congdon; Doubleday declined to include it in his collection The Illustrated Man, published in February 1951, and several magazines turned it down before Horace Gold bought it for Galaxy Science Fiction, where it appeared in the same month as The Illustrated Man.

During the summer of 1951, while in New York consulting with Congdon and various editors, Bradbury attended a first-run Broadway production of Darkness at Noon, adapted for the stage by Koestler and Sidney Kingsley. By late 1952, he was expanding “The Fireman” once again, now as the anchor for a new story collection he was preparing for Ballantine Books. In January 1953, his search for the temperature at which book paper burns led him to a new title, Fahrenheit 451. In June, having missed his submission deadlines, he returned to the Powell Library, completing a novel draft of approximately 50,000 words.

In order to accommodate Fahrenheit 451, Ballantine revised their original eight-story publication plan: the novel would be followed only by “And the Rock Cried Out” and “The Playground.” To save time, the Ballantine editor Stanley Kauffmann traveled to Los Angeles in early August to assist during several days of galley revisions and corrections; Bradbury took the lead in these sessions, making final cuts to two dreamlike reveries in the final section of the novel, “Burning Bright.” With the revised galleys in hand, Kauffmann was able to drop them off with the printer in Chicago on his way back to New York.

Fahrenheit 451 appeared in numerous printings and editions after its October 1953 Ballantine debut. The first of these, published by Rupert Hart-Davis in London in 1954, omitted the two stories originally included with the novel, an omission that persisted in the novel’s subsequent British publication history, and that characterizes many of its subsequent American appearances as well. Bradbury did not believe that the stories necessarily belonged with the novel, and he is not known to have been involved in any subsequent alteration to the text of the novel, with two possible exceptions. In 1966, Ballantine prepared a special “Bal-Hi” issue for school adoption that silently removed profanity and references to sexuality, drugs, alcohol, insanity, and God, at about one hundred points. Though he had been informed about the special imprint, Bradbury did not realize the extent of these bowdlerizations until high school English classes contacted him. His strong recommendation to restore the text influenced
Ballantine’s decision to discontinue the Bal-Hi printings in 1978, and to restore the unaltered text. He may also have consented to a change in the novel’s chronology: a reference to “atomic wars since 1960” in the first edition (see page 291, lines 1–2 in the present volume) was updated to “1990” in Ballantine printings beginning in 1979, and to “2022” in Simon & Schuster printings beginning in 1993.

Bradbury’s submitted typescript is preserved in the William F. Nolan Collection at Bowling Green State University, but his revised galleys remain unlocated. The text of Fahrenheit 451 in the present volume is that of the October 1953 Ballantine first printing.

_Dandelion Wine._ First published by Doubleday in New York on September 5, 1957, _Dandelion Wine_ had its origins in a book project Bradbury began in the mid-1940s under the working titles _The Winds of Time_ and _Summer Morning, Summer Night._ This slowly evolving “Illinois novel,” drawing on his childhood memories of Waukegan, Illinois, in the 1920s and early 1930s, proved both troublesome and rewarding: Bradbury found it difficult to sustain an effective, novel-length story line and to complete the book, and yet the individual “Green Town” stories he wrote along the way won him increasing popularity in major market magazines. His Doubleday editor Walter Bradbury hoped the Illinois novel would help to ensure his transition into the literary mainstream, and in June 1951 offered him a contract for the book, but his struggle with it continued.

In place of the promised but still-unfinished novel, Bradbury first persuaded Doubleday to accept _The Golden Apples of the Sun_, a short story collection; it appeared in March 1953. By this time, he was deep in the process of transforming “The Fireman” into _Fahrenheit 451_, published by Ballantine Books in October 1953. After a nine-month screenwriting sojourn in Europe, he turned next to gathering his earlier weird tales in _The October Country_, published in November 1955, again by Ballantine. Sensing an impasse, Walter Bradbury advised him to extract what he could from the larger project, and to publish a collection of linked stories as a prelude to the novel itself. Changing his working title from _Green Town, Illinois_ to _Dandelion Wine_ in early 1956, he worked on the reconceived book throughout the year and into the spring of 1957.

On August 14, 1956, he sent Doubleday a revised outline, and by October he was able to hand a first full draft to Walter Bradbury, during his editor’s annual visit to Doubleday’s West Coast office. He revised, expanded, and rearranged this draft before it was typeset, adding two previously unpublished carnivalesque adventures, “Exorcism” and “The Tarot Witch” (see pages 459–71 and 526–40 of the
present volume), and making many other changes. He continued to revise in galley proofs, which arrived in February 1957, and carefully reviewed page proofs in late March and early April.

Many of the individual, unnumbered, and untitled story-chapters in *Dandelion Wine* had appeared in print before the book’s publication, as described in the list below. Bringing them together, Bradbury removed their titles and rewrote freely, making substantial alterations:

Dandelion Wine appeared in many new printings and editions during Bradbury’s lifetime, beginning with a Hart-Davis edition in the United Kingdom in the month after its U.S. release, and continuing with a much reprinted Bantam paperback (1959). Several omnibus editions incorporated the book. In contrast to The Martian Chronicles, Bradbury is not known to have sought any change in its contents and is unlikely to have revisited its text on the occasion of any of these subsequent publications. In November 1974, while Alfred A. Knopf was preparing a new hardbound edition, he asked his editor Nancy Nicholas to attend to the details. “Proofing has always been one darned awful chore to me,” he told her; “I’ve read Wine so many times now I just couldn’t do it again.” Nicholas corrected a longstanding date error in “The Swan” with his concurrence (see page 491, lines 37–38 in the present volume, and the corresponding note). Though he left his work as a whole untouched, Bradbury selected or consented to the selection of some of the story-chapters in Dandelion Wine for inclusion in later collections of his short fiction, among them R Is for Rocket (1960), The Vintage Bradbury (1963), S Is for Space (1966), The Stories of Ray Bradbury (1980), Classic Stories 1 and 2 (1990) and Bradbury Stories (2003). These story-chapters sometimes restore earlier magazine titles and sometimes bear new titles, which he may have supplied.

Nearly fifty years after the first appearance of Dandelion Wine, Bradbury was able to complete his original novel, publishing it as Farewell Summer (2006). He wrote many other “Green Town” stories at midcentury, including “One Timeless Spring” (1946) and “At Midnight, in the Month of June” (1954), which were not included in either book. His October 1956 typescript, revised galleys, and corrected page proofs were all returned to him in February 1958 and are now in the private collection of his friend and principal bibliographer, Donn Albright; photocopies are preserved in The Center for Ray Bradbury Studies at Indiana University. Separate typescripts of individual story-chapters are also known to survive. The text of Dandelion Wine in the present volume is that of the September 1957 Doubleday first printing.

Something Wicked This Way Comes. First published by Simon & Schuster in New York on September 17, 1962, Something Wicked This Way Comes evolved slowly, like Dandelion Wine, from memories of Bradbury’s Waukegan childhood. As early as 1944–45, he began to
envision a collection of related stories, to be titled *A Child’s Garden of Terror*, about a mysterious carnival much like the carnival in the novel; some of these stories ultimately appeared in a 1947 Arkham House collection, as *Dark Carnival*. Yet another story, “The Black Ferris,” anticipates the devices and themes of *Something Wicked This Way Comes* even more directly. Published in the May 1948 issue of *Weird Tales*, it continued to occupy Bradbury’s imagination: in 1949, he suggested to Mel Dinelli, a Hollywood writer who went on to adapt the story for the local television show *Starlight Summer Theater* in 1954 or 1955, that the story’s Ferris wheel might be made into a carousel; in 1952, he collaborated with the illustrator Joe Mugnaini on an unfinished picture version of the story; in July 1956, Dinelli’s version was broadcast again as “Merry-Go-Round,” the pilot episode of the NBC television series *Sneak Preview*, produced by Sam Goldwyn, Jr.; and also in 1956 Bradbury finished his own screenplay version, *Dark Carnival*, which won the strong support of his friend Gene Kelly, the actor-director, but which failed to find immediate backing.

From 1957 to 1962, while he continued to shop the screenplay, Bradbury wrote a novel that drew on these related works. Discarding an early, first-person draft titled *Jamie and Me* (1958–59), he submitted a revised, third-person version to Doubleday in 1960, but it met with an unenthusiastic reception, his editor and chief advocate Walter Bradbury having left the firm. Working instead with Robert Gottlieb at Simon & Schuster, he continued to revise the novel, changing its title to *The Autumn People* and then to *Something Wicked This Way Comes*. Acting on comments from Don Congdon and from his friend Jack Guss, among others, he drew clearer distinctions between Will Halloway and Jim Nightshade, the two boys at the novel’s center, while combining two other principal characters, Will’s aging father, Charles Halloway, and the library custodian who helps to save the boys. Four largely complete drafts of the novel are now preserved in the private collection of Donn Albright: Bradbury’s initial 377-page Doubleday submission, a 425-page revision for Simon & Schuster, a 380-page third draft dated December 1961, and his final, 340-page typescript, received by Gottlieb at the end of February 1962. (Copies of these drafts, along with discarded pages, are held at The Center for Ray Bradbury Studies.)

While Bradbury revised, Congdon submitted excerpts of the novel to magazines, including *Life*, *Harper’s*, *Good Housekeeping*, *The Saturday Evening Post*, and *Mademoiselle*; the last published “Nightmare Carousel,” combining parts of chapters 16, 18, 19, and 21 of Bradbury’s second draft, in January 1962. Bradbury continued to make changes in the novel, working on his carbon copy, even after Simon &
Schuster began typesetting. He transferred these late alterations onto galley proofs, which he read with care from April 21 to May 14, 1962. Postponing a planned summer publication date to the fall, Simon & Schuster published the novel on September 17.

*Something Wicked This Way Comes* has subsequently appeared in multiple printings and editions on both sides of the Atlantic, but Bradbury is not believed to have corrected or further altered it. The text of *Something Wicked This Way Comes* in the present volume is that of the September 1962 Simon & Schuster first printing.

**Appendix.** This volume concludes with a selection of six short items associated with the novels and story cycles it presents. The texts of these items have been taken from their first known appearances in print, as listed below:


This volume presents the texts of the original printings chosen for inclusion here, but it does not attempt to reproduce features of their design and layout. The texts are presented without change, except for the correction of typographical errors. Spelling, punctuation, and capitalization are often expressive features and they are not altered, even when inconsistent or irregular. The following is a list of errors corrected, cited by page and line number: 38.5, Sight Smell.; 108.7, paramecium; 138.8, antilynchin”; 153.5, roils; 216.19, gone; 235.3, RAMÓN JIMÉNEZ; 248.20, men disposable; 320.13, how I can; 325.15, it on; 399.9, days; 370.5, Adolph; 545.5, horde; 562.21, blessing; 666.3, floor.; 668.12, racheted; 682.2, “Tomorrow; 741.28, fortune-telling.; 748.8, all.; 764.36, yiping.; 822.33, progress.
Notes

In the notes below, the reference numbers denote page and line of this volume (the line count includes chapter headings but not blank lines). No note is generally made for material included in standard desk-reference works. Quotations from Shakespeare are keyed to *The Riverside Shakespeare*, ed. G. Blakemore Evans (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1974), and biblical references to the King James Version. For further information about Bradbury’s life and works, and references to other studies, see Jonathan R. Eller, *Becoming Ray Bradbury, Ray Bradbury Unbound*, and *Bradbury Beyond Apollo* (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2011, 2014, 2020, respectively); Jonathan R. Eller and William F. Touponce, *Ray Bradbury: The Life of Fiction* (Kent, OH: The Kent State University Press, 2004); William F. Nolan, *The Bradbury Companion* (Detroit: Gale, 1975); and Sam Weller, *The Bradbury Chronicles* (New York: William Morrow, 2005).

THE MARTIAN CHRONICLES

8.5 cleaning . . . dust] Bradbury’s early circulating draft of “Ylla” (c. 1948) reads “sweeping the floor with soft fluffs of spider web.”

11.13–16 “‘Drink to me . . . wine.’”] See Ben Jonson, “To Cecilia” (1616).

12.1 flame birds] The earliest typescript version of “Ylla” reads “sand ships” here.


41.21 Navigator Lustig] Bradbury’s use of the names of family, friends, and acquaintances in his fiction extends here to New Directions cover designer Alvin Lustig, whose work he knew as early as 1945; in 1946, he met Lustig in New York.

41.22 Samuel Hinkston] Bradbury was related to the Hinkston family of Waukegan, Illinois, his hometown; his grandfather was Samuel Hinkston Bradbury.

41.31–34 “Beautiful Ohio”] The state song of Ohio, written in 1918 by Robert A. King (1862–1932) under the pseudonym Mary Earl, with lyrics by Ballard MacDonald (1882–1933).


Gold Rush fields at Placerville, California, originally known as "Hangtown.",&130; a British music hall song of the California Gold Rush.

Baum’s novel –.

A medieval name for the burning sensations and hallucinations caused by sea, often seen by sailors as a good omen, rather than St. Anthony’s fire, Elmo’s fire, the glow or balls of light generated during electrical storms at sea, often seen by sailors as a good omen, rather than St. Anthony’s fire, a medieval name for the burning sensations and hallucinations caused by consumption of ergot-poisoned grain.


whirlwind twister . . . bump.] See the opening chapters of L. Frank Baum’s novel The Wonderful Wizard of Oz (1900).

Oh, the Good Time . . . an old Wyoming song,] Possibly inspired by R. V. Sankey’s “The Good Time’s Come at Last, or The Race to California” (c. 1849), a British music hall song of the California Gold Rush.

Fort Laramie to Hangtown,] Fort Laramie, Wyoming, to the Gold Rush fields at Placerville, California, originally known as “Hangtown.”
that song . . . middle of the air’) See “Ezekiel Saw the Wheel,” a spiritual by William L. Dawson (1899–1990), adapted from Ezekiel 1:15–22.

140.37 Elijah and the Chariot[,] See 2 Kings 2:11–12.

140.37–38 The Big Wheel and the Little Wheel] From the repeating chorus in various versions of the spiritual, “Ezekiel Saw the Wheel.”

140.38 Faith, Hope, and Charity] The three theological virtues of St. Paul, identified in 1 Cor. 13:13 and 1 Thess. 5:8 as Faith, Hope, and Love.


14.8.25 Once Upon a Time] Bradbury’s first book, given to him for Christmas 1925 by his aunt Neva Bradbury, was the fairy tale collection Once Upon a Time (1921), with illustrations by Margaret Evans Price.

14.8.26 the Phantom Rickshaw] Rudyard Kipling’s The Phantom ’Rickshaw & Other Eerie Tales (1888).

14.8.27–29 Glinda . . . Jack Pumpkinhead] L. Frank Baum’s Oz characters: Glinda the Good Witch of the South (appearing in almost all titles of the fourteen-book Oz series), Princess Ozma, the true heir to Oz (beginning in volume 2, The Land of Oz), the sky fairy Polychrome (beginning in volume 4, The Road to Oz), and Jack Pumpkinhead (featured in The Land of Oz).

150.14 Babbitts] Conformists, as personified by the title character of the Sinclair Lewis novel Babbitt (1922).

152.36 Karloff’?] Boris Karloff (William Henry Pratt, 1887–1969), English actor who played Frankenstein’s monster in Frankenstein (1931), Bride of Frankenstein (1935), and Son of Frankenstein (1939).

152.38 Lugosi’?] Bela Lugosi (1882–1956), Hungarian American actor known for roles in horror films, including Dracula (1931), Murders in the Rue Morgue (1932), The Raven (1935), and Son of Frankenstein (1939).

153.25 F.O.B.] “Free on Board,” a commercial term used to describe the location at which a buyer or seller is liable for shipping costs and risks.


153.37–38 Tik-Tok, Ruggedo] Tik-Tok is the mechanical title character of Tik-Tok of Oz (1914), the eighth book in the Land of Oz series by L. Frank Baum (1856–1919); Ruggedo, also known as Roquat the Red and the Nome King, appears in several Oz books, beginning with Ozma of Oz (1907).

NOTES

160.25  Joe Spaulding?] Bradbury’s father, Leo Spaulding Bradbury, was a Spaulding on his mother’s side.


188.10–11  Send me your hungry . . . poem go?] See Emma Lazarus’s sonnet “The New Colossus,” written in 1883 to help raise funds for the construction of a pedestal for the Statue of Liberty.

193.23–24  “That Old Gang of Mine.”] Popular song composed by Ray Henderson (1896–1970) in 1923, with lyrics by Mort Dixon (1892–1936) and Billy Rose (1899–1966); it was recorded by multiple artists and sold over a million copies.


200.12–13  a fifty-year-old film of Clark Gable.] Possibly one of the three romantic dramas that Gable (1901–1960) made after his return from World War II service and before Bradbury’s 1945–48 composition of the story: Adventure (1945), The Hucksters (1947), and Homecoming (1948).

200.27  the life of Reilly] A life of unexpected ease and luxury; the phrase may have originated with a comic song of 1883, “Is That Mr. Reilly?” by Pat Rooney (1844–1892), and later provided the title for a popular 1945–51 radio show, The Life of Riley.


208.6–7  Marguerite and Susan.] Bradbury’s wife Maggie was Marguerite Susan McClure Bradbury; their first child, Susan Marguerite, was born just after Bradbury completed revisions for The Martian Chronicles.


227.18  a family outing.] Bradbury’s early working title for “The Million Year Picnic” was “Family Outing.”

FAHRENHEIT 451


259.33 The flutter of cards,] The opening scene of “The Fireman” (1951), the novella that preceded *Fahrenheit 451*.

262.29–31 ‘Play the man, Master Ridley . . . put out.’] Reportedly spoken by Protestant reformer Hugh Latimer to Anglican bishop Nicholas Ridley, on the point of execution by burning; a consequence of the accession of the Catholic Mary I to the English throne and her vigorous persecution of Anglicans.

263.35–36 “Time has fallen . . . sunshine.”] From Alexander Smith’s *Dreamthorp: Essays Written in the Country* (1865).

281.22 Colored people . . . Little Black Sambo.] Numerous efforts have been made to remove *The Story of Little Black Sambo* (1899), a children’s book by Scottish author Helen Bannerman (1862–1946), from school libraries; in 1932, Langston Hughes described the book as “amusing undoubtedly to the white child, but like an unkind word to one who has known too many hurts to enjoy the additional pain of being laughed at.”


283.7 the Happiness Boys] Radio show of the 1920s and 1930s featuring singers Billy Jones (1889–1940) and Ernie Hare (1883–1939) and their popular comic songs satirizing events of the times.

283.7 the Dixie Duo] Eubie Blake (1887–1983) and Noble Sissle (1889–1975) began to perform ragtime and jazz concerts together around 1919 and were eventually billed as “The Dixie Duo.”

288.16–18 “It is computed, . . . smaller end.”] See Jonathan Swift’s *Gulliver’s Travels* (1726), part I, chapter IV, where the cause of the war between Lilliput and Blefuscu is revealed as disagreement over which end of an egg to break at breakfast.

289.12–15 “We cannot . . . run over.”] See Dr. Johnson’s September 19, 1777, observations on friendship in *The Life of Samuel Johnson* (1791) by James Boswell (1740–1795).

289.26 “That favorite subject, Myself.”] From a letter of July 26, 1763, written by James Boswell to essayist and cleric William Johnson Temple (1739–1796).

292.25 copies of the Bible] In “Long After Midnight” (1950), Bradbury’s first complete draft of what would become *Fahrenheit 451*, Montag takes Faber the works of Shakespeare rather than the Bible.

295.1 Consider the lilies of the field.] See Matthew 6:28 (the Sermon on the Mount) and Luke 12:27.
NOTES


316.9–10 “here comes . . . called a fool.”] See Shakespeare, As You Like It, V.ii.36–38.

316.13–14 “Who are a little . . . fools be.”] See John Donne’s “The Triple Fool,” first published posthumously in 1633.

316.37 Truth is . . . end of reckoning.] See Shakespeare, Measure for Measure, V.ii.45.

316.37–39 They are never . . . ourselves.] See Sir Philip Sidney, Arcadia (1593).


317.29–30 “Truth will come . . . hid long!] See Shakespeare, The Merchant of Venice, II.ii.79.

317.31 “Oh God, . . . horse!] See Shakespeare, The Merchant of Venice, I.ii.40–41.


317.38 “Knowledge is power!] See Sir Francis Bacon, Advancement of Learning (1605), I.iii.

NOTES


318.11 A kind of excellent . . . Willie!”] See Shakespeare, The Tempest, III. iii.38.

318.24 “All’s well that is well in the end.”] See Shakespeare, All’s Well That Ends Well, IV.iv.35.

321.2 Burning Bright] See William Blake’s poem “The Tyger,” from Songs of Experience (1794). This section title evolved from “Books without Pages” (in Bradbury’s “Long After Midnight” typescript) and “Water, Water, Quench Fire” (in his novella “The Fireman”).

325.29–31 ‘There is . . . respect not!’] See Shakespeare, Julius Caesar, IV.iii.66–69.


349.36 Ortega y Gasset] José Ortega y Gasset (1883–1965), Spanish philosopher.

361.19–21 To everything . . . to speak.] See Ecclesiastes 3:1–3.

361.23–25 And on . . . the nations.] See Revelation 22:2.

361.28 When we reach the city.] Bradbury’s novella “The Fireman” closes with the men reciting fragments of literature as they eat their breakfast:

The forks moved in the pink light. Now each of the men remembered a separate and different thing, a bit of poetry, a line from a play, an old song. And they spoke these little bits and pieces in the early morning air:

“Man that is born of a woman
Is of few days and full of trouble . . .”
A wind blew in the trees.
“To be or not to be, that is the question . . .”
The sun was fully up.
“Oh do you remember, Sweet Alice, Ben Bolt . . .?”
Montag felt fine.

DANDELION WINE

364.1 Walter I. Bradbury] Bradbury (1914–1996), not a relation, was an editor at Doubleday in New York.

369.39–370.7–8 Matinées I seen . . . The Bat,] Jones (1891–1942), Hoxie (1885–1965), Mix (1880–1940), and Gibson (1892–1962) were silent Western stars. Fairbanks, Sr., (1883–1939) was known for his swashbuckling roles in films such as The Thief of Bagdad (1924); Sills (1882–1930) and Menjou
(1890–1963) starred in films of several genres. *The Phantom of the Opera* (1925), *The Cat and the Canary* (1927) and *The Bat* (1926) were silent horror films.

While reading *Dandelion Wine* galleys, Bradbury realized that Tom’s encyclopedic list of movie matinees had carried over from the May 16, 1957, publication of the berry-picking story in *Reporter* (as “Illumination”), set in the mid-1930s. He hand-revised this anachronistic passage, which originally read as follows:

Matinees I seen: forty Roy Rogerses, thirty Hopalongs, forty-two Gene Autrys, thirty-five Walt Disneys, one hundred and ninety-two single and separate Bugs Bunnys, ten Burt Lancasters, eight repeats on Davey Crockett, and one Robert Taylor thing about love where I spent ninety hours in the theater toilet waiting for it to be over so I could see “The Mummy Creeps” or “The Bride of Frankenstein.”

376.17 the boarders] During Bradbury’s childhood, his Bradbury grandparents rented rooms to boarders, who inspired characters in *Dandelion Wine* and such stories as “The Man Upstairs” (1947), “All on a Summer’s Night” (1950), and “Any Friend of Nicholas Nickleby Is a Friend of Mine” (“The Best of Times,” 1966).

378.1 John Huff] Inspired by a real John Huff, Bradbury’s best friend during his family’s seven-month stay in Tucson in 1932–33.

382.16 United Cigar Store] During Bradbury’s childhood, the United Cigar Store chain had thousands of outlets and sold many non-tobacco items. They were often located in or adjacent to bus stations and rail terminals.


391.34–35 Knickerbocker . . . Crows] Recordings by these artists from the mid- to late 1920s remained fond Bradbury memories, including the comic novelty song “Two Black Crows Part 1” and sequels, by Moran and Mack (1927–28), and many Al Jolson records. Jolson sang on the Knickerbocker Quartet’s enduring single, “Pack Up Your Troubles in Your Old Kit Bag” (1917); as a teenager, Bradbury would later attend broadcasts of Jolson’s *Shell Chateau* radio show.

395.15 The Lonely One’s] Orvel Weyant (1909–1986) robbed almost forty businesses in Waukegan, Illinois, from February through October 1928 before he was captured and sentenced to prison; during this crime spree he wrote taunting letters to newspapers, the police, and his victims, signed “The Lonely One.”

395.31–32 when he was six and Great-grandfather passed away,] Grandfather Samuel H. Bradbury (1858–1926) passed away when Ray Bradbury was six; none of his great-grandfathers had lived into his lifetime.
Death was his little sister | In February 1928, when Bradbury was seven, his baby sister Elizabeth (Betty) Jane died at home from influenza or pneumonia.

Socrates . . . hemlock | For politicizing his teachings, an Athenian jury sentenced Socrates to death administered by a drink of hemlock in 399 B.C.E.

Whittier, | John Greenleaf Whittier (1807–1892), American poet.


Tom Swift and his Electric Annihilator | Bradbury read many titles in the first series of Tom Swift juvenile novels (1910–40) through copies in Waukegan’s Carnegie Library. This title recalls Tom Swift and his Electric Rifle (1911).

Caruso | Italian operatic tenor Enrico Caruso (1873–1921).

Ching Ling Soo | William Ellsworth Robinson (1861–1918), an American magician who performed under the name Chung Ling Soo, died accidentally onstage during the “bullet” trick Colonel Freeleigh recalls in Dandelion Wine; Robinson’s act imitated that of Chinese magician Ching Ling Foo (1844–1922), who toured the United States beginning in 1898. Bradbury had previously used the bullet trick in an unpublished story adapted for television as “The Marked Bullet,” which aired on the NBC series Jane Wyman Presents on November 20, 1956.

Pawnee Bill? | Wild West show entrepreneur Gordon William Lillie (1860–1942), creator of several iterations of his “Pawnee Bill” traveling shows and exhibitions. His 1908 tour was briefly combined with William F. Cody and his “Buffalo Bill” traveling Western show.

Green Town | A thinly veiled Waukegan, Illinois, Bradbury’s hometown.

‘All’s quiet . . . free . . .’ | See Ethel Lynn Beers, “The Picket-Guard” (1861), a poem set to music by John Hill Hewett as “All Quiet Along the Potomac Tonight” (1863). Colonel Freeleigh’s reverie includes Union and Confederate song fragments from “Dixie” (Emmett and Snowden), “The Battle Hymn of the Republic” (Julia Ward Howe, to the melody of “John Brown’s Body”), “Ye Cavaliers of Dixie” (Benjamin F. Porter, to the melody of “Ye Mariners of England”), “Tenting on the Old Camp Ground” (Walter Kittredge), and “Marching Through Georgia” (Henry Clay Work).
Appomattox the summer of 1865,] Confederate general Robert E. Lee’s surrender of the Army of Northern Virginia took place at Appomattox on April 9, 1865.

the seats were turned] At the end of a trolley street line in many cities, the conductor or motorman would turn or flip the seats to face the return direction of travel.

Albertus Magnus] German scholar and theologian (c. 1200–1280), canonized as a Catholic saint, to whom numerous works on alchemy have falsely been attributed.

a photographic memory. Bradbury used his father’s box Brownie camera to photograph stars in Hollywood after the family moved to Los Angeles in 1934.

A reference to the Jewish Passover and Christianity’s substitutional sacrifice of Christ.

Got a nose out to here!”] See Carlo Collodi’s Adventures of Pinocchio, first published in its entirety in Italian in 1883; the 1940 Walt Disney film adaptation was a Bradbury favorite.

The immortal lost-world queen Ayesha in H. Rider Haggard’s novel She: A History of Adventure (1886–87) and its sequels.

In 1975, when Dandelion Wine was published in a new edition by Alfred A. Knopf, Bradbury’s Knopf editor caught an error here, correcting the text to read “early August afternoon” to align with the calendar reference (“August 27, 1928”) established a few pages later.

“The Snow Queen.] See Hans Christian Andersen’s original fairy tale “The Snow Queen” (1844).

Electric Park] Now known as Weiss Field, the football stadium for the present Waukegan High School at 100 N. Lewis Avenue. During Bradbury’s childhood, this location was also the western terminus of the Washington Street trolley tracks, a line that, for many years, passed close to Bradbury’s home and his grandparents’ house at 619 Washington Street.

“Shine On . . . Moon . . .”] 1908 popular song credited on first publication to Nora Bayes (1880–1928) and Jack Norworth (John Godfrey Knauff, 1879–1939) but since attributed to others.

“Oh, give me . . . you . . .”] See note 45.4–6.

vanilla junket] An old-fashioned milk and rennet-based dessert; curds and whey.

“Hey, nonny . . . nonny no!”] An anonymous sixteenth-century English song.
NOTES


530.23  San Francisco was built and burned] A reference to the extensive fires following the San Francisco earthquake of April 18, 1906.

532.9  Charlie Chase Comedy] Many of the Hal Roach comedy shorts and films of the 1920s (including the first Our Gang films) were directed by Charles Joseph Parrott (1893–1940), who also starred in some of the Roach films in the comic lead role of Charley Chase.

532.21  Mme. Tarot’s real] Bradbury may have based his Mme. Tarot on Marie Anne Adelaide Lenormand (1772–1843), a famous French card reader; various decks of tarot cards evolved from her influence.

537.35–36  Washington Street] Bradbury’s home was just south of Washington Street on South St. James, several blocks west of downtown Waukegan and the Yeoman Creek branch of the ravine where Mr. Black dumped the mechanical Tarot Witch.

543.3  twenty-six thousand . . . inhabitants] A fair estimate of the population of Waukegan during this period, as reported in the U.S. Censuses of 1920 (19,226) and 1930 (33,499).

544.6  before Manila Bay] The U.S. naval victory over the Spanish fleet in Manila Bay occurred on May 1, 1898.

545.25  bumbergets] Umbrellas.

549.35–37  “Yes, we’ll gather . . . God . . .”] See “Shall We Gather at the River?” (also titled “Beautiful River” or “Hanson Place”), a hymn written by Robert Lowry (1826–1889) in 1864. Bradbury later published a story titled “Yes, We’ll Gather at the River” in I Sing the Body Electric! (1969).


555.25–26  the Aran Isles] An island archipelago off the west coast of Ireland, known for preserving the Irish language and traditions.

SOMETHING WICKED THIS WAY COMES

576.9  JACK GUSS] A writer and longtime member of Ray Bradbury’s writing group, Guss (1919–1987) suggested that Bradbury combine the parallel characters of Charles Halloway (originally a timid librarian) and the fast-thinking and courageous library janitor.

579.1–2  Man is . . . YEATS] See Yeats’s poem “Nineteen Hundred and Nineteen,” written in 1921 and collected in The Tower (1928).

585.2 Green Town] See note 434.23.

588.34–35 Indian-heads . . . quarters,] Indian Head cents, minted through 1909, and Lincoln cents, which succeeded them. “Miss Columbia” is a nickname for the female personification of Liberty featured on quarters minted until 1930, and on other coins.

590.8 Cabbage Night] Traditionally October 30, the prank night before Halloween, also known as Devil’s Night.

591.18 Peiping] Beijing, China.

591.18 Celebes.] Sulawesi, the third most populous island of Indonesia.


592.31 Moriarty,] Professor James Moriarty, archvillain in a number of the Sherlock Holmes tales of Arthur Conan Doyle (1859–1930).


594.18 Caesar’s lean and hungry friends.] See Shakespeare, Julius Caesar, I.i.194: “Yond Cassius has a lean and hungry look.”

594.18–19 They eat . . . breathe.] See the final line of John Milton’s sonnet “When I Consider How My Light Is Spent,” published in 1673.

595.30 bons] An apparent neologism from bonfire, which was originally formed in English by the combination of bone and fire.


600.27 Fantoccini.] Italian for “hand puppet.”

601.27 Star of India] One of the largest blue star sapphires in the world, now in the American Museum of Natural History.

647.31–33 the ‘Funeral March’ . . . Chopin] Chopin’s “Funeral March” (“Marche Funèbre”), the third movement of his Piano Sonata No. 2, was
composed two years prior to its incorporation within the Sonata in 1839, and remains a popular piece in solo performance.

648.3 “Oh, Susanna.”] 1848 popular song by Stephen Foster (1826–1864).
725.9 Bizarie . . . Bracelli[,] Bracelli (fl. 1616–1650) published Bizzarie di varie figure in 1624.
725.12–22 Dr. Faustus . . . Pacts With Demons[With the exception of Dr. Faustus—either the 1592 play by Christopher Marlowe (1564–1593) or the 1806–32 plays by Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749–1832)—these appear to be imaginary or partial titles.
726.24–25 By the pricking . . . comes.] See Shakespeare, Macbeth, IV.i.45.
736.16–17 Caesar . . . grand march sale.] See Plutarch’s Lives of the Noble Greeks and Romans, “Julius Caesar” (c. 100 B.C.E.), which apparently originated the story of the prediction that harm would befall the newly crowned Emperor Julius Caesar on the Ides of March, 44 B.C.E.; Caesar was stabbed by Senators armed with knives in the Roman Senate on March 15.
740.7 ‘Beautiful Ohio’] See note 41.33–34.
740.7 ‘Merry Widow.’] The “Merry Widow Waltz,” from Franz Lehár’s Austrian operetta The Merry Widow (1905).
747.20 arun[Running.
767.20 BULLET TRICK!”] See note 431.27.
769.28 Catherine wheels[Also known as pinwheels, a type of firework.
781.37 Jericho and the trump] See Joshua 6.1–27; trump is an archaic and poetic form of trumpet.
800.32 “Swanee River.”] See note 651.30–31.
801.26–30 “De Camptown . . . doo-dah day!”] From “Gwine to Run All Night, or De Camptown Races,” an 1850 minstrel song by Stephen Foster.
railroad semaphore] Pivoting arms used to give flag signals and instructions to railroad engineers.

APPENDIX


rhodomagnetics.] “A Few Notes on The Martian Chronicles” was originally published in the May 1950 Rhodomorphic Digest, a fanzine that borrowed its title from the fictional science of rhodomagnetism, described by Jack Williamson (1908–2006) in his 1947 novelette “With Folded Hands” and his 1949 novel The Humanoids.

Mr. Steig . . . lonely one.”] American illustrator William Steig (1907–2003) published The Lonely Ones, a collection of humorous portraits, in 1942; see also note 395.15.


Al Jolson . . . Backyard.”] Jolson (1886–1950) recorded the song in 1928 and again in 1947; it was composed by Dave Dreyer (1894–1967) with lyrics by Billy Rose (1899–1966).

proper study . . . is man.] See the opening couplet of Alexander Pope’s Essay on Man (1733), epistle II.

Philip Wylie] American author (1902–1971) known for both his science fiction and works of social criticism.


Tom Swift . . . Dean Swift] Tom Swift is the main character, conceived by writer and publisher Edward Stratemeyer (1862–1930), of many juvenile adventure and science fiction novels beginning with Tom Swift and His Motorcycle in 1910, usually credited to the pseudonymous Victor Appleton but written by many hands; “Dean Swift” is a common reference to Anglo-Irish satirist Jonathan Swift (1667–1745), for many years the dean of St. Patrick’s Cathedral, Dublin.

The Legion] The National Legion of Decency, a Catholic organization established in 1933 to evaluate the moral content of motion pictures.

the N.A.M.] The National Association of Manufacturers, an advocacy organization founded in 1895.
NOTES


823.40–824.1 Donne . . . unto himself.] See Meditation 17 in Donne’s Devotions upon Emergent Occasions (1624).


838.21–24 “The Black Ferris” . . . fantasy.] A version of “The Black Ferris” appeared in the May 1948 issue of Weird Tales, a year after Dark Carnival was published. Bradbury changed the Ferris wheel to a carousel, but the plot of the original story remained a pivotal adventure in the screenplay and novel.